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ABSTRACT

The Rhode Island Coastal. Resources Management Program is entering
its second decade.

Created by the Rhode Island General. Assembly on

1971.. the Coastal Resources Management Council adopted in 1977

a manage-

ment program th, t was approved by the Federal Office of Coastal Zone
Management in May;· 1978.

The state has been receiving $1 million annu-

ally in federal aid,. matched. by nearly a quarter of a million dollars in

state funds,. to implement. its Coastal Management Program..
The Rhode Island. Program has been intensely examined during the
past nine years by federal. evaluators, environmental groups, and inhouse program consultants.
c:ism:

These evaluations have directed sharp criti-

toward the Council. and its management program.

Program administra-

tars: and the Council have successfully deflected criticism and have argued that the Program has had· a beneficial effect on the state ' s coasta1 regi.on • .

This research project traces the historical context of the Rhode
Island Coastai Resources Management Program and analyzes, through its
case load, its decision-making environment and its management program.
The major program weaknesses are revealed as:
uot dt!Veloped

&

(1) a. program that has

management plan that. is suitabl.y tailored to the diverse

resource: base; ('2} a program that has not developed and adopted developmmit.

standards and. decision-making criteria tailored to fit permissib1e

uses;. and (3) a program that retains a large amount of Council discretiott :fn the decision-making process,. which, i f unchecked (by a failure

to remedy the first two weaknesses),"will continually deliver to Rhode
Islanders a costly and

difficult-to-a~minister

program whose only con-

s:istency is its inconsistency with its own management document.

ii

Bsu:1 lao shih Ch'u

(The rock is. bound to emerge aa the tide subsides.)
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Chinese Proverb
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INTRODUCTION
The· Official. news organ of the Planning profession recently repotted. that regulatory efficiency baa become a high-priority item during the past three years for some planning agencies as they have been
working to l: t'oduce more- efficient methods of protecting the environment
while still

ac~~dating·

growth.

1

This is not a surprising develop-

mant following the-decade of enacting enviromzrental legislation at the

stata and national; lave!.

Buainesa iD formulating comprehensive environ-

mental. legislad.cm was especially brisk iD the early 70's with the birth
of NEPA and a wide range of state and federal. enactments from Hawaii's
!.and Use law to the national. Coastal Zone Management

Act of 1972.

Little

new activity in this. realm has occurred since the 1975 failure of Con-

gress to enact national. land use legialation. 2
Bhoda Island
~

waa. in

step with,. 'if not ahead,. of the pack in 1971,

the. state' S · General Assembly enacted the Coasta1 Resources Manage-

ment Act a year before Congress launched the National Coastal. Zone Management Program.

Comprehensive land management legislation was simil-

arly developing at the state- and. national levels when the process collapsed in the United States Congress.

The atmosphere at the Rhode Island

state level. nearly suataineci the impetus for land management in 1976,.
~. the

aomani:. baa· lagged in subsequent General Aaaembly sessions.

Iii spite of the change in the twor of the times, interest in Coastal Zone Management. remains strong at the state and national levels. 3

--?ha. federal. program. and the seate programs it spawned are closely

1

- -----

- - - - ·- - --- -- ·

- - - ·· ----

watched and their efforts regularly gauged by a host of monitors from
GAO to professional. environmentalists.
In keeping with the spirit of professionals wha engage in monitor-

ing and. evaluation of programa to: create more efficient regulatory processea: and to measure their effectiveness., this report exmn1nes the Rhode

Island Coastal Resources Management Program's (RICmn')

et .~ectiveness.

It does this by examining the course- charted by state and federal legisIad.ve mandates aml ud.lize• a program review and evaluation approach
that compares. that course. with the- progress of the state' a program as it
1a actually implemented.
'I'he first question, indeed the paramount question, is, ''Does the

program result in benefits to society'?"°

The answer to this question

shal1 ~obtained. by measuring the- program's operational results against
goals and. objectives.

These operationa1 measurements will be evaluated

to determine: the program's overall effidenc:y in delivering the intended

results. and to detE'llline- i f there are unintended. impacts..

The: real world

consequences of the program are,. therefore, the subject matter

here; and

thay· v1ll be evaluated in terms of products and. the costs incurred.

If

the program is determined. to be- !esa effective and less efficient than
woul.4 be desirable, the. programmatic theory and the process roots of these

abortcominga will be revuled.

quatian

beCOlleSs

c:ee Kanagement

4

Translated into everyday language, the

"What cliffereace does tha lhode Island Coastal R.esour-

Progr~, CllCKMP)

make izl the Coastal. legion'l"

Thi.a report begiDa with aa: aplanation of the historical context of

f"ederal. . and" state coastal.. zona management and the resultant management

.z ·

programs or program process criteria that evolved at those governmental
levels.

This context is crucial because it reveals the forces that

shaped the present state program.

The analysis then proceeds through

the RICXMP document tc discern the adopted decision-making cnterl.a and
~ ~cesa

devised tc· adhere these c:rited.a to proposals for develop-

ment in the state's. Coascal. Reg101t.

The third step fallows with the

ev,,.luatiou of the caae-loa { typology and the results of the management
proce.S._!S~ _ . ?ha

- -:

report

conclud~s.

....~ch· a section of findings and recammen-

dad.cma, im:luding options far changes. tct the Leg1.sl.atUm.,.. the RICBHP.

ad tha· maagement process.
?bis: fcmut 1a canaiatent with what Theodore Poister has labeled

u a graving tandancy to link studies of program process with program

1mpacta in the "feed-back lo01t". of monitoring and evaluati.on. 5

Such a

feed-back loop baa been absent from the Rhode Island Program for the
nine years of its exlstenca.

Some small attellll>tS at measuring the

program' a 1mputa and outputs. were made during the preparation of the
stas:g gf Rhocie Island Coastal Resources Han•1emmt Program. 6 and more

recent efforts have been campnaed.. of two annual federa1 evaluations aa
mandatecf by Seed.cm 312 (CZMA) and a state review of procedure by an

"'outside ccmaultant" hired vi.th the tr.S. !nviromaenta1 Protection Agency
and. P'ederal Office of Coastal Zone Management funds. 7
cant cvaluaticm

19'76 . aa a co

was

The most signifi-

prepared by a conaortium of environmental groupa in

sn~ on,

the initi&l. Mmlagement Program aubmitted to the Ot-

fic~ ~f eoaatal. ~ ~plellt. f~r

federal. approval. a·· that evaluation

· found glaring deficiencies ill the Management Progrma and recommended majar: changes.. Kb.ode 'Island then requi.red another two years tc create a

management program.

No evaluation has been internally generated by

state program personnel, however, and this report is an effort to initiata the feed-back loop and supply the Program with the necessary data
base: and evaluation. 9'·
Na attempt is made to. evaluate the Rhode Island Coastal
s~c:tions

Program with respect ta

Management

of. the- Federal Coastal Zone Management

Act other than Section 306. ·, ..Dec.isions made vis-a-vis other sections of
the Act 111U8t be in conformance wi.th the Section 306 Management Program.

am.

are handled. through. the management proceaa established therein •

. ··

.

:·

· · ..:.

4-·
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All the higherp more penetrating ideals are
revolutionary. They present themselves far
less in. the guise of effects of past experience than in that of probable causes of future
experience,. factors to which the environment
and the lessons it has so far taught us must
learn. to bend.
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William James

CHAPTER ONE:

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FEDERAL COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT

AND THE FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR COASTAL MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS.
A..

The Stratton Commission:

Framework for Coastal Zone Management.

'nle national effort to devise a mechanism for better managemant of marine resources was officially launched in June, 1966, with
the enactment of Public Law 89-454 wh:ich established the Commission
on Marina Sdencep Engineering,. and Resources.

Known as the Strat-

ton. Commission. after its Chairman, Dr. Julius Stratton of the Ford

Foundation, the 15-member investigative team, was charged "to examine the nation's stake in the development,. utilization, and preservation of our marine environment ••• formulate a comprehensive,
long-term national program for marine affairs, (and) ••• recommend a
plan- of government organization to implement the Program. nl
TWo years- of effort: by that Commission resulted in Our Nation

ancl' the Sea, a · report which significanc.ly noted the uniqueness and
importance of tha coas.t :al zone for trade,

indus~,.

and biological.

productivity and which found the complexity of managing activities

m

this zone ta have ..outrun the abilities of the local governments

whc alone had the- responsibilities for planning and developing resolu:

...1.

•

;,

· ~ : ~.-_.~~a ;~~l~.-,.z : In testimony

given before. the House Mer-

c:hmle Marine and Fished.es Conference on Coastal Zone Management, in

-·

October of 1969, Dr •. John. A. Knauss,,. Provost for Marine Affairs,

7

- - ---------

- - -

---

-- ---

--- - -- - --------------- -

University of Rhode Island, and a prominent member of the Stratton
Commission, emphasized the increasingly competitive nature of the
uses of the Coastal Region resul.ting from population increases and
shifts-7' societal affluence·, . and scale and types. of activities ranging: from recreation t:O' energy production.

3

Doct'Or Knauss emphasized a major conclusion of the Commission:
'

...:... . . ~'Effective
management (of the coastal. zone) to date has been thwarted
.by tha. variety of government jurisdictions involved at all levels of

government,. the !av priority afforded to ma.tine matters. by state govenmene,.. the. diffusion of responsibility among State agencies, and the

failure.of state. agencies- to develop and implement long-range plans."

4

Ta cope with this problem. Knauss reported that the Commission arrived
at a second major conclusion:
a;

"that the management task was primarily

state. responsibility and that the federal government shoul.d encourage

the- state to, accept this. responsibility. u5
cial.

t~

These statements are cru-

understanding the problems of Coastal Zone Management because

they- point to the issue of jurisdiction·.

That is, who will. have the

authority over what.
The Commission viewed the- state· role as crucial "to surmount spe-

cia.I local. interests, to assist local agencies in solving common problems,. mzd to effect• strong interstate cooperation. "

6

To accomplish its

af.asiou iD: th& coastal. zone,. tha stata would. require "sufficient plan11iug and: regul.atoey authority."

rriausa confirmed that the Commission

had noc developed a prescription that each coastal state had to follow.
Obviously·. the special sets. of ci.rcumstances within each state would

help to shape the management mechanism.
state authority or volunteer commission.

It could be either a singleIn fact, the Commission rea-

lized. the federal government could, at best, only serve up inducements
for states to participate in s.u ch a . scheme--

T

Regard.less: of the specific: shape of a particular state's management mechanism, the Commission believed its effectiveness would hinge
on four specific powers.

'l'hese were reported by Knauss to the House

Conference as (l) Planning,. (2) Regulation, (3)- Acquisition and F.min-

eac

Domain,. and (4} Development. . 'l'hese powers· would enable the state

to prepare comprehensive plans- for coastal waters and their adjacent
lands; manage- through zoning, easements·, licenses and permits and whate.ver other· controls would be required to ensure- development in conformance with the. plan,. including outright acquisition, if required, and
· development -of- such public facilities as beaches and marinas, and leasing lands

and offshore lands. 8

'nlese findiilgs and recommendations were

... .

to sa:ong.ly 1nf1wmc:e the early· efforts in Rhode Island.
A year after the Stracton Commissiott Report, a second nationally
prominent publication. was released by the U.s. Department of the Interior under the t:itle of 'The National Estuary Study.

Mandated by the Es-

tuary Protection A.ct, Public Law 90-454, ·the report conveyed a picture

of on-going destruction of the. natiou'"s estuary system, with the findiug

~c:9-

... . _,·

·.= ~~.- .

·- ,: :_. ._--.

· Eatuarles are 1D Jeopardy. They are being damaged,
destroyedp and reduced in size at an accelerating
rate by physi.cal alteration and by pollution. They
are. favori~ places for industry,.. which finds the
land cheap-~ water transportation easy,. and waste dis-
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posal convenient. They are also favorite places
for residential developers who find it exceedingly
profitable to dredge and fill an estuary and thus
destroy part of it in order to appeal to affluent
Americans· to live near the water in houses which are
accessible- by boat and automobile.

Following on the- heels of these ma.j.o r reports was a series of
Iegislative initiativesat the Congressional level to enact a NationaL
Coastal Zone Management Program.

B..

The Coastal Zone· Management Act of

1972~

Realities of Implementation.

!.. A Matter of. Contror •.

Ia response to the Stratton Commission
r~·

report~

Senator War-

G. Magnuson . introduced in August, 1969, legislation. (S 2802) to

create a Coastal. Zone Management l'Togram for the qation.

Magnuson's

legislation was fo-llawed by a plethora of Coastal Management propo-

1

sals in the Rouse of Representatives and the Senate. (}
posal.s~

In all pro-

.,

the definition· of the area to be managed either posed or

reflected problems with the landward line of demarcation, while:
there- seemed to: be· little problem in establishing the furthest extent. of tha seaward boundary at the "landward extent of maritime.
ll
influences."
Other legislation defined it as "not to exceed 20
miles inland where maritime- influences. exercise. direct ef feet on
the Iand ...nlZ
. - stto~~;

~Cher definition was

"that 1D close proximity and

~~u~--ci by - ~~- ·'~outline. ,,ll

Efforts to enact coastal

management legislad:ou continued inta 19n when legislation was in-,
traduced by Senator Ernest "LT. Rollings· (S 582) and by Senator John

10

Tower (S 638).

Their legislation defined the inland boundary as

the extent that the land was "influenced by the water. "

14

Definition. of the boundary not withstanding, all. pieces of
legislaaan,.. following the recommendations of the Stratton Commiss1.on,. placed the management burden. on the states with the flexibil-

it? to evolve their individual management programs.
ing :'the: Hollings initiative with S

The day follow-

582,. Senator Robert

L. Byrd, in-

traduced s. 99·Z to create a land management mechanism for the nation,

recognizing the coastal zone and estuaries aa areas of critical en15
vtronmental. concern.
As the legislation began to be reshaped,
the- coastal legislation's inland boundary needs changed.
water-oriented definition appeared in S 3507:

A

flexible

"Shorelands whose

use had a <lirect and significant impact on the coastal water."

The

Hause companion to S 3507, H.R. 14146, stated the inland boundary
was to include "only those shoreland areas the control of which is
necessary to- the effective management of the coastal water them-

selves.."

11

Both

p~eces were leaving the landside to be covered by

the land management legislation.

Responsibility for administering

the coastal program was assigned to the National. Oceanic and Atmos-

pheric Administration in the U.S.
mended by the Stratton Commission.
Oil

Depar~ent

of Commerce as recom-

'nle Conference Committee Report

S 3501 and R.R. 14146 defined the inland boundary of the coastal

· zone to· be- "those lands which have a clirect and significant impact

...

.

.

l&

upon the coastal. water."

. !his. legislation passed and was signed

into· law on October 27,. 1972, as Public Law 92-583,. more than one
year after the state. of Bhode Island had enacted coastal management
legislation..
. ll

The issues of authorities and the inland boundary are the
two keys to understanding the problems of managing the activities
of the Coastal Region.

The Stratton Commission recommendations

emphasized strong authorities to be implemented at the state levelauthorities so· strong that the zoning mechanism was envisioned among
other powerful. tools,. and while the CZMA did not ut:f.lize that term,
it clearly required a landward orientation of a kind necessary to
manage activities that have a direct and significant impact upon
c:oaa~

waters..

However •. the Act. is not specific in this regard,.

ancl relegat:ed. definitions and standards. to the: administrative rulemaking process..

It is. clear that: at the state level, implementa-

tioa of concepts such as these could run aground stiff local opposit ion...

Unless, of course, the necessary groundwork could be em-

p:!aced through public involvement/education, and a role was re-

served for local governments whose jurisdiction was most strenuous-

ly threatened by strong state programs.
-. ··· 1lla May,. 1975' •. Coastal Zone Management Workshop at Asilomar,

California,. was devoted to the theme "From Planning to Practice,"
ancf there was- a, heavy· emphasis. on. public participation.

19

Speakers

in the sessiatr included Donald Strauss of the American Arbitration

Association; Dr .. Niels Rorholm, . Professor Of School Oceanography,

Ua.iV.rsity of Rhode I'sland; and the Honorable Burt Muhly, Mayor of
.

.

_: . Sant• Cruz.,. Cal:.tfornia.

.

Their massage was clear.

Local govern-

meats have succumbed to development pressures and have wrecked the
coastl.ine- The general citizenry are not involved in the decisionmaking p1:0cess.

Local government control results in fragmented
12

governance of the region.

Til.e majority of people are being mani-

pulated by local governments while people who do participate in
goal.-setting and decision-making do so to attain specific ends.
Peopla- do nae trust the data, provided by experts.

Public partici-

pation iII. Coastal Zone Management: is a necessary long-term process
that is required to bring the public into contact with decisionmaking.
M:uhly produced a lengthy slide presentation visually documenting the det:eriorad.011 of the aesthetic and recreational values of
the. Califomia· Coas~ Region; the- shoreline in particular, as a.

result: of purely local decision-making.

Muhley's findings echo

those expressed elsewhere by the early pioneers in coastal zone man-

agement. At the: Third Annual New England COastal Resources Manage- ·- mene- COUf'erence in Durham, New
llng~town,.

Hampshire~

in November, 19 72, South

Rhode Island, Town Councilman Walter Gray was reported

to have placed heavy

responsibility on. local. politicians. for the

woes: of coastal resources.

Local. officials, he said, are "prone

to. proclaim: their deep affection for our great aatural resources

anct then bend like spaghetti when their· votes stack us against some
vested interest. ,,20

It is local officials who disparage and under-

mine the concept: o-f statewide and regional coastal management and

..· : plannfng., and :tt is these local. politiciamr who will continue to
. .. .
....

·.

· :· .

. neither· Muhley,.s findings. nor Gray,.s aclmowledgemencs, nor the

. ..

- .

atrangth of the Stratton Collllldssiou report taken separately or
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together could sustain the efforts to create strong state programs.
The CZMA places many burdens upon state programs to factor in diverse

interests~

and local governments have too much at stake to

al.law substantial state contro.l over acti.vities and uses within

their p-olitical boundaries.

This has had predictable resul.ts at

the. national and state levels.
2.

The Shifting Federal Target Syndrome.
'It was: difficult enough for states to have to contend with
the· jealous prerogatives of loca.l governments, but the plight of

State Coastal Program Managers was exacerbated by the federal "car-

rot . and'. stick."
gdward T'. LaRoe, former Chief of the Florida Bureau of Coastal
Zone· Management· and a former OCZM staff person, and Elizabeth Sheiry

Roy have advanced documentation that the Federa.l Office of Coastal
ZOue Management has been inconsistent in. its administration of the

CZMA because- it (OCZM) lacks explicit policies and standards-a
feature compounded by the policy to keep flexible to allow individ-

ual states· to develop programs suited to each state's unique politicai and cultural c.lim8te.

The result of this form of administration

bu been the creation of a welter of state programs with varying em-

phasfa. on a wide- range of targets.

LaRoe

and~

state:.

"the re-

v1ew: and. approval of. stata programs has continued to be conducted
an acf hoc basis. and has- frequently been based upon the opinion
22
of or interpretation by the regiona.l coordinators."
They add that

· · · OD.

14.

this lack . of criteria has been felt at the state level by complicating the task of program managers trying to develop programs
23
acceptable to their constituencies.
This characteristic of the federal end of the Coastal Zone

Management Program. has persiiJted through program development: into
program evaluation.
evaluation have been:

The four principal OCZM criteria for program
(1) protection of significant: natural re-

sources.; (2) more effective management of coastal development;
(l} increasing access to the· coast; and (4) increasing intergovern111m1taI.. cooperation: and coordination.

Z4

taRoe and Roy make the

points that these criteria are new; are not derived properly from
the hortatory language of the CZMA, Sections 302 and 303; are not
standardized;. and regardless of how lauditory these criteria may
be, they are symptomatic of continuing inconsistency which, when
viewed collectively, show "that OCZM has applied inconsistent cri25
teria based upon frequently nonexistent objectives."
Not surprlsingly. there bas been. a drive nationally by the Coast Alliance,

the Coastal. States Organization, and others., to tighten up at the
federal. level. because of the delays, disputes, and total failure
. of- S1:ate programs· resulting from the ever-shifting federal target.

26

This constant federal motion has severely affected the development

and implementation of the Rhode Island Program.

·· · < :·: ·. · the .Ia.Ly:. 22. 1975,. OCZM· site visi.t at Newport, Rhode Island, 27
approximately one year after the state received its first Section
30S planrrf.ng grant,illustrates the problems that resulted.

IS

State

coastal officials were instructed by Messers Robert Knecht,

OC~f,

Director, and Richard Gardiner, leading OCZM staff person, that
five items were necessary for state- program approval.

First~

the

state- was. required to define its. coastal zone; and to satisfy this
requirement:,. the state could either pue a line on a map or include
the whole. state; presumably the latter option was a result: of the
peculiar jurisdictional authorities of the Rhode Island Coastal
Resources Act and the state's smallness.

Regardless of the. definition of the zone-, Knecht maincained
that the: requirement was "'an operational definition," and coordinad:om between- regulatory agencies had to be spelled out.

This be-

came known as· linkage or "networking'~ or as one wit at an Airlie,.

Virginia. CZM 'Workshop described it, ''Knechtions."

It was empha-

sized that the state had to have adequate control over land and
water· uses.

Second,. the state had to define the geographic: areas

of c:oncera· that were within the concrol of the state management progranr...· 'l'flim. the state: program was- required to designate what: prl-

ority of uses would be- adopted in the

~ode

Island Coastal

ntts requirement was defined with an emphasis on permissible uses for the: geographic areas of particular concern.

The re-

quirement was: that permissible uses need only be defined rather
: ~- listecl'. . · ~ ..-: . .. . .• .

r

:- .-

Stil.l~ Gardiner believed this to be the core· to a
.·. "

·:,.• .~

coatal management program... The fourth. and fifth necessary f ea-

..

tures of m:r appravable management program were asstll:ances that lo-

cal governments could not restrict uses of a "regional benefit" and
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that the state program could not restrict uses of a "national benefit."
When. Rhode Island first received approval in March, 1974, for
its program development grant, and became one of the' firs.t three

recipients nationwide,,. it: was commonly acknowledged that the state
would receive approval of its management program within two years
because Rhode Island had an excellent history in Coastal Zone Managemene •. notably the 1971 Coastal. Resources . Management Act.

So,

at: th• canclusicm. of the Jul.y 22'• 1975. site- visit, euphoria reigned
among State Coastal Resources Management: Council members.

They had

been: informed by OCZM' s legal. counsel _that the Rhode Island iegislaticm was among the best.

All. that remained, it seemed, was docu-

mentation of the- five conditions.
The Office of Coastal. Zone Management was caught nationally
between the: political. realities of more than 30 coastal states and

terneones,.

its statutory- mandate. and its administrative guide-

lines: and· regulatious.

In a. well.-intend.oned effort to assist the

states to prepare management ·p rograms, by perhaps attempting to
c~

through the grey areas created by the merging of local politi-

cal real:lties. and federal requirements, OCZM released, in early 1976,
.
.
29
a set of seven.. '." threshold Papers."

. ,.·;• : ·. ·1 ~-~ _-t? '~:"i :; .~; .: . ~ -~. ' ·j '• ..- ~. . · ~'~; .
· thu•: papers·pcontained what OCZM believed to be the minimal
acceptable standards thae the states needed to meet for 306 Cll)proval.
,

__

They wera based on cha regulations,. but there were instances ''by

ocm

admiss-ion" where ~· regulations and the Threshold Pcq>ers were

17
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not totally compatible.

30
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Some states welcomed the attempt by

OCZM to "elucidate" the minimum standards, but found them, in

31

some cases- ~ "to be confusing," and lacking in flexibility.
32
Other states found them to provide excellent: guidance.
While
for some

states~

the papers merely raised as many questions as

they attempted to answer.

33

Enough-,.- confusion arose from the Threshold Papers to necessitat:a- a N"ew England and Mid-Atlantic States Program Directors
meedng on. January

q

2.l~

1976, at the- World Trade Center.

That: meet-

touched upon the various ways states were trying to cope- with

New- York saw the networking of exist-

piecing together a program.

ing regulatory programs on a realistic approach that recognized
that "bold new legislation is impossible."

34

Dick Gardner of OCZM

saw real. approval. problems coming in those states with little or·

no environmental legislation.

He stated that sooner or later OCZM

would be confronted with the. half;_a~loaf versus the whole-loaf prob3S
IaDt.. .

Sara ChasU of the Natural Resources Defense Council,. writing
cri.t:tcal.Iy of the Coastal Management Act's progress through 1979,
sustained the· criticism of LaRoe and Rey.

It is her conviction that

. "since. commencement of the federal. program, OCZM has continued to

.; alter and. rarlse the. requirements for 306 (Management: Program Grant:)

·.pp~~~,.36

She

aeyla as fai'Ifng

~ctacked

t:~

this feature of OCZM's administrative

insure protection of valuable coastal resources

because "they place heavy emphasis on procedure rather than- sub.
3T
~ca. •

1
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Based on this, one would perhaps not be surprised to learn
that Rhode Island's Program approval did not occur until May 12,
1978,. nearly three years after the Newport site visit.

As it

turned out,. a fourth year of planning was allowed by amendment to
the. CZMA. and later a

~ifth

year· to assist reluctant states as all

experienced grave difficulties in defining boundaries,authorities,
uses., geographic areas, uses. of regional benefit and uses of na-

In 1976·,. Knecht at Airlie, Virginia, related the

d.oual interest.

''history'• of the discovery of the Planet Pluto as analogous to the

.

development of approvable coastal programs.

Astronomers, he

stated,, hypothesized the planet,. s existence and had worked out the
mathematical proofs prior to its actual sighting by telescope.

So

too·., OCZM hypothesized, there were approvable state CZM programs
_.. __ (other than Washington State, which had received approval in 1975)
out there waiting to be discovered.

Based an what has followed,

one, wonders if Rhode Island's coastal telescope has been properly
focused.

~

.·.

.

\
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lie who- f18hts the future has a dangerous·
memy-.. nte fueure is not,. it: borrows itsstrengtit from the man himself,. and when
it has tricked him out of this,. then it
appears- outside of him as the enemy he

must meee.
- Soren Kierkegaard
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CHAPTER TWO:

A-

DEVELOPMENTAL EVOLtrTION OF THE RHODE ISLAND COASTAL RE-

S!mary of Earl.y State Efforts.
The first siguif icant study of the Rhode Island Coastal Region,
The Rhode Island Shore, A Regional Guide Plan Study, 1955-1970, was

prepared by tha Bhode Island Development Counc11 in 1956.

The Develop-

menc Council •. the precursor of the present-day state Department of
Kcoaoad.c Development,. was· prompteit by cha damage caused by Hurrtcane

Carol in 1954,. and the report was an effort to determine the measures
necessary to

m1·n1m1ze

damage from future atom.

The study was en-

Iarged with the ai.d of matching state and federal funds provided under
___ ________Saccion 701. of. the. Hausmg· Act of 1954..

Reflecting the emphasis of

Seed.on 701 on. Comprehensive Community Planning• the report recognized
tha need. for a camprehens:l.ve muter plan for. planning. devel.opment and

ngutatcn:y controls- concerning the Rhode Island shore region. and. recom-

DIC1ded the coordination- of state,. local and f edera1 agencies and prlvate interest grout's' efforts co achieve such a plan. 1
The State's Genera1 Assembly reacted to the need for shoreline
protec~

from: stcmlt damage with the "Shore Development Act of 1956"

which declared • ··•tate policy to protect and promote the health. safety
.. . .

..

-· .,

Gld ..Uare of th& people. and the stat&' s intention· to· assist municipal.id.ea in arresd.ng,. protecting. and preserving beach areas. from era_•ion and damage-· by the elements.

The Act. assigned responsibility· to

•
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the Depart:nent of Natural Resources, Division of Harbors and Rivers,
which is now the Division of Coastal Resources in the Department of
Environmental Management:.

2

In: J'anuary,. 1969., the Natural. Resources Group,. a private citizen

interest group,. published the Report on Administration of Narragan-

sett Bay.

The group emphasized the historic importance of Narragansett:

Bay to the development: of Rhode Island and stressed the Bay's cont:inu-

1ng role as the state's. "greatest natural resource substantially sup-

pordng

industrial~

commercial.. mili.tary,. recreational and domestic ac-

d."litiea.~l' The· rep~ identified.

two

problems concerning Narraganaett Bay:

distinctF but closely-related

(1) the lack of existing state

en:· Iocal. government management policies and goals- relative to the Bay;

and. (2) the lack of information necessary to develop goals and polici.ea ..4-

These needs were not

1ml ike

those- identified. in the 1956 Re-

gional. Guide Plan Study of the Development Council.

The Natural Re-

sources Group recommended. immediate action be taken to find the best

maCodafor-.determ1n1ng and formulating Bay policies and the: means of

.

implementing and admjn1ste.ring them.
R..

s

The- Governorrs Committee on. the· Coastal. Zone, 1969:

A State P'ocus.

Aa a result of the Natural Resources Group's effort:,. and the grow1Dg. awareness of the:. citi.zency to the proven historical need of a com-

prehenaive c:oaatal resourc8' management

program~.

Governor Frank Licht

appointed. a teclm.ica.t.. committee in March. 1969. aa the first step

toward drafting. future managemenc policies for Narragansett Bay and
the· entire- Coastal Region.

'?be- ?eclmical Committee was comprl..sed of

Dine mmnbers. representing eight state- agencies: and the University of
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Rhode Island Graduate School of Oceanography~ 6 and its product is a
model of rational-comprehensive planning and decision-making.

the. iD:Ltial report of the Technical Comm:lttee to the Governor
was presented. in March. 1970..

(I):

It recommended:

The State of Rhode Island make a declaration regarding the
importance of its coastal zone and the intention of the state
tl:r'

provide the. proper

pl ann1ng

and management of this re-

source;
The management: mecbani sm be a coastal zone council created

(%)

by the Generai Assembly;

{3)

The University of Rhode- Island be designated as the state's
coastal zone laboratory• with primary research responsibiliti.es;

{4} '?he Coastal. Zone Council immediately begin to prepare a com;relums:ive pl.an for th& coastal zone;
'I'fle Cound.! identify andr i f uecessary. initiate the action

(5.).

naeded to: clar1fy the state-' s- legal jurisdi.ction in the coas-

taL zone;
'I'ha Counc.:U review ecatutea relaeing to the coastal. zone and

(6)

·/ · · , :.~~ -..nd'
.,.

(7)

;.

. .

..

.

ucesury changes;

·.-: .

'.rha Council revi.ev ex:Lsd.ng programs and. proj ect:s relating

to: the coaatal zone and. make recommendati.ons concerning their
direction.; .
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(8)

The Council develop and maintain an inventory of coastal
resources; and

(9)

The General Assembly amend Section 42-1-1. of the- General
Laws of 1956,. as. amended., regarding the state's-. seaward

boundary,. so as to extend the state's. jurisdiction to the
maximum extent possible under existing statutes, treaties,

and c:on.ventious. 7

mu.. recommendatioua grew

out of the Comm:ittee's effort to. define

the Technical parameters of· coastal zona management and fit the result.
8
ant definition into an administrative framework for implementation.

But,, not only was there a need for inventory data on coastal activities,.
there was,. crucially,. the need to define the space within which these

activitiea~ when occurring,. would be- a management concern. 9 The Comm:ittee settled. on a three-tier space definition. for management operad.ona:.. (1) a. primary area,. whi.ch roughly corresponds. to the. coastal.

dramage basin later used for basin studies under the Clean Water Act,.
Secd.oa.

303e-~

and which eventual.1y became the. coastal planning. area de-

picted. as the- RI~,. "P'n.orities for Use in the Coastal Region,"
(2) Acti.vity defined space which is the. area or site of an activity im-

pacting on the Coastal Region and coastal water but lying inland of the
water,.

possib~y inland

of. the primary area, and possibly lying beyond.

the statata. boundary.- and (3} •direct refJJlatory zone defined as (a} al.I
:{ntnct tidal vater bodies,. the terd.toria.l aea and contiguous seas subiect to state jurladicticm., (b) the adjoining land areas and included
w.tar bodies to a mcrfmum elevation of 20 feet above mean. high

26

water~

or to a maximum distance of 200 feet from mean high water, whichever provided the furtherest inland control, and (c) all islands, except Aquidneck, Conauicut, Prudence, and Block Island.
treated

10

These were

a8· "mainland·.. "'

By fol:mUlating the nine. recommendations,. the Commit.tee clearly

sought t.o- create a management mechanism that would balance the uses of·
the coastal zone with the basic natural environment through planned
development,. which waa envisioned aa being comprehens:lve and long range.

11

Importancl.y. the guiding policies for the management of the zone were "to
preaervep protect:• . develop,. and• where possible, to restore the re-

saar.ces of tha swa"s coastal zone for th:ls and. succeeding generations,"
and "preservatiall and restoration of ecological systems and historic and
aesthetic resources shall be the primary guiding principals upon which
enviromumtal alterations •••will be measured, judged, and regulated. "12
This language was retained in the Bhode Island Coastal Resources Manage-

13

ment Act of 1971..

the adm:fnistrative body first recommended by the Committee to im-

plemen.t the Coastal Resources Act. waa an eleven-member gubernatoriallyappointed counc:U headed by an Executive Director, appointed by the Committee•

Staff support would come from the classified civil servi.ce and

housed in the Deparment of Natural Resources (now the Department of
Bavf:totalellta1 Management), while. the University of Rhode Island would

pron.de tedmica1 research capability.
Seek

The plan (Recommendation 4) was

aa the central portion of the whole scheme.

To inqtlemeut it, the

i:lllplmentation.. authorities needed. to be secure (Recommendations 5, 6
·_and 9) • and there had to be certainty that there . would be cohesive ac-

27

tion on the part of niany actors rather than a disparate conglomeration of· bodies working at cross purposes (Recommendations 6 and 7).
The foundation. of the plan was to be constructed out of Reccmmendati.ona l" and. 8.

The plan's dependence- on. and centrality to the management process is reflected by the implementation guideline requiring the Coun-

cil to

have the authority to "recommend allocations of land, submerged

!and, water areas, and. related. air space,. to specified activities or

mes of development.

together: nth regulaticma designed. to control

these acd.rtd.es ••• ei.ther directly· or through delegation to other gcv4
ermnental: ageuciea ....1
plan:

Powerful tools were proposed to implement the

(1) authority to suspend or def er any proposed development or

usa. of land,. submerged. land. water area and related air space for not
more than three years after the creation of the Council; (2) authority
to establish. license fees or other charges for the use of state lands,
submerged lands,. and. water uses-; (3) authority to acquire land, submergect !and. or water areas; (4.)- authority to establish pierhead and bulkhead lines for shorelines;. and. (5) authority to develop and operate fac:ilitiea or vessels.

15

The COuncil was recommended as the lead state

agency for coordination of coastally-related activities, and it was to
16
be- financed through tq>propriaticma from the General Assembly.
'f!ia· ~oaecl eleven:wmember management Council had a. decidedly

•eat• governmental orientation.
bera:

there 1ntre to be four ex officio mem-

The- directors of the state Departmentsof Natura1 Resources,

lfealth,. Community

Affa:irs~

and the Development Council • . Seven public

28

members were proposed representing conservation, recreation, wildlife
or aesthetic concerns (2); commercial fishing, business, industry or

toud.Sll (Z);. education ar. research (l); and local government (2).
17
di~cmal. advisory'-OU!y members.. were recommended.

Ad-

Not surprisingly. the Technical Committee was guided in its efforts
by keeping a close watch an the development of coastal zone legislation
in the tr.S. Congress.

At that time, the model piece of legislation waa

the ''Magnuson Bill" which called. fer comprehensive planning and development of the: Coaatal. Zone,. to be developed in concert with local auchor~-,.

setting. forth goal.a and planning principals, and supported by

distinct standards (emphasis added) to measure decisions. by and to avert
arbitrary and capricious management. 18

The Magnuson Bill called far au-

thorit.y to prepare zoning and land-use regulations ta control develop-

118Dt and. to assure compliance with the Master Plan against which a11

proposals for development would be judged subject to full opportunity

tor

l9

hearings- and. 1ud1cial.. review..

I.egj.alatiou based on the G'avernor's Technical. Committee recommenclad.oils,_ and reflecting the approach modeled by the Magnuson

Bill,.

waa submitted to the 1970 session of the· Rhode Island General Assembly,

butwaauot reported out of Committee and died upon session adjourmnent.
Major pieces of legialat.ion, llUCh aa th:Ls,. not infrequently fail. pass-

.

· age the first t:lme around. Ul>9C:iall.y when it seeks to maka broad. changes
. , ~r . . : .. .

in pOVE'

~el"at.iona~ps.

The int and boundary of the coastal zone was.

the principal. stumbling block in 1970,.. and the powers of acquisition a

major contti.buting. factor. aa the local governments of 21 communities,

29

or slightly more than half of the local govenmi.ents in the state, representing two-thirds of the state's population, balked at the legis-·
lation's attempt to. claim state control over the strip of land 200 feec
inl8J1d from mean high· water or co elevatiou 20 feet, whichever was

greater ..

C.

2ct

The Expanded Committee, 1970:

The Shift to the Local Focus.

Ch November 23, 1970, Governor !.icht. by Executive Order No .. 19,
rec:cmatitut.e d and expanded the Technical. Committee and charged it to
continua the· study of the Coutal. Region and "·c o propose an acceptable·,
effecd.v.- ancL equ:.ltabla mechanism to ensure the proper and orderly de-

velopllUmt.·~

management of Narragansett Bay and the Coastal Zone. ,,12

The expanded. committee had greatly increased representation compared
.

to the previous version, wi.th an additional 52 members

22

and seven ad-

visory . personnel from Regional and Federtl Agencies added to the origi-

n.a1. uine.

23

'ft1e: n..- committee,. aclmovledging the difficulties the earlier leg-

iaiatian had via-a-vis !ocal authorities,. prepared a management program
model that would have- broad jurisdiction. over tidal water areas defined.

aa utending from mean high water to the lim:l.t of the state's territorand limited powers over land restricted to a f ev 911ecif ic uses
.
24
eypea of activiti..-.
The plmming and implementation themes re-

iaI sea.

a.r

wfzied substantially intact. . . did. the following deciaiou-making critu:!& (1..e., stftcfarda):

(ll capacity" of areas to SUl'POrt activities

and ii.pact of activities- on. ecological systems; (2) state water quality

atand•rds; (3) need and. demand for activities and uses; and (4) compati-

.

bility of activities and. uses.

ZS

To implement the

30

plan~

the Council

would continue to have the authority to formulate the regulations, as
previously envisioned, and a 'burden of proof' requirement for de-

velopers was advanced requiring them " ••• to show that their proposals
'WtJld. not make any area unsuitable for the uses or activities to which

it is allocated by the Coastal Zone Plan." 26

There was an emphasis before the new Committee that the modif ications necessary to overcome _local objection had several major disadvantages~

pard.cularly with regard to the total lack of ability of the

proposed. Counc:U to have an impact ou local zoning and taxing policies;
it• lim:Lted. role ill resolving conflicts resulting from competition. for

I.amt; an over-all

inability of the Council to deal with numerous spe-

ci.fic: problems; and a probable result that the Council would not be eligibla for. federal funds, should they become available, because of in.

sufficient zoning and land. acquisition. powers.
aclmowledg

as being debatable;

28

27

The last point was

and as it turned out, it is the only

preclictiou. of tha four which did not bear out.
'?he Iagislad.on. born from the second teclmical committee resulted

1zt an enactment by the 1971 session. of the General Assembly,. creating in
Chapter 46-23 of the General Laws, as amended, a management mechanism

consisting of a Coastal Resources Management Council and staff.

The

Council was created with close ties to the Department of Natura1 Reaourcea. aa czigiDally proposed.. with. the Division of Coasta1 Resources
f~

fros the old Division. of Harbors and livers ta serve as the

ataff um to the Council.

That Division had historically been the per-

mittiDg agency for activities in and over state coastal waters, but it
Da'IWr

had. tha broad powers for Coastal Management

31

The formula for Council membership, however, changed dramatically.

The Council's size was increased to 17 members, and the num-

ber of ex officio state department members was reduced to two with the
ezcluai011. of the Directors. of Commu:n:i.ty Affa£rs and the Development
The number of local. government officials was- doubled. to four,.

Counc11.

and four elected officials from· the· General. Assembly were added,. two
each from. the House of Representatives and the Senate.

The number of

public members was increased. from five to seven. but the type of representation

~teri.a

was completely dropped.

29

'?fle- !Orllula for chasing members to the Council creates an. appear-

am:ec of comp!ez:ity and balance.

Of the 1S appointees• 7 are allocated

to· the Governor. 1. to the Speaker of the Rouse. and 2 tn· the Lt. Governor.. The: formula also provides that the majority of the members are
from coaataL coiiiiiiWdties and proVides that smal1 communities of less
th.art

:z.s.ooo

in· populati.ou are represented.. No more than 2 persons shall

be froar- the: same c:omaamity P and. there: is
~

in I and

representation.

30

cmtJoa:ttiou of the Council indicated a clear. victory for

panilism..

~

31 whila the Iac:k of cr:tteria. for types of public representa-

t1ou' and tha ezpansion of the· "public" representation threw the Council

open to a host of special interests.
clear~

Under . such a scheme,. the only way

forward motion could be aclUaved. would be through deft leader-

. ahip- and pursuit of- C01l8e118US. on. brae goals and objectives initially,
.: ·

am

..

oa..part:.tc:ular iasuas over tim9..
.

a. c:ritic:aI. document.

.·

It ta this need that made the pl.an

..

U the plan became too

specific~

their: the latitude

- of the Ioca.L. and. special interests would be clipped• perhaps more than
these interests· would be v111 fng to. accept ae any particular dma.

3Z

'nle eventual result was. adoption of a management program which has
developed an interesting illlplementation history.

D..

The Program Prospectus:

A Guide for the Crucial First Steps.

In S'epcember,. U71,. the Rhode Island Statewide Planning Program
~u~lished

the Program Prospectus for the Coastal Resources Management

Council "to assist and guide· the newly created Coastal Resources Management Council. and its staff

t~manage

the state's coastal. resources

fn a mmmer which will provide the public with the optimum. use(s) of •••
3Z
(the} bay: and the Coutal Region • ..,
It sought to lay dOWll the proce-

clarea for plan developaent.. using the work of the two technical commit-

tees aa its. base.

It suggested a three-phased approach:

(1) concentra-

t1on on specific problems of major signi.ficance and immediate interest;

(%} data acquisition and evaluation for the plan and to support decisionmaking; and (3) continuing coastal. resources management and planning
after tha preparat1011 of the plan.

33'

the first problem. area recommended far Council attend.on by the

Prospectus waa its permi.t system, which it inherited from the Division
of

Rarb~s.

and. livers and which waa viewed as the basic method for con-

trol of activities under its jurisdiction.

34.

'nle Prospectus urged form-

ulation of pei:m:f.t system operating procedures; development of standards
. for evaluaUou. of awlicationa,. 8l!d development of criteria "to determ:lzut which applicationa could ba hndled routinely by the staff ami

which would

requir~ the at~ention of the full Council,"35

and i t urged

defiDition. of those situations which would require hearings.

33

36
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The second concern recommended for Council . attention was a site
study for a nuclear power plant.

This study

tion crj,teria; sita evaluation, site
37

emendations.,..

~ould

include site selec-

and site development rec-

ranking~

but ie was not ta be emphasized

to

the exclusion of the

other technical. stwlies- required for the plan.. These studies were specifica:lly cited by the Prospectus as:

(1) population and economic ac-

tivity studies; (2) hydrological. studies; (3) descriptive and anG.lytic
measurements of the physical. and chemical properties of the Bay and
Coata:l water••- (4) ecological stwlies; (S) geological ·s urvey; and
.

.

(6) inventory of cha acd.vi.tiea an&t physica1 uaea of the coastal. area.

~

These. teclmicaI.. sewiies- were seen aa vital parts of the plan preparad011 and: were to be fed into the long-range program to "monitor" al.1

key aspects of coastai waters.

cep.t sof

baaelln~

There was an emphasis here on the con-

data and water quality and the allocation of uses "in

accordance with tha ability of the resources of each area to support
various acti.vities .." 39 In addition. to tha power plant study, special
areas of concm:: req_uiring Council. attend.en were legal jurisdiction,
public access. affects of land uses on· water areas,. port development,
promod.cn of marine commerce,. and overall fonmlatiou of regulaticns
40
to implement the plan and p-rogram.
When viewed with the benefit of nearly a decade of hindsight, the

recomendaticma- of the Prospectua (examined w±thiD the context of the
Coanc:11.•s coapo•iticm and. 1ta coucom:1tant mind set) and the- predictions

of the. Hc:ond technical COllllllittee- referred to earlier, form· a base for
establiahing: naluad.ve· criteria that can be measured with objective

daca collected. from the pe%Dlitting system and other records maintained

by the Divincm of Coastu Resources for the C-ouuci1.

34

E.

Coastal Resources Management:

Tiie Shakedown Period.

A. review of the newsf ile covering the first 18 months of the

CRMC'a existence offers considerable insight into the initial. abil1t1.ea of the Council, its early c:cncerns, and its most severe prob-

lems..

It fs important to note that '!he· Providence Journal and '!he

Evening Bulletin, both Journal. Company papers, endorsed the en.act-

ment of the Coastal Resources Management Act of 1971 in two editor41
1ala in- April and July of that year.
Once the Council was created
1D- .?ulr,. 1971.. alld the appointments made, the presaures· wlllch helped
~

stfmnl•te ita creation. descended upon it and.,. fraa Cha impression

the ex-

Development on the. Green Hill. Barrier Beach complex in South
nngstawn captured the Council's. attention in 1972 as the town sought
Thia. issue brought to the fore the spectre of

to- lim:l.t development.

· the taking iaaue. and. underscored. the need for the Council to have a
4z·
plaD:.
ma :tsaue a1aa brough1: th• Council in.to a dispute with the

Department of Natural.. Resources concerning enforcement of Council regu4-3·
lad.on.a.?ha 1seua ia. still unresolved. aa the courts have ruled in

favor of residential development (Annicelli Case) and that: decision is
being appealed. by South ICingstawn.

Amicus bri.efs have been filed by

of Vermont Enviromaental Lav School, OCZM and
... the
. CDC_. the Ulli.veraity
. .
..
..
;.. .. .

-~· ·

•,

'

.. .

,.. :.

...

, ·-

. ~.

·-- ~

-'" ·..

.•

The. CoUncil fouad itself. locked. in. an in.teragency dis\>ute with the

State Department of Health

~·

regulation of vessel.-co-vessel. tran.sfer

3.5

of oil.

44

'nle Health Depart1nent was opposed to permitting use of

the Bay for such transfers, while the Council favored the activity
with. proper regulation.
~on:

The. Couiicil successfully defended its posi-

in thia. case.
'!he .Couucil. also became embroiled in a

p~posal.

in the Upper

Bay region to dredge and fill a 50,000 square-foot area of Stillhouse

Cove for the Rhode Island Yacht Club.

45

The Council granted an as-

sent for the project over intense local Ql)position and adm:itted that
there. was

110

enviromDeDtal. impact study prepared for the project be-

cause of a complete lack of staff and mouey to prepare such a study.
Veaciges of the. Yacht Club issue were still. plaguing the Council in
early 1981, although the issues at hand were no longer environmental

or- uae issues..

Rather• the Council's process was being manipulated in
46
an interna.I. feud at the Yacht Club over the al.igcment of floats.
The staff1ng issue- had been an acknowledged early problem., and it

was reported that the Council was Ql)erating with "absolutely insuffici-

..

ent

47

funds..

The. Natura1 Resources Group recommended that the Gover-

nor appoint a full-time Executive· Secretary and provide the Division of
Coastal. Resources with more staff.

48:

However, an unexpected problem

was generated by the first' Chairman. of the Council., Dr. Vincent T. Oddo.
An· investigatiou of all. the berthing fees collected at state f acil1t1ea

·· at .Galilee-., .Jerusalem., and Tiverton.. all operated by the Department of

lfatural.. Resource•,. revealeci that fees nre aa much aa 600 percent lower
than fees chargecf at- private facilities;· and aa a result,. the· state's

--·

revenues came. uowhere--.near paying the- coats of Ql)erating and maintaining.

36

its own facilities. 49
from tax revenues.

The difference, naturally, had to be made up

Out of this came reports that the lower rates were

politically motivated and. that influential persons exerted pressure on
.

state offic:i.als to govern. the assignment of these "coveted berths."
Among

50

Chase so charged waa the first Chairman of the Coastal. Council.

51.

ThiS. issue baa- been resolved with the acceptance of subsidized berthing

for the commercial fishing industry.
Amid tha clamor over the berthing fees and alleged. influence pedal.ing .. '?he Providence Journal published an editorial requesting the Chair-

man•a resign.ad.cm.

f~om

.

the CKMC.

S2:

The editorial emphasized. that the

Co1mdl. had: !elP.dmate problems- with lack of staff and money, but it

bad al.so caused a lack of public confidence from the "squabbling with
other state agencies, and fumbled its way late into the raw over residencial developments on the shore at: Green Hill., and is stumbling ita
way through near farce in the matter of construction of a proposed East
·
S3
Providence- chem:t.cal. storage plant."
The editorial asked the Governor
.
.
54
co reacart the Coad.I. :!n. the. right direction in. .Ianuary.
Doctor Od.do resigned the Chair,. but he ramainecl on the Council.
The nas- Chairman,. former Tiverton State Representative .Iohn A.

Lyons, assumed control of the Council in 1973, and later thae year,
the aeate initiated. its applicad.cm process for Section 30S CZMA pl.an-

mng- funds..

The. Council settled into rout:ina permi.tting of activities

along t!la- ahortliile,. i1l a fashion s1Drflar to the Division of Harbors
.....

a:a.ci livers opuad.oa.a before enactment of the Coastal. legislati.on iD

a n .. ·. Fros. lac.. 197l until May. 1978. while the Council was engaged iD
""rouc:!De,.. pum:Lt.ting. it• primary attention was focused on. attaining

37
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federal CZMA Section 305 and 306 monies to enable the state to prepare the comprehensive management plan that was so vitally needed and
then. to imp.l ement it on an en-going basis as envisioned by the Sectiou. 306 mandate..

Until the exi.Sting plan was adopted in September,

1977> the CRMC operated on an abbreviated set of policies anci pl.an
55
adopted in early 1973.
This early flurry of ''bad press" all. but disappeared after 1973,

but it helped to c:reate a trae "bunker mentality" among the old-hand

COuncil members.

It also- revealed to the Cauncil leadership the bene-

fie of good press rel.atious.

The result has been a tendency for the

Council. to spousor relatively noucouttoversia1 work, leav.fng tough is-

suea such as: aesthetics,. lease fees, and highest and best use/pertnissible uses alone..

It has also cost the Council its leadership role

aver precisely that area of the state that the Natural Resources Group
in

1969 declared as the state's most important resource--Narragansett

Bay..

'!he Governor ta Office. has had. to. resort to creating another panel

to settle- use· conflicts on the Bay.

56

And .. another specia1 Commission·

had to be· legislatively created to deal with the lease fee issue, that

ia. charging. users of state waters and bottom lands an appropriate fee

for their e:z:clusionary use, a. use will.ch includes filling below mean
51
high water.
the bunker mentality ezpru.... itaelf moat acutely whenever per-

aoua indmateiy involved in or tm111•r with the CIMC'a Program express
concern· that major programmatic deviation• are

occurring~

oi: that the

..

larger issues are escaping to the detriment of tha Program.

The Coun-

c:U. bu apparently lulled itself into. be.lleving its own. press.

38

releases~
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periodic newsletter, and laudatory praise from the OCZM Public Rela58
tions Specialist.
The public relations approach creates an illusiou that provides escape from the harsh realities revealed through
tha case load analysis.
the public through

th~

!or instance,, it: is frequently announced to

Newsletter or televisiou spots that the OMC

has' stringent regulations on salt: marshes or that the CliMC is protecting our coast.

These statements are abso-lut:e1y true, but: they do no-

thing. to convey the. immense _clifficulty in fulfilling these objectives

because of what can only be described as a lack of public: acceptance

of tha CIMC' s Program. Worsa 9 the evidence shows also that the Council. itself doea not fully accept or abide by its Program •

•
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r predict a brlghc· future for compl~ey.
Have you ever considered how complicated
things· can get. what w:Lth one thing always·

lea.cling to another.
- Jr.

.

...

,.

B. White

CHAPTER THREE:

THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF THE RHODE ISLAND COASTAL
USOtJRCl!:S MANAGF.MENT PROGRAM • .

A.. Process Descript1on.
Simply described, a person or persons acting as private citizens or representing any organization or any unit of government, must

apply for and. rece:i.ve a Coastal. Resources Management Council "Assent"'
pr.tor ta> cmmencement of· activities within the Council.' s juri.s<lictiou.

The- appli.c:ation process involves. the aubmi.saiou of plans along with

a $3S.OO filing fee. and the project is then put out to publ,j,c notice
for· a 3CJ-day review and comment period.

Al:. the end of the- 30-day review period, provided that all re-

views ue completed and there are no objections, the Council decides

cm the case (application) .. I f there is an objection, a public hearing is held. by a subcc:maittee of three Council members assisted by

legal comiael, a court stenographer, and Division of Coastal Resour-

ces

(DEM)

sea.ff, including the Division Chief in every case.

bearing serves to obtain

ably obtained"

l

..

Council.

for the Council "'the best evidence reaaoti-

for and agaill8t the application.

procesa is- completed, the

The

mbcommi~ee

which. then iaauea

&

When the hearing

files a report with the full

deci.aioD. that is. uaually ccmaistent with

theaubcoaai.tte•'• recommendations and normally occurs within a mouth
after the subcommittee- report.
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Once a council decision is reached on a case, the Division of
Coastal Resources staff sends an assent (or denial, whichever is the
case) to the applicant.

Project modifications (i.e., stipulations)

ar-e attached. to the assent.

In. c:out:est:ed. cases, the legal. counsel.

wd.tea the decision with findings of fact,. couclusious of law and.

stipulations,. i£ any.

Any interested. party can appeal a decision

within 30 days after the decision is

s~~t

to the applicant:.

'l:hea• are tha mechanics of the process..

However,. ta understand

the. process,.. i.t is essential. to comprehend the specifics of the leg181ative: chargeo to the CBMC, and the way that charge is pragrammati-

c:all.y translated.

'!he-CRMC baa direct authority over the entire

shoreline and. over those activities that are likely co "significantly

affect the. shore or tidal. waters."

z·

this- authority is exercised

. _ ___ - - - ---- ~ough_ _a direct permitU?_g __o~ . -~al! activitie~ __be~een the mean high
water mark and:. the- outward. limits of the state's territorial sea,.

coastal. wetlanda., phyaiographic features and al.l directly associated
area• c011t:f.guoua to. and: necessary to preserve the integrity of· such

areaa and features,."' iDcluding coastal. ponds.

l

T!i:ts language strongly· suggest:s that the Council bas control

aver laud use in a zone along the shore.
~ defines

Section 120.0-2 of the

g-

physiograp!U.cal. features as be.ing "beaches and barrier

tieachea; cliffs. ledgu and. bluffs;:: coasa.l wetlands• and sand dunes ...
I

'!:he: a~e ahorelina c:Ol181at:a of one or more of these features, ex-

cept. in. some inacaucea.: where: the land is bulkheaded. 1D some form. out

put mean. lav water• in which case the. Council retains authority

OYer the facility and an inland zone because such man-made devices
are wahoreline. protection facilities."

s

4

The zone in question is defined in Section 120.0-2 to be 200
feet inland from the particular physiographical feature.

It is not

programmatically defined for bulkheaded areas (unless there is a.
physiographi.cal. feature- there

a1so). but the Council has statutory

authorlty over "all. directly associated contiguous areas which are

necessary to preserve- the integri.ty of such facility."

6

This pro-

granaa.tic and statutory language has created an area of dual jurisdict:f.cm.where state and. local. authorities converge, creating a situat:1ou: wflere conatant large and small conflicts can ensue. especially

becau• "Uc:h coaatal. mun:l.cipality (retaiDa) primary responsibility
1
far 11&D&gi.ng land use along its coast."
Tha dual. jurisclictiou is acknowledged and local authority is

acceded to in the operating polic:y that creates the Council as "the
last step for i.D:-state permit procedures (acting) f orm.a:lly on an ap-

plication only when al1 local and other state approvals have been
obtained."&

Thia policy:., while convenient. haa obv.ioua limiting

features i f the state acting. through the Council expects to exercise

some fcn:m of rational comprehensive and/or simply effective control

m

tha shoreward. management zone.

The policy ream.eta CRMC im.tia-

tive and it allows local approval and project start-up in ways not
fUll.y c01l81atent with tha IUCBMP ·:. .
· .· _:A& an illustration. of the un:ln.tmided effect of thi.s policy,
..... ·. . . .

recoria ahcnr that in 1980. 46 percent of tha applicatiombefore the
C0'11DC:il. as a ruult

of Cease and Desist Orders were. project start-

ups that had received local bni l ding pemits or were locally spousored public· works projects..

(Cease and Desist Orders
46 ·

are 111Dre

fully described in Chapter 3, Section D)

There were also 51 Cease

and Desist Orders issued on landside projects for which local ap-

provals. were noc required and/or . there was either ignorance of or

outright ignori.ng. of tha state's authority

(Table 5, Section D).

The programmatic approach to assuring these types of deviations
do not occur is wholly unrealistic when viewed against the statistics
cited above.

The Program requires that ''Persona proposing altera-

tion.s: along the shoreline are informed by Council staff or by local
authori.ties when a Council permit is required."

!l

Damage to physio-

graphical· features has oftau occurred by the time a.· Cease and Desist
Order

.. -

a

issued..

..,...

~a

.

result. restoration •. a goal of the 1971. leg-

1alaeio11., ia ei.ther impossible- such as in a case of sea cH.f f alterat±on. or impractical because of the probability of worse effects
such aa-. heavy siltation of a coastal pond as would occur when a party

has illegally filled. and bulkheaded below· mean high water.

Moreover,

these phenomena often occur in areas where such a project would have
a very- Iov probability· of being perm:itted because the evidentiary

baJ:daa of the program. would be difficult

dr

impossible to meet.

I t fa the: evidentiary ''burdens of proof" of the Program wlrl.ch
are simultaneously its strength and one of its weaknesses, at least
as experienced. in present operations.

__are-

p~ upa11
... : ·

.

.

~·

.

Statutorily, these burdens

Cha · applicant to. demonstrate for auy development or
. ... .

.

.....

Op.ru.:tOa. ri.thiD., above.- or beneath the state'• tidal. waters that
· their proposal.. will not:.

(Il conflict with any resources management

plan; or program; (2)- maka any area unsuitable for auy uae or activity
·~

which i t a

allocated by a resources management plan or progrma; ·

4.7

10

or (3) significantly damage the environment of the coastal region."
Authority over land areas gives the Council power which is "limited
to situations

m which

there is a reasonable probability of con-

fl.ice with a. plan. or program for resources management or damage· to
11

the coastal env±ronment."

Specific uses or categories falling un-

der the Council's landside authorities are:

power generating and

desalination plants; chemical or petroleum processing, transfer, or
storage;. minerals extraction; sewage treatment and disposal, and
12

solici waste disposal. facilities.
P'rogrammaticall.y,. the burdens are refined to include "reliable
and.'. probative evidence that the coastal resources are capable of supporting the proposed activity or alteration including the impacts
aruJ:.lor effects upon:

circulation and flushing patterns, sediment de-

position patterns, biological communities (vegetation. shellfish, finfish, wildlife habitat), aesthetic and/or recreational value,. water
quality .. public: access to and along the shore, erosion and flood haz13.
arda.- runoff patterns~ and existing activities."

These pertain to. Shoreline Systems, and with the exception of the
14.

existing activity category, Tidal. Waters, and Coastal Ponds.

With

regard to Tidal Waters and Coastal Ponds, the burdens are still more
rigorous,.
. .•

~

m

that these areas are c:lassified according to use values:

.

c~ervacion/?oV- :tutenai.ty use, multiple use recreation, high inten.s:ity' us• recreation, mul.tiple use, and urban use..

The burdens corres-

pond to- the. assigned value of preservation. and the language governing.perm:i.tted use in conservation/low inten.sity use and multiple use

4&

recreation areas becomes restrictive, in that certain activities will

''be permitted only upon demonstration that a bona fide benefit to the
puhl.ic:.welfare will. result, and, further, that no reasonable alterna15
tiv~

For- conservation estuaries,. these activities are: in-

exi.sts .. '"

duseria1 development,. sewage- disposal and stormwater runoff, deposition of fill, extensive grading or excavation, installation of cables
and pipelines, storage and transport of hazardous materials, dredging
and structures in navigable water.

In multiple use recreation waters,

these. activities are: similar but less. restricted:

industrial develop-

mene,. . dispositiou. of fi!I,. discharge of domestic,. municipal and industrial. _sewage,. extensive grading or excavation,. storage or transport:
of· hazardous materials,. and any activity disruptive of recreational
16
use-.
Permits- are also required for alteration of tributary waterbodies. and for: the- alteration of salinity and water volumes; and for
proposals to fi.11. tidal waters, applicants must demonstrate bona fide
benefit to the- public welfare and that there is no reasonable alterna17
t:t~ means ta> achieve- this public beneif t.
Specific burdens.-have been estab1ished for applications requesting- structural forms of shore.line erosion control such as rip rap or
bulkheading..

These- projects must "demonstrate that non-structural
18
means have been fully evaluated as a solution to the problem;"
and,
where non-structural:.
. .. .. ·-·
- . methods are unsuitable·,. the proposed structure
~

.

11U8t be demonstrated to have a reasouable probability of controlling
·- -.. .. _ ·. ...

·-

~

-·

emaicn:l iti th& si.t.I!,,. and not increase erosion on nearby areas and

not have- a significant adverse impact on the areas' environmental

49

quality.

The use of structural erosion controls is prohibited in

beach areas unless an "applicant demonstrates by probative evidence
lack of available sediment" for nonstructural. controls (i.e., vegetatiou. fencing, sand bags, etc..

Eighteen specific beach areas
19·

where this- prohibition applies are listed in. the· RICRMP.

Burdens

are similarly established in each section of the RICRMP from Water
Quality Management to commercial. and industr±al. siting.

One could

easily draw the inference that each applicatiou is accompanied by
evidence that these burdens have been met through evaluation by the
applicant: • . Data collected and the impact analysis, theoretically
at. least,, accompany the application.
not so..

However,. in practice, this is

The most c0111110n method of addressing these burdens is to

not address them at all; or, on occasion, a letter of Program consistency accompanies the application.

This appears to have developed

because of the seeming impracticality of requiring what is essentially an environmental impact statement on each project, regardless of
scale and t:ype_. and it: is. fostered by the Administration of the Pro-

gram.
Applicants are provided application forms. with a checklist of·
up to 20 or more- project description items that must accompany each

a{)l)lication.

These are not programmatically or statutorily related.

All applicant.' s handbook has been prepared· and is generally ill re..

~·

prded by staff persomie.I.

It does not. relate well to the RICRMP or

ref1ec:t the Program's burdens on applicants.

It serves UIOstly as a

well-intentioned vehicle to make the RICRMP understandable to the

50

greatest number of people.

It is the lowest common denominator ap-

preach to public information and offers rules-of-thumb, such as "If
your feet are going to get wet with salt water, you definitely need

a permit,.'" or "If- you are breathing good salt air, you probably need
a permit.'"

The handbook also lists:. informational items similar to

20
the checklist.
The product of the organizational environment described in the

preceeding paragraphs is an operation that attempts to capture through
a . r .e gul.atoryi permitting process every form of activity within 200

feet of th& inland. edge of the nearest shoreline system and/ or mean

high water. and next ta nothing· furt:her than 200 feet unless it is
one of· the specific land uses covered by the legislation.

It is an

operation- that requires those projects captured to be subjected to an

application process that requires plans. and information that do not
address . the fundamental burdens- of proof established by law arid the

RICRMP..

'l'his throws. the entire burden of proof onto- the· administer-

iDg. personnel.

It:· leaves to the staff the responsibility of deter-

mining project. consistency with the RICRMP; and whenever this determi.nation. is not possible due to· clear conflicts or because of subtle
long-term. or even supposed but uncertain conflicts, the staff triggers
the- burden of proof question.

This does nor mean that the . Council un-

iformally seeka to clarify the issues or - resolve the conflicts.

· c~.

In

the-. staff objections to projects may- not be considered objections

· and are· not alW&J"W- handled: the same way as local. government or private

. n..

dtizem obj,ections.

SI.

Applications for Council permits are processed by the staff of
the Department of Environmental Management.

what other

stat~ · and

"The Staff ascertains

federal permits· are needed and that the appli-

Z2
cation procedure is being followed in proper sequence,."

and each

project:. ts evaluated by a Fish and Wildlife biologist,. an engine.er,
the: planning staff and at. least one member of the Council.

To this

group, add the Chairman/Executive Director of the Council and the
Chief of the Division of Coastal Resources in the vast majority of

cases.
Dau re!evanc to the natura of the- proposal and the- site are
taken.. fros the mapped data base will.ch is 011 file at the Division of

This map base was prepared with CZMA Section 305

Coastal Resources.

planning mouies,. and it utilizes 1975 U.S. Geological Survey base maps
and ortho photos.

Mylar overlays show local. zoning, water and sewer

serrlce areas,. significant natural areas,. historic: places and districts,
recreation areas,. flood zones, wetlands and topography at a scale- of

1:1%.00G

:tnches.

?lie engineer and the biologist prepare a written statement whic:h

addresses the engineering plans

submitted~

site- suitability assess-

ment and recommendations for Council action.

This is added to the file

wtth the data from. the mapped. data base and a policy and regulation
.

... .

...'!.," · · ~-

~

. ~ · .} : .• ·.

-. ,..:·.Dalysis
. .:. . .
•

:..

·:

on the proposal ... C~Usly,.. the Counc:U does net require
·.

.

_;,._,

professionally prepared. engineering p!ansp thuap placing total pl.an.
.·

...

.r

·:..

.

.

'

. ancf site evaluatiou.. on the staff, and in some cases, the Council has

actually l:equested.. the staff to- prepare plans for
-~

.__:_

. ,. ·
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applicants~

includ.-

23
ing developers.

Tile Council member or members and the Division

Chief who visits the site prepare no written statement for the record,. but at the time of the Council's meetings,. projects are introduced by these Council members. usually acting as advocates. for approva.l with· staff, recommended modifications and/or site ·impact mitigation stipulations.

All the completed

reV;i~

forms, and a summary of the major

points. comments frOUl indivi.duals, groups, local,. state, and federal.
agencies. are- provided to the Council members four to five days before they act on the application.

The entire package of materials is

24
also: available to. the public-.

It includes a report from the Rhode

Island llistorical Preservation Commission regarding the potential or
actual historical and archeological resources on the project site; a
Water Quality Certification from- the Divi.sion of Water Resources in
the-Department of Environmental Management regarding project impacts
cm water quality classifications; and a State Guide Plan Consistency
Certification. and Flood Hazard Zone· determination from the Rhode Island Statewide Planning Program.. in the Department of Administration •.
25
These Iatter two consistency reports are statutorily mandated.
This procedure results in one or two volumes of material reproduced for the 17 Council members,. with seven additional volumes for
:.-· · -: ~:: ; :. . ~~.~~·:-..,~ ~ ·· ~ .
the· s~aff imd' stenographer, and· interested parties,. such as the Attamey General' a. Environmental. Advocate and the S"tatewida Planning Pro-

gram.., 'l.'he- photocopying. of this material•· combined with the reproduct:iOll' of files and transcrtpts. for contested cases ran nearly three-

---

26
fourtha of a milUon pages in 1980.
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Contested cases result from an objection to a proposal usually from a citizen or a local government.

Staff objections do

produce,. but not always so, a contested casa,. and result in public
hearl.ngs,. the normal. outcome of an objection-

The state's Admin-

is-craeive Procedures- Act: and the Council's own procedures "ensure·
27
ample public: notice of all. pending Council permit: activities."
Hearings are held i f there are one or more obiections or requests
for

a hearing

ancf local

from interested parties.

And,. because. state, federal.

agencies and any interested citizen who so request are

sane copies- of every application before the Council,. there is- ample
oppottuaity for some party to object and kick the project out to
the Public Hearing Process.

(The effect of this is discussed in Sec-

ti.cm.&.)

According to the RICRMP, the expected time required to process
28

an "·u ncontested application'.. is· "about 45 days."

Contested cases

take longer ''with the. amount of time being proportioual. to the com~-

plez::Lty of the Case-. 1•

.

These statements while perhaps representing

a valid goal and a logical expectation in both instances, are not at

all. reflected by the- reality exhibited by the administrative results
or implementation, as it: were,. of the Program.

R-.. · Permit Processing ..
:

.... :.. ·.... .

. ' :..•. :

;~ .

,•

In.: February,., 198a,. at: th.a request of the staff and in response
- .· ~ ..
. ·..··~ "
CO' th& c:onsultantts procedural. evaluation,. the CRMC moved to · two
. 3<t
monthly-meetings to decide cases.
At that time> the staff's analy_\ ._ ""'.

-

sis of the case load revealed that the number of cases- had increased
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65 percent from 1978 to 1979 (153 vs. 253) and that the one meeting per month had three built-in opportunities for delay.

First,

because the meeting agenda is; set approximately one week prior to
the meeting. to allow for the. reproduct:ion and distribution of the

files for each CRMC member to review, applications .t hat have comment
deadlines within that one-week period are blocked out by the

sequenc~

of even.ts- and pushed off to the next meeting for a delay as much as

35 to 40- days.
& similar: fate. awaits cases that have· comment: deadlines that

c:Iosa within. a week or two' after the:. meeting..
as umch:

a&

30 to 35 dayS'.

These can be delayed

Finally,. there are applications that have

comment periods that close prior to the setting of the agenda, but for
any one of a variety of reasons,. may not have a completed file.

· -·· ·are:- ofteiC U1lcoiitested

cases ,--but

for -the · vagaries

These

of m&il deli verles,

staff. case. load backlogs at reviewing agencies, delayed notification
of. tha lilting of· local requests for extended review, individual illness,., etc:• ., can be delayed for

as; much

as 35 days.

By establishing two monthly meetings,. the CRMC cut these delays
in half, making a significant difference to applicants faced

~th

sea-

sonal constraints, financial requirements, contractural possibilities,
etc:.

Moreover._, the- reduced case load per meeting,. a volume that approx-

~-that

..

aperlencecf in. 1978',. provides the CBMC greater opportunity

·for deliberation,. · 1f· necessary,. on cases and afford& the staff and
others tha opportunity to make presentations to the CRMC.

--

!t. is es-

timatecl that approximately 1.100- days of· delay were prevented between

5$

February 1, and October 28, 1980, by moving to two 1II10nthly meetings
(Table 1).

During that period 43.5 percent of the decisions were

reached at the second meeting, and in the last: four months of the
sample· period, the second meeting actuall.y resulted in four decisions
mare than the first meed.Ilg.

The two meetings per month was a "quick. fix" tactic deployed by
the staff and accepted by the CRMC.

Prior to January, 1980, the

1D011th· that the staff proposed the concept formally before the CRMC

Policy:

and Planning

Committee, the CRMC leadership had been peculiar-

ily insensitive to criticism offered in the best interest of the man-

On one occasion, the debate reached the public's

agement process.

attention, when on June 21, 1979, at the Office of the Rhode Island
Statewide Planning Program during a meeting of the State Planning
Counci1'"s Technical Committee for A-95 Review, it was reported by that

agency's planning staff that the CRMC's existing permit system costs

n,.aoo..

approz:imately

per permit to operate· and causes delays in the

decision-making process and to applicants.

These- criticisms were sub-

staut1ally ack:nowleggeci by a high-level official from the State Department of Coumnmity Affairs. and the Governor'"s Coastal. Program Manager,
31
and were reported in the Providence Journal the following day.
A. rebuttal was: prepared for . the CBMC and forwarded by the Council
.·· .!·:.":'

•

·ca. the Governor cm June Zif~ 1979, stating that the criticiSlll. waa "un. . ·•
iust:!fied.. and that· the Federal Office of Coastal. Zone _Management Sec~

~ ·.

t:ion. 312 f!D~ (of Aprils 1979) were "clirectly opposite" those re3Z
ported at th~ Teclm:ic:al. Committee.
The letter to the Governor went

cm ta claim that the Rhode rsland Program is a "model" program.

56

- - -·- -- .... - -

~ontrary

to the effort of the CRMC to discredit the report on

June Zl, the cost of processing one permit was, in fact, estimated

at

$1~000.

by the Federal.. Office of Coastal Zone Management in its
33
Section 312 (CZMA) findings of April: 19, 1979.

That report also concuuded that the processing time for permits
was "rapid" having been reduced from 60 days to "almost 30 days as a

34
·.....

... .

result of staff additions .. "

Because the source of OCZM' s informa-

t:ton is the state program p·a rticipants, · one wonders why the program

ha4.not challenged. the- Section 312 findings while they had been. available in draft. or even. final form- witn regards to the cost estimatep
i f tha.t estimat:e- was. erroneous.

Alsop since the state was the source

of the- estimate for permit processing time, one becomes suspicious of
the verl,ty of the: cl.aim. that the processing time was 30 days. Docu35·
mented material for calendar year 1979
reported that the average
processing time. for applications that had reached a decision was 83
days,. and that this- group represented on:ly 62 percent of the total. ap-

plicationa received.

Another 38 percent or 95 applications were re-

potted as still. pending- at the time of that sampling (at year's end),
and- discounting these- most recently received, 88 had been pending two

or more months... Fifty-six percent of the pending cases had been in

the process for more than three months.
4.s; months.

The average time pending was

_'l'hese figures are in stark contrast to those reported by
.

·: · .

· · OCZK. (for 1978),. and. i:t: certain1y appears that the letter of June 28~

1919,. reflects dther ignorance of reality ·or a bold coverup of the

-

facts.
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TABLE 1

1980 CRMC MEETING WORKLOADS:

Applications Reviewed

RESULTS OF KJVING TO TWO MEETINGS PER MONTH
FIRST

SECOND

MEETING*

MEETING*

TOTAL.

February

u

4

16

March

ll

4

15

April

a

13

mNm1

Mq.

le!-

s
a

.rune-

a

5

Il

July

T

10

17

August

&

9'

15

September

9-

8

17

Y.

ll

...ll

-·

-

-

October

a:i

TOTAL::

PERCENT:

64

"·- .. -

l&

147

~

*As a result of moving to two meetings per month, the Council processed
43.S percent of the caseload at the second meeting of the month during
the period examined. Estimated days delay prevented: 17 days per application based on a halving of the approximate 35-day delay applications
that could occur under the one-mouth meeting schedule.2
!avings:

NO"?!S:

- ... -·

17 X 64 • 11088.

l) tabulated frout CRMC- agendas February through

October~

1980.

2) Estimates, derived by Coastal Resources Staff and reported in
Di.Vision. of Coastal Resources Annual Report for Fiscal Year 80.
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These findings are even more startling if one considers that
the permit system produces very predictable results and that on the

l.andside . of the Coastal Zone. the, RICRMP itself leaves "use" determin.ad.au co local government:.
t::iOll for a

The CXMC will not accept an applica-

l.andside- project:" until all. other approvals, such as. ap-

prova.I from the loca1 building official and ISDS, have been obtained.

Another sample was taken on November 12, 1980 (Table 2).

Of

cha Zl5 case& handled by the CDC between January l. 1980. and the
sample date,. nearly 60 percent: had reached a decision.

The average.

length of time required for a decision in. these cases was 96 days
(3'.Z. months).

Of these.

decision within 75 days.

az.

or 38 percent: of the sSDll'le. reached a

Out: of these 82. only 2 went to a Public

Bearing. and they wera completed within 61-75 days..

When compared

with the 128 decisions found in the sample. cases concluded within

1S days represent

~4

percent of the decided applications.

Sip:tfieantly., nearly l5 percent: of the decisions reached r quired: more than 166 days (S.S months)• and 58 percent: of these more

lengthy cases were: produces of the public hearing process.

Thirty

percent of all. cases decided in more than 75 days went through the
hearing process.

?hers were 87 c:aaea pending at the date of the. sample. represent-

m. 40 percen.e 0£ the umpie-.. ·

-

~·percent-

of these. (40) were

pending for more Chau lSi days: {6 months).

Tha average length of time

pending wa. ·116 days or nearly six mouth•.

Of the 87.. 42. percent were

out:; to hearing.

lrawever .. when thoae cases pending less . than 75 days

TA!SLE 2

... .
.:·:e

tJME

~·~

!»~lllOD

DAYS

~

t.: 61~75

21

76-90
91-105
lo6~uo
121-135
136-l,50

\

151-165
166-180

0\

Q

+

TQTAI.81 ·

HOTESI (1)

z

DECISIONS
2~

~

,20ll

2,

,2187
,2187
,0546
, 046Q
,0468
,0390
.0390

·1
6

.
6

" s
3

.
6 ,.··~.'...
,
; .' 13 ,,
~

CA~§ PRO<;.J.i§~llfGJ.

•

·i:~i. '. ,'. ,•; r ;' ,
_.(), .OJ

~0-~5
46-~0

181

'rllq flBIODS FOB.

..-.

·~

!!!.
..,...-

fabula.~•4

,046Q

. · JJNI>lNQ

- 10

C.lSES

l-0
6

3
~

2
~

6
l

•

I

~

,u.fia
,u.~2

,0697
,0348

.osa1

,0232
.0465
,0468

.0116

t.!Qll

M!

,..,3125

.5953

-87

.,.~

J>ECISION
~ llAD
HEAlllNG

••
2

f

2

1

f BJCEN'f
ATTlllBUTUtl

TOJUW.lMQ .
t>ROCESS

...,j2~Q

......

-

' ,1250

l

.0625

4

,2500
.4375

16

f ENDlNG

PAD

o~

OUT TO
HEARING

f ERCEN1'
ATTJUBUTABLE

TP HEARING
PROCESS

..

"
"
2

2

2

4
l

.1250
-

I,

"

.0540
,0540
.0540
,1081
,0270

26

.7027

.ll

.4252

from Divi•ion of Coastal J~ppufces Staff prepar~4 ''CRMC fermit Log. 11 s,~ple period
la Jap\J4rY 1, 1980, through November 12, 1980, and includo1 1il cases logge4 44rin~ that period, fqclµding case1 ~arried over from 1979 that went out to bearing in 1980,

- - -- ---- ------ - ·- -·----- - -··

are removed from the total pending, the number pending/out to hearing jumps to nearly 61 percent.

Of these pending/out to public hearing,

70 percent have been in tha process for mere than. 181 days.
The effect of the- hearing process on the length of' time to reach

a decj;sion is clear.

When: viewed by the average time for the sample,

decisions rendered through the public hearing process required 7.4
...

·- ..- ;_

mon:th.9 vs. l.2 montha for the uncontested cases.

&aariDg_ have· beett so for an average of 9 .2 111D11ths.
cfen:fecf required 10.3. 11011tha.

Oil"

Cases pending/ out to
And, the two cases

tha average for the decision.

Completely comparable data for any evaluation. period is not available.

However, a sample of 128 caaes filed at the Division of Coastal

Resources as "1977 Casea,"' revealed an average (mean) processing time
for all.. cases of lll days or approximately four months.

Cases that re-

quired public hearings- were processed in an average of 252 days or 8.4

maa.tha,. whila anc:onteated. cases required 81 days or Z.1 months to re-

ce:f.ve a dedai:011-.. Becau.ae- of the method of filing cases by the year
of assent,. the 1971 sample included cases carried over from 1976, and
any files· thac were: started. in 1977 • but were unresolved by December 31 9
1977, were carried into 1978.

The year 1977 was chosen for the sample

because it was the last fu11 calendar year before the state received
federal. C%HA. Sectioll 306 fu:nda.
year af'ter the HIDC:.
. .--· '' ;It:

·:a. . • .

~ti.qua
..

.

It wu also the nett 12-month calendar

of tba lhode Isl.and Program,. based on pre" .

.Tuly,. 19-76 11. : case "ioad analysis.
The 1980 data reveal.a· that there baa been a lengthening of the
Cilia· required to- proc:esa cues- when the "pending cases" are considered.

On the basis on just those cases that actually reached a decision,
the mean processing time in 1980 was slightly less than experienced
in 1977.

One feature of the processing system. that drives up the adminis-

ttative costs and. reduces the overall efficiency

an~

possibly the ef-

fectiveness of the program is the requirement that subdivision receive

an overall review for roads, utilities, drainage systems, etc., and
then. each lot is. reviewed on a c:a.se-by-case basis when it is time for
the- dwelling to be constructed.

'l'h1.s is a rather long-standing proce-

dm:e that was. enunciated: in: a letter to the: Tivetton Town Planning.

lfoard by the. CRMC Chairman for the Wimlisimet Farms subdivirlon, Phase !
(Fila 77-6-6).

That: project received an assent .for a 10-inch storm

drain. after the staff biologist had reported a salt marsh violation.

'l'he- Chairman wrote that· "each lot: in the subdivision that comes under

our jurisdiction will be handled separately.',.
'l'h•. Council haa noa. under consideration an application (Chase)
for a single-family dwelling uni.t with ISDS in

Wimli.simet: Farms

wh:Lch is vi.thin the CBMC's jurisdiction, bue was. started with a lo-

c:aL bu:l.lding perm:lt,. bue withouc a state: assent.
dwelling is in a

The applicant's

'tvt,. high-hazard. fl?od zone where dwellings are re-

quired: by the "Rhode Island Seate Building Code for Construction in

Plood Hazard: Arua"' ta be· elevated on pilings.
.. ~·. . .·:.~ -+"t .·¥. ' . . •'
strac:ted a :. coav.entiona.L f oundatioa..

The applicant has con-

Moreoverp Field Raports from the

staff engineer and 'biologist state that site preparation work has resuitecl. in the: bulldozing of 20 to 30 feet of salt marsh.
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The Winnisimet Farms case more fully illustrates the impracti-

call.ty of the case-by-case approach when, three years later, the developer is now attempting to start another phase of the subdivision.
I f perm:tasible uses· were agreed.. upon and standards were in place,.

there would be little question of what · to expect on. the part of aii

citizens-, including developers, and the preservation of coastal features may be more assuredly protected.
'!he Wimllaimet Farms caae is not unique._ as at leaat one of its
type occurs mmual.1y..

In: 1979.

&

similar situation occurred. vi.th Light-

tioUM: Point: Subcliv.tn~ in. Barrington ('File 79-2-16) for which eight
houae Iota will. require separate assents.

The: first has occurred, much

tac the. surprise. of the developer (File 81-1-2), and that was found to

bave"'1iolated. the Conservation. easement mandated but poorly reflected
in the 79-2-lft decisi.ou-.;·- Another- subdivision- was pending. action in

Called. l'erncliff 'Farms in Warren, four lots, two drainage

March. 1981-

outf'alla., and. ud.lid.es fall: vi.thin the CRMC' s- iuri:sciiction (out of a.

var.r. luge· medima deuai.t:y cfavelopaent extending upland nearly one-half

m:Ue from: mean high water)..

tJ'nles• the. Council. moves to correct this

ad111'fnfatrad.ve defic:iency~ the faur !ots will. req_uil:e separate- permits
when. they are to be developed (l'ile 81-1-7) •

c.

Letters. of No Objection·•
•:-.!-

. S'ectioDs
captured all

120-~~2.A.

and l20.0-2Cl. of the llC!MP' have essentially

ac~vtd.. .

within 200 feet of natural systems defined as

beachu,. barrier beaches. clilfa,. leclae•:. coastal wetlanda,sand
and. "all.. directly associated

areas

dunes~

con.tiguoua to and necessary to pre.-

63

serve the integrity of such areas and features." 3 6

The language in

120.0-2Cl is explicit in requiring a Council Permit, and while the
Glossary does not· define "Permit" or "Council Permit"

Appendix B:

Management Procedures- establishes a fairly well defined course of act:!on. to obtain one.

Letters of No Objection are not cited in the RICRMP

aa· & tool of the Management Program, but they apparently have the same
effect a.a an Assent.
Letters of No Objection have evolved as an administrative device
ta process activid.aa whi.ch are believed to either lie beyond the j ur18clic:d.01t of the CBMC; is an activity or uaa not spec:l.fically cited in

the statute; are not within the 200-foot: zone. created by Section U0.0-2
of the RICRMP, or are within the 200-foot: zone but clearly such an innocuoua use or activity as t .o not warrant consideration by the CRMC.
The

19

letter"
baa. evolved. on an ad hoc basis wi.th
-· · -· --- ---·-

- . ·- ·- - ---

110

distinctive criteria

spelled. out to guide the procedure for issuance, and, importantly, to

enable two or more individuals with very different: educational and
~t

em-

backgrounds and vai:ying philosophies about resource management

aad perhaps even life 8%pectationa to visit a particular site and arrive

at am or similar conclusions ..
The Coastal Prospectus established as one of the top priority items

before the CIUC, the development of cri.teria to screen out what should

go before the CDC and. what could imtead be handled at the staff level.
l'be· nolud.on of the teeter of No Objection essentially demonstrates
that the hoapectus waa correct in. identifyi.ng this critical need, but

the teeter proceaa . . it is· currently implemented f all.s far short of
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being what the Prosuectus appears to have envisioned •
.An examination of the letter of No Objection issued by the CRMC

front J'ul.y,, 1979,,. through August,, 1980, shows that 102 letters were
issued. during. that 14-month period., (Table. 3) .. averaging out to approximately 7 per month.

!he first feature of tha "Letters'" that becomes

obvious is that there is no paucity of examples where projects falling
into nearly all. categories have been sent out to the 30-day Notice per-

iod and. racdveci the fUll treatment.. Other observations on the "Letters"
are:.

(1) some,.. but nowhere uear all. have. stipulations attached govern-

inc. one or several. ui>ects of the· project,,. as its time frame or site
impact m:l.tigat:tcm procedure; (2) tao 1ll8JlY of the "Letters" are so loosely

written. aa tu convey to tha reader absolutely no idea of what project is
receiving the letter,, and while this information is supposedly avail-·

able in the filea at the Di.vision of Coastal. Resources,, the lette4 it-

salf is baaically a . blank Check to the recipient; (3) not all letters
have a curn.-aratn:Ut time thaC would indicate an ad.vantage of the "Letter"
vs~

""rha ?lot.ice,.. 1.f measured. by· time alone,, because there are a few

c:uea where

out.

~

than. 30 and. 40 days were required to get the letter

(!'O'C'S'TZ R.estuarant,, Galilee,.. for a deck and the Narragansett

Im:t. Westerly,, for a . deck addition) , from the time the applicants first

made contact vi.th the management process.

I

i.
I

ceaae an4 Desist: Orders.

D.

·. . .... .
.

.'

.

.

.. - _ . ...._Whmt· a party is detected by th• Progrma personnel to be in violat1oa of the llICRMP.. they are issued a Cease and Desist Order md are reqa:U:ed.

to perfcma. one or 110re of' the following
65

actions:

(1) submit to

TABLE 3

INVENTORY OF LETTERS OF NO OBJECTION
JULY 1979 - AUGUST 1980
NO.
OF

CASES

CA:rEGO!.Y OF ACTIVITY

C'oDS1:rUct1on of- Si'DU/ISDS'. .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Construction of SP'DU.............................................

Construction of° ~~cessory Structures, and/or interior and
exter:f.or buJ.lding· modifications •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Raise dwelling and/~ , couatruc:t additions ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Couat:ruct:f.on of, repa:ir or enclosure of porches ••••••••••••••••••
Construction of deck. add.1.~ to house or commerc:Ul. building
(1.e.. reata"Urant) ........................................................ .
General. building repairs (~.e. repair. fire damage) ••••••••••••••
"I,:IDS repairs ..........,................................................... .

a&pair of shoreline protection facilities and boat ramps •••••••••
Repair of piers, ciocka, dolphins, etc ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Inatallatiou of temporary floats •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ac:t:tvi.ty unspecified by the letter •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Beach maintenance (public and private) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tie--ina vi.th c.ity se11er-

~steins. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••

Con.atruction of commercial/industria1 buJ.ldings ••••••••••••••••••
IDs'tall.ation. of pilings ............................................ .

Maintenance dredging ............................................. .
P~ line maintenan.ce ••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••
Subd:ivisiou work. beyond 200 feet •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ii1stallation of a 60' X 80' garden •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
llydroelectric repairs and/or installation •••••••••••••••••••••.•••
Coaattuc.'t..:Lon. of· a pU'Jci.ng lot .................................... .
InaUllatiou of a dri.veway adjacent to wecland •••••••••••••••••••
Kes~ch.

'WOrk........................................................... .

CiA:1!V' Towei: .................................................................. .
1temova1. of pipelines· and wooden dry cargo placform •••••••••••••••
~ of wood gi:oiD. .................................................. .

R.epail: of drainage outfall ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1111.................................................................. .
Sewage Disposal System Installation "Other Facilities" •••••••••••
Train Track Layout •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5

6

15
9

3
4
1
4
4
6
4

6
3
3
4
l
2
l
l
l

2
i
l.
1
1
1
1
l
2
1

__..!.

-

102

SOUllCX:

Dirlaion. of Coueal llesources Letters of No Objection File and
Cl!C . Gaeral.. Correspondence File

Preparaciou Date:

_

October 2.. 1980.

..
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the ClU1C staff plans and/or an explanation of the activity; (2) submit an application to the

CR..~C

for processing and eventual CRMC ac-

tiou (approval. or denial.); and (3) remove the illegality and/or restore: the area disturbed by the activity that prompted. the Cease and
Desist:.

'Ihe effectiveness of Cease and Desist Orders has been examined
several. times over the past four years.

An evaluation conducted prior

to. !fay. 1978,. by the Natural. Resources Defense Council concluded. that

31
they m:e

Cl

effective mathod of· ha1ting coastal violations.

Row-

ner. 1JZ 1979-,. i t waa· discovered by stata investigators that there·

waa. a pracdca . of issuing nverbal.'* as well aa "written." Cease and De- ·

aist Orders; and as one might expect,. violaters clearly did not respect:
38'
verbal orders..
'Ihere waa mounting concern in 1979 that the. extent
of illegal activities occurring vi.thin the OMC'a jurisdiction waa in:-

tolerable,. a phenomenon acknowledged by a Providence Journal. Company
39'
r~er..
anti. :lnvesQgated by the GAO (in an. unpublished and c:lasa:i-

fied repm:t) :Us. tha third quartei: of the year aa a part of aa overall.
program. evaluati.on:.

In respousa to · these pressures,_ the Di.v±aion of

Coaatal. lteaourceac asai:gned

a

staff person. to- maintain the Cease and

Desist filing system,_. to investigate complaints, and to monitor violatious..

Eventually,. OCZM' s Section 312 evaluation of the 1979 Program

year determi.ued. that wat least two- weeks routinely elapses from the

- data tha viol.ad.oil. 1a dectectecl until the 01:der is in the hands of· the
.' '
'"·
- . 4ct .
reqonaibla party."

41
During_1979-..

.70 Cease and Desist Orclera were issued by the CB!!C.

The largest category of rlolations representing 30 percent of the· total

•

involved illegal fillings or alteration of coastal wetlands.

When

combined Yith other illegal shoreline alternatives and filling below mean high. water, this category expands to 40 percent of the total.
?hia is particularly sign:f.ficant because of thirteen Proh.ibitions and

Special

~eptions.

established by the RICRMP·;. one clearly states that

cii.sturbances to coastal. wetlands is- permitted only where a benefit
42

to public welfare i .· demonstrated and no reasoL <tble alternative exists.

Moreover. these acti.vi.t±es are clear violations
Shore. Kegioa Policy

NO·• . S,. wbi.ch

or·che

State Guide Plan,

proh.ibit:s filling of coastal. waters

and coastal wetland• un:l.us there is a public benefit and there is no
4~

reuonable alternad.'ftt..

'!ha ClD!C. is legally mandated by its statute:

to con.fora to the State Guide Plan

policies~

In 1979'., 44 nearly 19 percent of the Cease and Desist Orders were
iasued: to parties wh:Lch had rece:ived. an assent from the CRHC for some
type of work, but then proceeded to either vi.elate assent stipulations

(59%}., or engage in nouauthorued. activities (41%) which included ilIegal:. filling· of wetlands,.

b~er

beaches,. alteratioua, construction

of anauthorized. wa.ll.s,. illegal filling, erosion and sedimentation caus1Dg ac:d.vit.iea,. and. drainage outfall. problems.

Of the Cease and Desist Orders issued to parties that did not have

a prior aasen.t., 17 percent involved some for.at of c:onatructiou ac:t:Lvi.ty
ca land auch aa aingle-family chrel.l1ng an.:f.ta. Thue type• of activi.·.' :· ·

d.ea. mvariably require loc:&l building official approval, wlllch under
thaCBl!l!. application. procedure ia necessary before the C!MC rill ac-

c:evt: an application. The Council accepts, and,, in fact,. requi.rea that
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the local official only issue a letter stating that conformance with
local codes and ordinances has been attained.

The actual local per-

mit is then issued. after receipt of the CRMC permit.

In these· 19

cases comprising the ZTpercent:,. the local. permit: was issued without
the CBHC" permit..

An. analysis (T"able 4) of the Cease and Desist: Or-

ders,. orders to remove,. and orders to restore issued from January
through October,. 1980, determined there were 109 violations detected
45
by Program personnel..
Seventy-three received. outright Cease and
Deaiat Orders. while the balance were orders to remove or restore,.

or- 1a .aome:

~P

there were merely- letters noting particular viola-

d.ans 811.d requesting. a- halt: or a removal and directing the party at

fault tci app!.y for an: assent.

When. all 109 vi.elations are considered,

they represent approximately one-third of the case load for that period as measured: by applications. letters of N"o Objection, Cease and
Desist Orc!ers,. and. Orders to Res-t ore·.

When Cease and

Desist: Orders

are couaiderecl alone. they represent 23 percent: of the case load, and
du%iDg. tha sample period.,

nearly 15 perc:ent. of all. the applications

were a: result of activities ha1ted by Cease and Desists.

(Table 5) •

. 'ftla llDllthIT rat:a of issuance of Cease and Desist is up from 5. 8
iD 1979 to- 1.3 over the first 10 months of 1980.

This is a 25 per-

cent increase., and it c:an. be attributable in patt to the addition of
the acdf' aa•igument in November,. 1979.
.. --::·.- ~· ~ .. : ._: ··· ...
'.

. . .-:
~

~·

_. .

That aaaigmnent coincides

...

Orcfera &oat 3.! ta T.'1"-., in the laat eight 1D0Dtha of !'Y 80, a.a inC%w°f£: ofmore,·.tfi~- 100- p~rc:enc~:- -· ------ · Moreover, all of the orders to

47
restore cfuriug. rr 80 occurred after that time~
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Several observations were made during the preparation of
Table 4.

First, when a Cease and Desist Order is written up and

mailed to the violator via registered mail under a transmittal
letter .. there is no scarcity of examples where the violation descri:pt:ton is so· vague as to ba nearly meaningless to the reader.
This is cha same phenomenon observed with the letters of No Objec-

tion, and. while documentation exists in the office on the nature
and extent of the violation. material. sent to the violator should

be c:1ear and specifU:.

Second. it is documented that many Cease

and Deed.at Orders are: for activities that other individuals receive
UHllta. 81J4/or let1:ers of No Objection for.
t:raa·

Th.is is particularly

for activities- in Category S (Table 4) which represents the sec-

Olld. largest t:ype of violation, with. 28 percent of the total observat:1ona.

With the e%Ception of those cases where a direct threat to or

damage· of a coastal. physiographic feature (or work. below mean high

water) is occurring. all activities in Category 5 are eligible for a
letter of No Objec:1:iolt..

But. thia phenomancm is not restticted to

that category, because a quick eh.eek of the letter of No Object:1ou
(Tabla 3) reveal.a people authori.zed. to dredge. repair seawalls, remave vegetat:ionp and. place floats and. piles without benefit of a 30-

day Notice period.

'?he iaauing of eea.e and Desist Orders. in many cases, appears
to be part ad parc:e1 of au admin:Ultrative process that couista more

of· requiring people to touch ba. .. than it :UI comprised of •ound, cost:effecd.ve euviromlleuta1 protection and management.

An examination of

cha: Cease· and Deaiac Orders that resulted. in applicati.ons supports the
theaa that local zoning is the determinant of use.
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It also supports

!ABLE 4

INVENTORY OF CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS/ORDERS TO REMOVE .dND RESTORE
~ANUAaY

1980 - AUGUST 1980
PERCENT

TYPE"

l.

or

REQUENCY

VIOLATION

Filling or dump_'ng.
- below MHW o-.. in marsh
- above MHW adj~cent to marsh or MHW
- not 1111ecified above or below MHW

18
5
14

Subcot:al. •••••• 37
2'- Aaaenc Viol.atmna.
-bel.or MSJi'
· -above Mml
-unapecified cypes

s

z

Illegal. dredging or dredged material
disposal.,

4-...

34.0

i

Subcotal ••••••• 8
3..

OP
TOT.AL

Shoreline protection f acilitiea

3

-na.

s

-repairs: ta exi.stingacructures

3

Sabtoca.l. .......... . 8

S.., ..Const:rw:tion,._ Acd.vie!es
-dvelling (new)
-unspecified buildings.
-d1P'1 ling additiona or renovations
-aspecified const:ruction work
-paving area of residential. lot
-filling and grading
-removal of brush and trees

7.S
3.0

"t.S

s

3
7
7
1
31

-landscaping, and/or site work

(1..e. acavation)
'. ~ -~imtal.latton

-':-

. '

of. a septic ayetem.

....
.

·...·: -::.'!!'···,.. . ·-/'' -~
:-· - .....
· --:. ~ .· "-: - ,. - .: _· , . .· - . -·- :·
.· "':. ..·.\:. •.. .

28.0

-~ ;: ;.. ~ :i~ . : .'· ~ .. ·.

·-

.. .... ·

·

0... kd.'ri.ty
1'.

Oil

a

ph~graphic

feature

lllegal. materials (placed somewhere rlthin:
200- feet)

7l

3

3.0

2

z.a

TABLE 4 (Con't)
TYPE OF VIOLATION

a. a.o.w.
9'.

FREQUENCY

% OF TOTAL

l

1.0

2

2.0

I

l.O

10

9.1

blockage

Ina1:allacion of municipal. sewer systems-

la.. Conattuctiou of a. gravel. road
11.

Illegal. piles, floats, piers and
boatramps

12.

Illegal. prams, boats, and rafts

3

-

m?AL ••••109

PraparatiOlt Date:

Source:

October 14. 1980

Division of. Coastal Resources
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3.0 "

the argument that the RICR..""!P is an environmental impact mitigation
program. as it affects most activities, and that it directly concei:na use of and. impacts only 9u physiographical features, and then
not exclusively·...

From December, 1979,. through September, 1980, there

were 4.5 cases put out to Notice as a result of Cease and Desist Orders (Table. 5) ., During that same. period, there. were 103 Cease and

Desist

~'rders

resulted

issued.

Nearly 44 percent of the Cease and Desists

~applications,

and of these, as of November 21, 1980, 55

percent had received assents, 13 percenc were pending action,. 4 per-

cct were ordered ta- reatore, 1 percent were ordered to restore prtor
te> receipt of their assent. one applicatiou was wi.thdrawu after denial
a~.

the C!MC subcommittee leve1 and resubmitted by the applicant (an

increasingly cammon phenomenon); and one application was denied.
P'orey-six percent of these· cases started because the projects had re-

ceived. a: local. bu:Uding pendt, or because they were locally sponsored
asiu. the two sewer projects and the filling at Fields Point.
c:ound.ng the pending

cu~

Not

aaeents have been: issued in 100 percent

of the: iu.atances where local approval. initiated the work ..
!lot surprising1y, the- weight of CBMC jurisciiction. is most heavily

felt for activities that effect physiographical features and involve
ac~ties

below mean high water.

The restorations were to correct

adverse impact. on aa1t marsh. . or for illegal unnecessary rip rap.

m.. &l'Plication
~

denied at . the aubcomit:tee- level. and subsequently with-

and. then. ruubmitted involves a proposed ringle-fam:Uy dwelling

UDi.t. on a lot: tbac. k

predominated by wetlands and is characteri.zed

by an apparent lack of buildable apace.

- -··

The ienia1 was for illegal

_gravel. fil.l below- mean high, water in an. effort to shore Ul' a failing
bnlkh•ad.

TABLE .5
4J>PLIC4~l0NS llB6U~TlHG

PECJKIBB. 1979 - OCTOBER

·'.·'! . ' ;

.,

--

79..1... 1.1
80-2':'3
7~-ll.-fi

"'"'
~

~~al"4UJf0 '
Metrs~Jl
JoJ'~ic~

J.$UJ"DI

8()-~-l6

~vei

ao-s,..1i

·· J:leaet:

80-8-6
80-7-19
80-:J.-S

SFl>U/l&;DS*

li•n:.-ganaen

.,~~llt

i>ier, float

lf~w &hoi~mnn
We•~~rly

•Hent
/.e1tePt
/.psent
sent
f

srnu/l~ns-.

witder

80-~-i

80-1-1

CiMC

ACTION

COHMlffllTY
µ

'

'J.acy
Junq

80~7-8

~98Q

PROJECT TYPE

.- . ~..

80-..3-26
80-4-15
80-4-ll

80-6-7
80-6-5
80-6-U

~JU>ias

. . "?:/: .

JILi
NO

fllOK CEASE AND DE6l&J

J>ock, float:

SFDU/ISDS lro1t~n/1~4l~entatfop
SFDU/ISDS*
Buildtns addt~iop, JSDS biµs~ to

'·

.·'

Ip { f,<

Ce11et:•~)'

··

S~eere .
Carr
MaJ"ctaqp
fray
ChapNJi
l>areliqf
Galileo llttach
Company
B.itteiGeacar..114

79-9-6
79-4-19

Moutalt~

80-1-14
80-2-6

Newport
/lndruchow

JD8I'&h

Brush in 1114rah, afve.Jop
Filled land
·
Rip rap wall
llip rap wall

~ a~r~s

Sign on Beach
Building addition*
Gravel fill
llip rap wall
Sewer intercepter*
Rehabilitate SlµUt

•Ii

NQJ'tb 1Ci'1g•town

lle&1tor:ed/Assent

Westerly
Bari-:hagtoJ\

llestored/Assent
Assent
Aesent

Nai-i-~ganseti

Dock e~tenuiop, tiii iP. ~•ruh

SFDU ~~ new f ou~d•tfon*
Line ~•tntenanco, flarr•saµsett
Sign on beach

South ~ingstown
Wai-wick '
Ctuu: les tow

~lecirtc

N•l'iagansett
Chal' l.es tcnm
Brt1tol
Narragansett
Narl'agansett
Narraganset~

Newport
Charlestown
Westerly
NeWJ>ort
Chafleetown

Assent

Restot"ed/Assent
~ssent

Ast:Jent
J>

J>

Aseent
Assent
Ordered to Restore
Assent
Assent
Continued .•

..,

II

TABLE S (Con't)
lIL•
PllOJEC?=

NAHB

-1m._

~

so-i-.1
60-2-8

ao-2-ii

80-2-1

80-1-.n
8Q-~'

Viar•

~iaOJl

IO'iJILI~

Capric>, •~ 1 •1•
Sipn ·

Nariai•l'••t~
Provide~t

80-3-8
79-11-9

La}trad•

79-11-~

LaPrade .

79 ... 9-3

Gianotti

79~5-31

Jaain1t~l

80-5-9

Watef St,

*10-9-5

Wiqock•r
.J•aacia"

f$0-8~9

p

-

*

~

Pending
Starte4

PrefarJtion
Soµ~co;

i>qc;~

~ttb

D•~•'

.

Reh~btlit•te SFDU*
nehabtl~tate Sfl>U*
Reha~ilttat4 SfPU*
CoPUDercial add~tion*
Pool; seawall repair~
fumpin• stat!~µ*

Cht"ie.-t.pwµ

•11sent

Ch•rleatoWP

,

Charleutown

Nafragansett
NOJ'th lCill$8tOWP
Narfogan8ett

~aent

4aseµt
As sept

Aea~pt

Fill*

f~ovidttnce

f

SfDU/ISDS ~ito ~oi~
SFDU/lSDS Si~' w~r~
lUp rap
Below MRW Ban~ fµll srav'l
Uou'e on n~w f PQPdatio~t
Erosion on Ull
SFDU/Pol4in~ ttP.k•

Warwick
W11rwick
Ch•rle11toWJ;l
South lfngst<>~
W•n:rell

Withdrawn
Prdered to Restore
P.eJlie4·
Assent

local buildin'

petlli~

"Qyember . 3, 1980

Diviaioq of

CBMC
ACTION

COMMUNITY

'f!!'~

Co•s~ol le~ou~ce@

QJ

c~t11111unity

Mponsoi,4

Assent

Narfagansen

Ae~ent

Barl'fl\gt9~

f

E.

Public Hearings.
Public Hearings. are held on applications which incur an objection
during tha 3o-da.y Notice period,. or at the personal request of any
All obfec:t:l.aaa are considered valid, _but should spe-

Council member.

ci.fi.cally request a hearing., a step which is not: al.ways- taken by the
obfect:or.
D=iDg the 's ample per:tod,, December, 1979, through November, 1980,

T4 applicad.au- wmit out to hearing.

ac • hur1ng 1a. for three

The atandarci operat:l.ng procedure

cm: membera

body. w:l.th legal co1m1Ml. usiatance.

to ac:t aa. a jury or hearing

All. hearings are recorded by a

stenographer and are attended by the Division of Coasta1 Resources

Chief,. Staff Engineer, and upou request, staff biologist:.

A praat:l.ce

vh:1ch. 1a. now evolving is th& aubpeonaing of all parties which submit
np.eci reports for the record, regardless of content,. at the request

of utoJ:neys representing the &lJplicant or the objector.
m:a

~-

pull~

m

A11 hearings

state- and. local uewapapera and are generally held iD

tm:tldinga in the aenings.

'!he hearings, often the result of

local or ne:[ghborhooci animoaitiea, can be often characterized as stall1ng tec:hn:iques· or harassmeut of applicants by local parties, and gen-

erally result in little or no new i.Slformat:l.on.

In commercial water-

&oae: areas nch •• Newport Harbor where there 1a econom:Lc competition,
•

'

k ~~.

J; .
•

a. ot.jeettcm froa
. ; .::·.:,. ~·

~-

.

a local. competitor can ruult
.

in econom:1i:. costs to

.

aa.applicaat
whose .project.
.

~

delayed. and ona can: logically uaume-,

"'

significant: ec:oaoa:1c gain to the competition.
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Cases put out to hearing clearly fall into categories defining
major and insignificant types of considerations.

Major cases out to

public hearings can be defined as all those involving one or more of
the following:.
cliffs~

011

(1) filling below Mean High Water; (2) adverse impacts

bluffa,.. sa1t marsh. or "coutiguoua wetlands;" (3) barrier

beach development that conflicts with the RICRMP; (4) erosion control
projects that conflict with the RICRMP; (5) major commercial boating
fac:i.l.1ty expansion or development; (6) aquaculture; (7) demonstrable
negative. water quality impacts; and (8) any activities that causes the
aca:ff to

~r·

the burden of. proof· requirements of the RICBMP.

Baaed on this exteusi.ve definition. only 23 of the 74 cases in

tha sample period required a public hearing.

This represents a 68.4

percent reduction from the U-month experience.

of_nearly

~60~~Q.~ _ per

hearing

(T~ble

At the estimated cost

9), this would be a savings of near-

ly $30.,000.00 over the U-mauth period.

This estimate fail& to account

for any outcoma· of. tha :roster Cove Cases. but there is little likelihoocl that any of those cases will be den:l.eci o"J: severely mocl:ified as a

re.sul.t of· the hearing. PTOCesa.
sen~

A much mora likely outcome will be as-

vi.th si.te impact llli.tigatiou procedures stipulated in a manner not

1mI1ke al1 residential.. development prOlJosal.s.

If, however, demonstrable

adverse water quality impacts are determined through the Foster Cove
· Cues, ruult.ing ill. major 110d:ificati011 of an unforeseeable nature or
. . .. ~ -

~' .·

"· ·-.-,;.. .

~

cmsright_denial• then a major precedent will be e•tabU.hed affecting
.

<" .....

~

all fucure S!'DU/ISDS proposed 011 coaata1 ponds. because

similar

coud:i-

ticma ez:tst elsewhere. given llhode Island's coastal geologi.c history.
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If the CBMC were to adopt stronger policies and regulations governing urban runoff, particularly as effects water quality through
storm drainage projects, or as effects certain sensitive natural areas
such. aa the. Narrow liver or Coaata1 Ponds, on1y one additiona.L case

would be, added. to· tha major case- de£inition shown in the accompanying
table.

The 51: cases not defined as major have probably gone ta hearThis conclusion is also based on the find-

ing at a needless expense.

1Dg. front a sample of those cases which went to hearing.

An analysis

of th• fiDd:inp.and recommendations of the full. Council deci.siou,

c~

lade of c:ues where tha deciaicm refleci:s no new information obtained
:bl. the hearing· and the legal staff relied soley on the staff reports ..

To illustrate, at the December ll., 1979., Council meeting ('!lUNSCRIPT,
F• 32) i t waa revealed• aa one Council member put it• ''No one came to

the hearing to represent the Federated. Sportsmen (au objector) ••• so.
we- j ,u ae talked to the applicant, and he agreed to all of the stipula-

tiona .... At the February 1.2,.. 1980,.. meeting (nAHSCUPT., p-. 30) during
the· reading, of a sabcOlllllittee repott cm a public hearing,,. 1.t was re-

vealed:

that~

"the· applicant showed and the objector didu't ••• We did

1earJl thae (t:he.- applicant)' waa a retired genera1.

That is all we ac-

complished that evening.""
More- importantly, of thoae 23 c:aaes classified as major by the
,

def:f:a.1.~oa

- ~.··

above,,. 14- could poaaibly have been spared the public hearing

. p1:VCua. I f there were mr approved- aquaculture plan in force and i.f
the three
DO>

~cure,

hearing wuld. have

projects were in conformance with the plan, then
~een

required.• · Sa.ch a plan is being prepared by

the Department of Environmental Management.

The eight cases on bar-

rier beaches could also have avoided hearings based on the realization
that these proposals are for dwellings which are, in fact, all permitted
uses according to the lUCXMP" for the areas concerned, provided the stan-

dards· estab!Uhed. by the program could be met.
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So too,. with the one

case affecd.ng a noubarrier beach feature because an alternative did

exist for the applicant, thereby preventing
alternative." clause.

use

of the "no reasonable

Therefore, it is conceivable that the Council

could. have heJ4. only 9 public hearl:ngs during the sample period, inateacl. of 74. far: a aav.lngs- to the taxpayers of nearly $40,000.00 in
hearing:. costs. a.lone.

Thia. e•tilllate does· not inc:lude the coat of legal

couuel. for the aMC at each hearing.
'P.

CB.MC h'oj ect Denials.

-.... ,, __ .._· the CBMC. has den:l.ed approximately 30 cases in its ten year's ex-

perience· (Table 10).

Thia represents ouly

2 percent of the total num-

ber of projeeta, that were put out to notice for public: review during

that period.

Pr0-ject denials are "lim:Lted.,. to those areaa where. the Council has
c:l~

jurisdiction. that is, below mean high water or on or directly

affecting a shoreline feature.

The Decisions written for the denials

are structured: into aectiona offerrtng the liDdings of Fact and Couclu~of

Las..

Thia a=uccura creates the framework to deliver the log-

ic . f'or the denial ..

At. one t1-e. in 1975. the Counc.11'• procedures in

ita iaa1M1DCe of dec:iaioua· was chastised by the Court, because the dedaiou. before- the Court was "bereft of any fact-finding" making the

49""jndici•I review' impossible"

The decisions are now complete.
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The

TABLE 6
PUBLIC HEARINGS ON APPLICATIONS
FROM DECEMBER 1979

THROUGH

NOVEMBER 1980
C!MC

~

LOCAXION

79-10-Z

Deweldon·

56-Un:lt Condo ..

Newport

79-9-30

Gianotti

2' Stone Wa.11. w/
Backf1ll

Charlestown

78-8-1

ACTION

D/OR*

Portsmouth

A

South fingstowa.

D

South Kingstown

A

SFDU/ISDS-

South Kingstown

A

BreaJarater

78-1%-4

(alleged for agriculture
.
. % Pilings

78-8-18

Read.yhough, H. SFDU/ISDS

79-8-14

Baad.yhough ,.

79-11-18

Lindberg

SFDU/ISDS

Narragansett

DC

79-11-19

to.

S!'Dtr/ISDS

Narx-agan.sett

A

79-11:-20

Courad:t

Marina. Expansion.

Westerly

A

19'-T-!6

c:a.u.r•. R.

S!'D1T/ISDS cm BB-

Block Island

A**t

79-9-17

Davfteux. ll..

SJ'DU/ISDS cm BB

Block Island.

79-9-1.a

Devereux,. ll.

SFDU/ISDS on BB

Block Island

A**!

79-9-3

Gauer

Sl'DV/Comiected to
Block Island

ND

North C.Ugatowa.

A*

~.

Sewers 011 BB',

80-l-l

P.. Toole

Keal.tor,. ID.e. Maintaance/noats
..
79-1%-8

79-8-ll

·· ~ ·.:;;:. ~lDU/Adilt~ & ISDS Harragauett
. ..·.:~ ~.:T . _~:.: : .
Aquaculture·
Quicksand Pond
Little Compton
Pt. .1wlithShellfiab.

60' Pier Extension

80

Portsmouth

A.

A

D

TABLE 6 (Con' t)
CBMC

LOCATION

PROJECT

FILE

NAME

79-9-32

Envine. Estates

22. X 24 Garage · South Kingstown

79-9-;

Howard

Relocate SFDtr

ACTION
A

&i Build Add:!.-·

Charlestown

A

30 x· 30· Gravel
P'Ul for
parking
Charlestown

A

tion

Gencarella

79-9-6

79-4-19

Houtal ta

80-1-ll:

l)tmhanel

80-l-l.Z

l)tmMJMt

D/O~

Westerly

Trust

SlDU/ISDS

Cbarlest0W11
(?oater Cove)

Truat

Sl'Dtr/ISDS

Cbarleatown
(P'oater Cove)

ND

Cbarlestown
(:roster Cove)

ND

Charlestown
(?oater Cove)

ND

SFDU/ISDS
SFDU/ISDS

Boccuz:i

79-9-9

BB

lip rap wall

Keegan

79-9-3

OU.

79-9-10

D1mha-I Trust

Sl'Dtr/ISDS

79-9-ll

l)nnh..-1

Trust

SFDU/ISDS.

. ~rlest~
ater ove)
Charlestown
(?oater Cove)

79-9-12

IJunhamal Trust

S!'DU'/ISDS

Cbarlestown
(Foster Cove)

79-9-ll

Ryda

sm>tr/ISDS

Cbarlestown
(P'oater Cove)

ND

Charlestown
(l:'oater Cove)

ND

79-9-14

79-9-lS
~·

.

'.

Duk Soou. K:1Ja.

Moran:

..

79-9-16.

-

iroche

;g 9 i!9

~use

Stuling

ND

Sn>U/ISDS

Charlestown.
(:roster Cove)

., .. . . ::·-_ · SIDU/ISDS"

Charlutown
(:roster Cove)

ND

Charlestown
(!'oater Cove)

ND

Charlutown
(l:'oater Cove)

ND

... ' ,.-· '.M.' ~1;~_ ~- •' ,:···~

...

79-9'-2!

SFDlT/ISDS

ND

. ..
SJDtJ/ISDS
SIDU/ISDS

81.

-----------------------·- -···- --------

TABLE 6 (Can't)
CRMC
nLE

79-ll-ll

Duhamel.

80-1-3

Barber

80-1-14

C:ity

78-1-l

PROJECT

NAME

Trust

of Newport

Ray Cot Fiber

LOCATION

SFDU/ISDS

Charlestown
(Foster Cove)

ND

S!'Dtr/ISDS-

Charlestown

A**/*

Interceptor
Sewers

Newport

A.,,..

Warren

D

Narragansett

ND*·

z

4500 ft.

P'ill area
belov MmJ.

80-2-l

Caprio et.. al.

Commerlc:al.
. .. Add:id.ou.

79-8-10

264C yd.l

Sardelli

!ili
Lat

80-3-1

ACTION

Nunes

OU.

Narragansett

Docks·,.
floats,
wall

80-3-2

Nunes

Sl'Dll

80-1-21

Siem

Svimpool;.

Briat:ol

A

Bristol

A

North Kingstown.

A*

Narragansett:

ND

aeawal.I

repairs
80-1-24.

80-3-&

. Prov/DE!!

Grnti. Road:
and. parkmg lot

Maintain Filled

Prov/DN

Providence

Ar.ea

79-4-9

Pen.winkle, Inc. Floats &
Newport

Pilu

79-7-4

South.. Coanq
SaA &. Gravel
. . • •• :

80-3-18

-.

H

~

IIDOT' Sprague
BC:dge

...

.

_- .... ~ ":.... . ...

l

tip rap· Wall..
Hera &-

no.ta

Bridge

South Xingat:avn

AM

Narragansett

A

OU

llt. 1-&

8Z

--- ·-

- --· -

- ·- -- - ·-

---· - --- - ------ --- - - - - - - -

TABLE 6 (Con' t)

FILE
77-1-3

NAME
Dunphy

79-5-34 North

LOCATION

C:RMC ACTION

Rip Rap Wall

South Kingstown

ND

Mosquito Ditching

North Kingstown

A

SFDU/ISDS on BB

Cba.rlestowu

ND

King~

tova:

80-l-ZJ

PROJECT

Fischer/Cr~

shaw
80-4-3

Fish. J.

SFDU

Narrag&·sett

ND

80-4-4

Fi.ah9' .l..

SFDU

Narraganse..J:t . _ .

ND

SFDlJ'

Narragansett

16 Piles

Westerly

9DlJ'/ISDS

Charlestown

ND*

SFDlJ'/w/driveway
through marsh

Barrington

AM

Barrington

A

8o-4-9

Watch Hill..

F.D..

79-5-37 Booth
80-5-6

Shepperton.

4- X 80 Pier

80-1-10

Vacl.avick.

Relocate SFDU on. BB Charlestown

ND

'Legalize 10,.000 ydJ
ftll. OU: Lot

Barrington

A*

SID1I/ISDS

Charlutown

80-5-12 Riemer

80-6-11 Coute

Garage~

Greenhouse,.

Pad.o
80-0-19 Macy

79-ll-3

Muaael. Culture

West Passage

Galilean Sea-

food

80-7-l

North Kingstown

Dubois

2~

X 20 Bld. Ad.

SJ'D1I/ISDS on BB

Narragansett
Westerly

84-7-14 Baribet
:· . ,. - : ,. · .
.. .. -... . . . .
8~7-16-

BaJ:rington

Gray

Brlitol

83

ND

TABLE 6 (Con' t).

FILE

PROJECT

ao-1-2i

Agnoli/Guisti

LOCATION

SFDU I ISDS on

Sand Spit
Galilee Beach
Company

80-7-19-

80-8-6

CRMC
ACTION

Warwick

ND

Private Property
Sign on Beach

NarraganseL~

BB

Private Property
Sign on. Beach

Narragansett

BB

79-5-31

JVnninaki

Fili be.law MHW'

South Kingstown

D*

79"-2-14.

RIDOT

?4.,.. Outfall

Warwick

A

80-7-IS

Malenfant

Riv rap-. wall.

South Kingstown

ND

Below MHW

Total Applications to Rearing in. Sample Period:

NOTES:.

74

A - Assent
- Deilled
nc: - Discharged
AM - Assent with major modifications
D/OR - Denied/Ordered to Restore
mt -No Decision as of preparation date (12/1/80)
• - Project started without:: CRMC approval
.., - Fu11 Council overturned subcommittee report
: - Appealed to Attomey General Environmental Advocate
by- Department of Environmental. Management
PP - Hearing Scheduled~ Then: Postponed.
R5 - Hearing Held; Applicant resubmitted plans.
BB:. - Barrier Beach
Il

SOURCE:

Division of Coastal Resources Files.

Preparation Date: March 21, 1981.
· !·'

••.

84
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TABLE 7

MAJOR CASES OUT TO PUBLIC HEARING
DURING SAMPLE PERIOD
DECEMBER 1979 - NOVEMBER 1980
AQUACULTURE:

FILLING- PROPOSALS::
Ray Coe Fiber

Quinn

Russ-R.uss Realty

Wil.liams
Macy

PROJECT ON BARRIER BEACH:

PROJECT AFFECTntG PHYSIOGRAPHIC

1.

Daraleus
Galil~

Carter

I

Beach· Company
4_

Devereux

Dever"elJX4.

FEAnJRES (Other than Barrier
Beaches)
Dewel~cm

Booth
Agnoli/Guisti

Gasner'"

Vac:l~ck2
Dubois

EROSION. CONTROL PROJECTS:

MARINA DEVELOPMENT

Montalto
South County Sand & Gravel.

P-~int

(l}'

Sudith Shellfish Company
McNulty

Would: not be major i f RICRMP had specific prohibitions on these
projects (private property signs . on barrier beach). Hearing based
011 precedent: setting nature- of projects.

(2l ·Should. not be considered major because the barrier beaches are classified as '~developed" where these projects were introduced. Cases.
went: to hearing because the applicant chose to try to build on a
Dune which is- a : proh:lhi.~d " use according to the RICRMJ.>, Section 120.
0-2. or in the Gasner Case, is on the- ''back side" of the Barrier
and went:. out: to hearing partly because of an unwritten policy to
put all. barrier beach cases out ta hearing, and partly because of
local problems ...
{3)'.

Should not be cousidered major.

The project conflicted wi.th the

· RICRMP and was modified to conform to the staff recommendations ..
Major because the applicants chose to- builcl on a dune. a prohibited·
action. This barrier beach is. described as a d·e veloped barrier and
- ~F~> . . such., residential.. development is. permi.tted by the RICRMP. The
RICRMP' also shows the priority for use of the beach as Conservation
Use •.
(4.)

TABLE 8
CATEGORIZATION OF ALL CASES OUT TO PUBLIC HEARING
DURING SAMPLE PERIOD
DECEMBER 1979 - NOVEMBER 1980
BELOW MRW

EROSION
CONTROL

COMMERCIAL BOATING
FACll.ITIES

FILLING PROPOSALS
Ray Cot Fiber

Pt. Judith Shellfish

Russ-Russ Realty
Kaminski.
Malenfant
Gianott:i

McNulty

P. Toole Realtors
Periwinkle, Inc.
Watch Hill F.D.

South County
Sand & Gravel
Montalto
Dunphy
Haribet

Conradi
Nt.m.es

ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL
ADVERSE IMPACT ON
POTENTIAL.
WATER QUALITY IMP ACTS

Readyhough, H.
Readyhough , .J.
Lindberg
Low
.
Smith
Ihmhamel. Trust

Keegan.
Boccuzz:i:
Ry de

Kim:

+

5

PROJECT ON

BARRID. BEACH
Daraleus
Galilee Beach Company
Carter
Devereux
DeTereux
Gasner
Vaclavick
Dubois
Howard
Fisher/Cranshaw
Wilbur

Moran.
Roche.
Krouse

Galilean Seafood

PHYSIOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES ON MHW
Deweldon
Booth
Agnoli/Guisti
City of Newport
Siou

North Kingstown
Fi~h,

.J.•
Fish, .J.

Fish, E.
En.vine Estates
Genoarella
Barber
Caprio

Sterling._
Dtmhamel.

Sardelli
Providence/DEM

Nunes
Kuna

RIDOT Bridge
Conte

RIDOT Outfall

Gray

Reimer

Providence DPW

cmmunvzIMPAC't

ISSll'B

·Shepperton

AQUACULTO'RE

Quinn
Williams

Macy

86
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TABLE 9
ESTIMATED COSTS FOR A PUBLIC HEARING*
COST

CATEGORY

r ..

Copying- Cost of Rearing Notice (130 c01>ies) ••••••••••• - •• $ 7.00
22.50
Mailing.., including. postage ............................... -·· ........ .
15.00
3. .Ar'ran.gemen.ts md dellveries ................... - .................... .
60.00
4. Ad-vertisements ..................................... .. ............. .
45.00
5. Publication of 24 sets of Application File .••••••••••.•••
6. Average of 3 CRMC members in attendance at $50.00 each ••• 150.00
7. Stenographer at $2.25/page, plus $100. to show ••••••••••• 212.00
50.00
8. Overtime for State Civil Engineer ••••••••••••••••••••••••
15 .00
9-. CRMC members' mileage at 20 cents per mile •••••••••••••••
5.00
10 .. Executive Director's. Mileage ................................ .
Dj.
vision.
C!l1~-9:·
Mi.le
age
.........................................
.
5.00
U5.00
t t.. Staf"f. Engineerr 5 Mil.eage.............................................. ..

z...

ESTIMATED TOTAL. COST $591.50

SOURCX:. Division of Coastal. Resources, estimate by administrative per-

somiel..

* Mileage

costs are estimated at 25 miles per person per hearing.

Actual

coat:--were- not: availab-le-,. ·and this- estimate- is considered to be extremely
conservative.

Ta illustrate·,. for exaJD?le, the conservative, there have

been- 10:. hearings on Foster Cove·,. Subdivision,. in. Charlestown. Rhode Is-

la.net..

'lhe hecuti.ve: Director travels from Tiverton (97. miles),, the

Division. Chief trave.Is from. Providence (83 miles), the Staff Engineer
frour. Johnston (81 miles),., a CRMC member from Westerly (26 miles), a
CRMC member from. North Kingston (39 miles), and a CRMC member from War-

wick: (50 miles).

Distances shown are round-trip estimates on major

h:!ghways: from generalized trlp termini.. Total. average mileage is 60
- :-:·. ,-- .: -. .
milea per person..... N'or ciaes. the total include the cost of the CRMC
. .
~

• ;

·~-

__

legal counsel. present. at each hearing.
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logic for denial is typically based upon conflict with the plan,
failure to meet evidentiary burdens of proof, a determination that
the project will make areas unsuitable for uses and activities designa.ted. by the management 11rogram,. and/or that the coastal resour-

c:es in a specific: area. are not <:al'able of supporting a proposed activity"The Counci1' s denials in two major cases involving filling and/
or resj,dent:ial construction. in coastal. wetlands have been upheld in

Coure.

In Dalmazio O. Santini v •. John A. Lyons, et. als. (C.A.

Na. 74-31SW •. C.A. No .. 74-3159', and C.A. No. 79-1162),. the const:ltut1ona:l.:1.ty of the CoUDci1 was upheld as. was its authority to restrict
the use of the marsh.

The Court found that the applicant's "only re-

strtction. is that he may not destroy a coastal wetland or introduce

50
pollutants. in the-waters that: surround it."
dismissed in this case.

The taking issue was

In Sebastian Milardo_V. _The Coastal-

aes·ources

Management Counci1 1 et. als. (C.A. No. 77-735,. and C.A. No. 77-2245),.
tha Court found that "the c:read.cni of c:lasnficatious based upon reasouable- considerat:iODS is not unconst:itutional," and the CRMC is "not:
denying the. pl.a:bttiff all beneficial. use of his land,. it is only deny-

ing the opportun:lty of introducing pollutant:s into a public ocean area
and a protected. marshland area.

This it has the lawful right to do ••• "

51

· The- constituticmality of the COunc::il was also upheald in John A.
·:"': . ,..
. .. .
t.yons, e£r als:. Ye ?fancy Fillmre (C.A. No • . 77-182).. The Court noted
.'

there is

&:

d1.sd.nct1cm between eminant domain and police power.

The

power of eminent domain, the Court st:ated, recognizes the right to compensati011 wh:tle pol.ice. power does not.

88

Compensation arl.ses when restric-

tions are placed on a property to create a public benefit rather
52
The Court: noted in Nancy B. Fillthan to prevent: a public b arm.

more v. Jghn A. Lyons. et. als. (C.A. No .. 73-2373) "that building
permits· lawfully issued for a permitted use should be immune to impairment or revocation by reason. of a subsequent amendment to the
zoning ordinance when the · .holders thereof ••• initiate construction."

53

The Council.'s Cease and Desist Order on construction which had started

on Green Hill. Barrier Beach (South Kingstown) in the Fillmore Case
was lifted by the Co.u rt ruling in favor of the Plaint.iff.

'rhe Court ruling- in the- Fillmore Case has been cited by the
Coimcil as· justification for allowing new construction on Coast
Guard Barrier Beach (New Shoreham)..

The· Council wrote to the Provi-

denc:a .Iournal Company in September. 1980,. that. it "cannot ignore the
Superior Court ruling that provides owners of developed barrier beaches a right to utilize their property .

The only legal. alternative
54thac CIMC. has,, is to· purchase such property outright."
This po-

sition appears. to be supported by the Superior Court Decision on An-

n:tcalli,. which found that. a South Kingstown zoning ordinance prohibiting all. construction- in high flood danger (HFD) areas-namely, bar-

rier beaches.

This includes Green Rill Barrier Beach, and the Court

declared the ordinance as "an iudirect,. confiscatory taking; of her
~-crp•rty •

wi·t hout. just compensation.,.rr and. concluded the tawtt must

uarcise eminent domain i f it wishes. to. retain· the barrier beach in

its present. state'.

S5

.

This decision is being appealed by the town and

Amicus. Brlefs- hava been planned by the CRMC,.. the Rhode Island State-

-----··

... . . .
'.
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wide Planning Program, the Rhode Island State Department of Environmental Management, NOAA, and the Vermont Environmental Law School.
A pattern of confusion emerges from these cases with regards to
the- CRMC's. ability to determine highest: and best. use of precisely the
resources it has clear jurisdiction over.

The taking issue has been

s.u ccessfully handled in decisions involving marshes, but not yet in
cases involving barrier beaches.

Regulation of these physiographi-

eal features and, particularly barrier beaches., appears to be at the
Iagal "frontier'". in: Rhoda rsland..

Cettainly,. property owners must

beware when. they decide to. alter for private us& either a marsh or a
barrier beach.

The costs involved in legal fees and retaining expert

witnesses can be high. 56
Five Council decisions are· instructive of what an applicant may
expect.

By examining each case on its mer; ts, the CRMC technically

cannot be influenced by another decision it renders elsewhere.

This

fs81Je is uo.t so much the £Ocus of these illustrations, as are the issues. of a haphazard.. approach to the RICRMP requirements and discre-

t:tonary action on the part of the CRMC.
In

1979, the Rhode Island Yacht Club proposed a major project

at its facility in Stillhouse COve· in the Providence liver, Cranston.
'l.'he waters are .classified by the RICRMP as an Urban Estuary, and shore_ line dependant commerca and industry and the maintenance and expansion

of appropriate recreational opportunities are cited as compatible uses

57
of die water.

The YaC:he. Club is the oldest in the State of Rhode

Isiand'.. and: the third oldest in the Country.
-- ~ - --
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58

It .was acknowledged

by the objectors to the proposal to have been "floundering for many

"59

years.

A major aspect of the proposal. was the placement of 4,000 cubic
yards, of fil1. intet Stillhouse Cove to create some additional space

for tha Club.

This was- objected. to by local. residents as the Cove

is 1•probably the only cove in the City of Cranston where th, , public
can go and view its natural resources."

60

It was argued by a 'CRMC

mamber that the Counc:i1ts charge is. in part,. to assure "all plansand programs shall: be· developed around basic standards and criteriaincluded .... the last of which reads consistency with the Statewide

Plan,.'.. whi.ch contains a policy against filli.ng coastal waters and wet61
lands. .

The Yacht Club proposal was approved,. modified to not in-

elude. the fill below mean high water.
The sa11e night· the Council denied the Rhode Island Yacht Club

permission: t0: fill 4.,00Q: cubic: yards. in Stillhouse. Cove, they approved
. .... . .
Marina Systems:: Inc.:ts proposal to place an unspecified amount of fil1
~· .

in an "area 200 to 180' feet long by 30 feet. deep,"

62'

in Point Judith

Pond, an. Area ror Preservation and Restoration,. and a Multiple Use
Recrea~on

Coastal Pond where the deposition of fill is a low priority

use- described by the RICRMP to ''have the potential to disrupt or des63
troy the primary value of these estuaries and coastal ponds ••• "
The
Staff. Bt~ght" ·stated:-

"men is a aign:l.ficant area of fill to be

-· ,.
placed in. the shallow water area. or what we c:all or refer to as the
.. . .·. ..
· littoral: zone and this area has the:. potential of supporting a large
. •.

_

'

.

'

population. of

_,

'

manne· mimal •."

64
.

But.,. the CRMC" approved the fill,

•rt on. the applicant.'s statement· that if he were. to:-- modify his pro91

posal in accordance with the Staff Biologist's recommendations, it
would "cause us financial problems,"

65

and a Council member from

the·. locale speaking on behalf of the applicant:

r think,

"Their proposal,_

would be consistent with the type of establishments that

are in the area at the presen1: time."

66

Noting the earlier decision to deny fill in Stillhouse Cove
because it rlolates the State Guide Plan, one Council member stated

that

r•~e Council.

would be putting itself in an awful position to

approve'• the Marine Systems proposal.

67

The Statewide Planning Pro-

gram· did not reference the Shore Region Policy to prevent filling of

Coastal Waters and Wetlands in either case.

Importantly, there was

strong local objections to the Yacht Club, while only the staff objected to the Marine Systems project.

Ia. July• l.'11T• approximately one year before the RICRMP was approved. by OCZM., the. Council granted an assent for a single-family

dwelling. and ISDS

OB-

a barrier beach in Charlestown. Rhode Island.

6EJ!

'l'htt proposal. had recei:vect an objecti.ou from the Statewide Planning
Program.

In the review. of the 1977 cases on file at the Dirlsion of

Coastal. Resources.• it was fotmd that in thae year the state planning
agency commented on. slight.ly more than half the cases on file.

it did

C:0111118nt~

th& planning agency offered major

OJ!

When

substantive re-

conmmtdati011s for denial or requested that applicants be· required to
meet: their burdens of proof. (Table. 14).

Those comments were parti-

cul.arty directed to construc:iion on barrier beaches and· the planning
agency suggested that i f the CBMC feared the taking issue, there was-

·- - ~tal case law in other states that may be of benefit to the

92

Council if it sought denial of barrier beach construction.

The assent for the dwelling and ISDS expired and was renewed
ta ..!ul.y 14.,., 1979..

The Assent and Renewal. had stipulated only that

the applicant maintain the project. and that the Council be notified
6~

when: construction was to commence- and end.

Because the Assent

expired a second time, and the applicant had not initiated construetion,. a new application for the project was filed.

The project was

put out to a public hearing on November 15,. 1979, and the CRMC subc:omad.ttee recommended to the fuli Counc1l that the application be
dim:tacl because "al.though the applicant waa. gi.ven eveey. opportunity
ta present:. evidence in furtherance of this application., the record

does. not indicate that: said evidence was presented, (and) that the
recommendations and reports ••• do not indicate that the activity pro· ·· - - poaect w±ll be. suitable for the coastal region."

70·

Whalli. the Co1Dlcil moved tCJo accept the recommendations of the

sub.c ammitteep· i t was. pointed out by er CRMC member that the. record

clearly indicated that an Assent had been granted for the particular
activtt:y.

n

Tha· C01Dlci1 then effectively dismissed the recommenda-

ti.cm to· deny the proposa1, even· though that subcommittee had found
72
that the RICRMP evidentiary burdens- had not been met,

1IMln"

of the Co1Dlc:11 issued a letter of Assent extension.

-~- -~ a:fan.

and the ChairThe exten-

added four new· stipulation& governing building elevation., site

.

-· .. ·.

7!

d:ts1:Urllanca.. protection of' cha- d1Dle.. and use of vehicles and equipment •
. .. . ·.

me· Aaaent· was. e%te11ded

again a year later ''with all other provisions

0£ tfl& original. (~haais. added) Assent remaini.ng. the ssme,," 74. thereby
nagat:tng the-: stipulations of the:· extension granted a year earlier-.

93

The Council demonstrated extreme latitude in this case.

In an-

other situation, an applicant had allowed an Assent to expire, and it
was stated that "we can't extend something that has expired. We re7'5
sol.ved. that some time ago .."
'l'he two actions do not appear at all
consistent with each other,. and. one clearly appears to be not consistent with the RICRMP.

The Council. denied a project for a "floating dock, 4-feet wide,.
and 20-feet. long to- be built between two existing pi.lings near an al-

ma.;ty. a:isting

doa~

and two 4-foot wide·,. 20-foot long sections to be

p.I:aced beside this stad.ouary dock." proposed for the Pawtuxet Cove
portioa of the- l'Tovfdeuce liver Urban Estuary.

76.

The Colm.cil based

its denial on evidence that "the coastal resources would not be enhanced. nor would th.ey be ino:eased in any aesthetic or recreational
value and. would, in fact 9 be detriment'a.lly impacted i f this activity

,;.~ to be. allawed .. 1" 77 'l'h~ Council. c~ncluded th.a t - "the -ertd~nce does
not shov that. the coastal. resources in the sped.fie area are capable
of supporting the within activity," and "more specifically,. the. applicant has failed to demonstrate the effects the proposed activity
7&
w±ll have on the coastal resources.'"
The pn>posal was, however, consistent with the RICRMP which finds
that the maintenance and expansion of appropriate recreational oppor~

tuD:td.es. £9· compatible with. the Urban.
In

. 1981~

!at~

designation of the Cove.

the CRMC approved. a.. 165-foot pier estending into Pawtuxet Cova

on the property d1.rectly adjacent to- the property involved in the den-

fal. 80

One clifference between the two cases was the local objection
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T.Al\LE 10

' Cl\MC J>ROJECT DENIALS
' u , •

..
.'
YEAR

--:-T

:. NAME

• .•

•

-~rin~er 2

§fPUf l~l>f;

1!17l

J.itmbeft~

~fPU/JSll~l

1974

~~.-Ullt~

JlLf.

1974

IC4'8,J'C~ .

'

p

.•

'

f ROJECT TYPE

·\·' ~

\Q7l

1974

'°

,

2

. c--.:.arlt Marin•

•

'

'~f!.f'.W'Opf /fOMHUNITY

fgtnt

JudJ~~ fond/~~~

flLE NO,
73"'7-10
]3..,.8-17

'lr":""'tl"'~
~P.iPt J"dii~ rond/Narr~gan~~t~
..
. .
.

74.,..3~3

JtlEl

Gre~~

74-3-:-ll

1$ULlCHJW) 6 i'lLi
Pt:LOW t1llW

Wanftck

KAl\Slf

ijtll

~on4/~puth Kings~own

Cov~/W~rwic~

74-2-6

1974

rtofei

rn:R

f aw~~et CQV~/W~rwick

74-10-10

1974

.J•~l4N~eckt 2

SFDQ/lSDS

Gre~~

74-10-9

l~75

st,1U.ta11~

f lJ.J. twiSH

WiPn•p~ug rond/W~aterly

J.975

f o~4

S~.M.J.

Block

1975

Ki.l ..rdoi

SFDQ/lSDS

Winnapaµ- 1ond/Westerly

75-5-20

1976

J,J.-J, Cofp

DREDGE

Wic~ford

76-1-7

1977

Ci~y

FLOATINQ l'JERS

Newport Parbor/Newport

l.977

Quidpe~ee~ J>ropefti~'

flLf. M4lUHl

Tibbet' Creek/North

1977

OJ'iec\l

JllJ.J

fftll Vpo4/South Kipgstqwn

VI

2

2

of Newport

.m -1

Blpc~

l~lan4

Sound/Westerly

U4rbor/North Kingstowq

laland

King~town

~pund/Charlestpwn

75-5-6
75-ll-2

77-9-4
77-5-19
77-12-4

TABLE 10 (Con't)

--

-

YEAR

l>ROJECT TYPE
1

HAMB

l.977

1Cl'oh4

an w

1977

J>iqiulte>

ltIP ~l

l978

Cott .

fiFPU/lSP~\

Jturdt~1'

lSDS

1~78

IS~Pl"~k

CONCRBT~ ~AT ~QEQ

197~

Vare

SFDU/lSUS

FILE NO.

~lock lel~nd ~ound/Charlestown

77-12-5

i

Bl~ck Island Sound/Charlestown
.
.

77-12-6

:

nlock lslan4 Souqd/CharlestOWll

78- 4-11

I

I

1978

WATERBODY/COMMUNITY

I

Ninigfei

I

Pona/ChArl~stown

Nini$f~t PPnd/Charl~stown

!

.

Pettaqu"11'8cutt

River/Narrag~n~~t~

78-9-2
78-11-10
79-2- 1

\

\0

1979

tfontaq\fil.«t

SiDU/ISDSl

1979

Williuut

ruinge

1980

I

I

l!

I

4' X 20' ¥loatin8

Ventufa

w/2

°'
Bet\nelte

1980

llay

1980

Mont~ito 3

RIP RAP

1980

Point Ju4ith
Shellfish
4
Gianotti

PIER, FLOATS,

1980

Co~

Retaining

79-7-7

Potter Pond/South KingstoWll

76-12-4

Pawtuxet Cove/Warwick

79-7-19

Green Hill Pond/South Kingstown

79-7-10

Warren River/Warren

78-1-1

Winnapaug Pond/Westerly

79-4-19

Sakonnet River/Portsmouth

79-8-11

Ninigret Pond/Charlestown

79-9-30

doc~

SFDU/lSDS
FtheT

Sound/Charles~aWJl

I

4 X ~O iectiona

1980

Block Island

w~ll ~nd

fill in

~ILES

WALL, BACKFILL BELOW MHW

TABLE 10 {Con 1 t)

-

YEAR

l980

fJft111!Ppte

WATERBODY/C0}1MUNITY

PROJECT TYPE

NAME

~

s

~TAIHING

4P '

NOTESf

\P

"

f JLJ.

~~qa1'~

.

' ..

FILE NO.

.

WALL IN

1JJ.l.2D twlSH

19.80

.

B~OW

HHW

l

Fo,tor fond/South Kingstown

ao-3-11

r~~tef Pon4/~~~th Kiog~town

79-5-31

on BarrieJ' Jleach

(l)

i»foJ~C.~

(2)

fit~

(3)

Col!lpl~~od

w/o

A~~en.i:

9r4~r•~

to

(4)

CQiPJ>lo~ed

w/o Assent;

Pfae~~d

to restore. 3/11/ao. "o co111Pliance 11/12/QO

(5)

Di1charged with pfejudtcei Ord~r to Restore after
l~galize it by lease ~greement,

pot 1ocate4
re,~qr.~ ~/ll/8Q1

"o

~ta~'

~q•p1i~~e

ll/12/8Q

rroperttes Committee fefused to

to the case that was denied.
received approval.

No objection was voiced to the project that

The Council's findings in· the denial that "It further

came: to light. (at the p_u blic hearing September 26, 19 79) during the testimony that certain docks and piers have on various occasions been placed
in the within area without the benefit of a permit from this CounciJ..

1181

may be totally irrelevant to the decision 7 . yet appears to be a factor in

.
82
arriving at the decision to deny.
G..

Conclusion on RICRMP

Impl~tatiou

''tandaide1• Implementation:

I.

Based on Case Load AnaJ.ysis.

Program. Impact.

The raview of the history of the Rhode Island Coastal Resources
Management Act of 1971 clearly shows that a major reason the iegislati.an failed to pass in 1970 was the provision for state authority inland to. 200 feet or to

ever is. greater.

el~vation

of 20 feet mean high water, which-

That legislation was rewritten to exclude the inland

boundary by keeping the bow.dary at MRW where the state had cJ.ear his83
tori:cal jur.tadic:d.on.
It then included the specific activiti.es or
land uses and physiographica1 features.
When. the state drafted the RICRMP, the 200-foot inland boundary
was devised to demonstrate to OCZM that the Rhode Island Program was

not simply a "wet area" program 9 but that it could also regulate land
uses thae
~

,

.

impac~

on.

the- coastal environment. The 200-foot line was

.. .

. : cho8«1 because- it can be demonstrated that activities within that zone
-

_, ·

• • ' •'

:••

I

· .• •

,•

· can impac:t cm coastal waters and physiograrhical features.

For in-

stance,. Seed.on: 310..4-!A. of the RICRMP finds that nitrate from septic
sys,t ema. have been. found to travel as much as 200 linear feet through

sail below the root zone,. and that nitrate appears to be something
98 .

--

-- - -~- -

--· -- ··- ·-

----·--·--- - -

of a concern because it contributes to phytoplankton growth and
eutrophication.
What the RICRMP did in 1978, therefore, was to administratively
capture- for the state a. portion of the land that the General Assembly

refused to· grane- legal. authority for eight years earlier.

It could

b& argued by the cynics that the move was made only to capture federal
program dollars under Section 305 (CZMA).

It could also be argued

that:. it was done to control land use, and, thereby regulate impacts

om. th.. shoreline. physiographical features and coastal water quality,
ancf.te> insure compatible use .. This argument is presently utilized,
ancl not without good reason..

But, if it is to be wholeheartedly ac-

cepteci, one would be expected to ask what the outcome is or how, in
face. does regulation of this zone occur?

This question is poignant

because land management- in Rhode Island has repeatedly failed to gain
acceptance in the Rhode Island General Assembly.
Prom 1969- to September, 1979,. the CRMC application rate for

sfng!e-Camily dwellings. (SFDU) and septic: systems (ISDS) was 16 per84
cent-.. This rate increases wh~n the period is shortened to 1975 to
85
September, 1979, when 11: then measured at 20 percent.
And, when measured from May, 1978, to September, 1979, (a period of 16 months after
Secd..on 306 Approval),. the rate swells to 38 percent of all applica86·
.
. .
t:1ons. _ · From: December~ 1979·, to October, 1980, 119 of 216 ·Notices
··· ..··

involftcf single-family dwellings. and/or ISDS or accessory structures,
87
· tar a coca! of' _SS percent of· the case load.
And. during the period
.July.,. 1979,._ through

August~-

1980., 53 percent of the Letters of No

Objac:d.011 have been. for. activities. involving single-family dwellings
88
and/or ISDS or accessory structures ..

There is no question that local zoning dictates the land-use
patterns.

Therefore, if an individual proposes a land activity that

is compatible with the local. zoning requirements, the CRMC Assent is
almost assurecily guaranteed,,. except i.It: special cases directly on a

physiographical. feature,,. and even then·,,. denial is not an expected outcome..

In these- t:ypicai, nonspecial. cases, applicants for single-

family dwellings, septic systems, porches, garages, decks, building
additions.

majo~

and minor repairs, patios, greenhouses, vegetable-

gardens,,. etc ... are- assured that i f they (within 200 feet of a coastal.
physiographica.l feature) submit' plans, have local approval.a,,.. write a

check for $35 ..00_. and. are wi1ling to wait out a 30-day Notice period,,.

wait the necessary 30 to 75 days (in instances of most uncontested
cases), and an indefinite period. of ti.ma,,. more than 75 days in contested casesr they will. receive an Assent which typically has the fol-

losing: stipulations:
(1):

89

A. vegetative buffer zone (typically 50 feet~ but varies ac-

coriing to- site conditions)- shall be maintained;
(?)

A. l:fne of stacked hay bales shall be installed at the sea-

ward. edge of the. construction area prior to construction;

(3)

All.. disturbed areas shal.l. be revegeeated immediately after
grading is completed and that al.l grading shall proceed as

soon as poas:!ble ·after construction.

. ~- c4J· . All.

is complete;

ucus debris shall be disposed of at a suitable upland.
· ··io.·- - . ...

·.~~

.

· ~--

(S)

· d:fapoaal. area; ·

All fill (if it' is used) shall. be c:lem and free of matter,

. that w±ll cause pollution of the water of the state; and

100

(6)

Tile dwelling shall be elevated to or above the base flood elevation established by the Flood Insurance Rate Maps, and in accordanc&with. the. provisions. of the Rhode Island State Building
Code. Rules and Regu1ations for Construction in Fl.ood Hazard

Areas.

One picture obtained from the data is that the RICRMP and the CRMC
is clearly involved in the land side· of the coastal

gulate reaiden.Cial. development, and rlghely so.
involvement are

verr predictable,

zone~

trying to re-

The procedures of this

and produce results. thac are:

(1) onlY'

c:onsiatenc with the- local land. use predetermination; and (2) only invol.ve
ri.te impact mitigation-.

z.

Programmatic Deviations and Inconsistencies.
Another conclusiou presented by the case load analysis is that the
CBMC has deve-loped a pat tam. of issuing · assents that appear to be inconsistent witb · the RICRMP policies anci regulations.

These· apparent incon.-

sistencies are- not confined to any particular project type or location;
thq affect water bodies and physiographical features as well. as various.
project types.

Others are discussed in Section. F.

a.. Central Barrier Beach:

Geographic Area of Particular Concern.

Events on. Central Barrier

Beach~

Charlestown. refl.ect several

- . ...... ·... : .

· ~ the problems faced. by the Rhode Island Coastal. Program.
'

.

..:

-.~

These

include_the- vragrammati.c inconsistency issue,. especially 9 but also
point to. the supremacy of local. decision.. making and the problem

of the CBMC going last in permit scheduling.

The culm:l,nation of sep-

arate. anc:oordinated dec:isiona on Central Beach has

eff~ctively

stripped the management program of its power to manage this barrier.

rn

late 1979, a letter of No Objection was sent to the new pro-

perty owners of several parcels of land on the Barrier granting permission: to implement "repairs to an. existing rip rap wall. ••• (with)
no materia.L to be placed below MHW."

90

The letter acknowledged that

there was a definite potential for erosion. to be caused by the rip
rap-.

If offered soma engineering advice.

stat~~

that said advice ·

may "maintain proper wall stability (and that) dune grass vegetation.
shmatcl' be established upland of the- wall."

91

This language is at

beae _pUmtaai'ft ..
?he- RICRMP Section 140.0-2-C.3 specifically prohibits the use
of structural erosion controls on. Central Beach. and others, unless
there is a demonstration: ''by probative evidence lack of available
secliment for such nonstructural methods" or vegetation, fencing, and
sand. bags..

the staff engineer reported on this case prior to the

isanance- of tha letter that: "rip. rap protection in various. state of
clisrepair and completeness is· found along the total length of the

applicant's property (and) the- presence of s11Veral natural (assumed)
boulders which form a type of incomplete natural barrier."

9Z

The

engineer went on to report: that: "600 tons of rip rap would be used
· !a~

.... ··-·

tha project (and that}.: it: is un.c:lear as to (whether). an exist-

iDg :tncomp!ete rip rap coverc:oastitutes nonstructural .protection
93.

· .~ .

according to cm«:. regulations .."

No effort was made to require the

applicant to ..
meet the ·e:videnti.ary
burdens.
.
::
;

~

·-

. .

-:r~ .

!OZ

More than a year later, the staff engineer reported that "This
seawall. was granted as a 'repair,' but is essentially new construction: ..

Various stipulations on the repair have not been met."

94

He reported that. the wall. was constructed vertically· instead of on

a.

2· ~i

slope as permitted by the letter.

No dune vegetation was es-

tablished.

Unauthorized fill. was utilized, and the location of the
95
wall was seaward of the dune, rather than shoreward as authorized.
The report continued:

"It is uncertain as to what action the CRMC
96
intends to prove with regard to- the above viol.ation."
The memo

reporting. this information was filed with the original. Letter of No
Objection.

The staff biologist. while investigating another pro-

ject proposal in the area, reported that "the extensive retaining
wal.l. along thia shore was installed approximately

l~

- 2 years ago,

following issuance of a "Letter of No· Objection•• by the CR..'l,fC.

Por-

tions. of this wall further to the west extend below the :.mw mark and
have- all but eliminated sections of the beach through erosion."

rt
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fs t:hi.s latter. phenomena that the regulations of Section 140.0-2

were designed. to prevent.

The problems on Central. Barrier Beach are not: confined to the

rip · rap.

As. the rip rap saga unfolded, the property owners resold

the individual house lots, which included at least eight: separate

properties with: single-family dwellings and ISDS, (Table- 12) •

The

new propertT owners, in accordance with. the provisions of the purchase agreement, commenced ta rehabilitate the dwellings.

ceeded until halted by a CRMC Cease· and Desist Order.

103

Work pro-

The local

building inspector had issued the local permits which allowed work
to proceed without the necessary state approval.

This is an excel-

lent example of the confusion that results in this dual jurisdiction
area where-,. by virtue of the State ts Coastal Management Act, the
·seacE!' bas primaJ:y jurisdiction.

In a letter· to the CBMC, the local

Bui1ding Inspector advanced the following defense of his actions:

"r

did not realize that a person had to make application to the CRMC

to protect and improve his property on a developed barrier beach."

98

More than just protection and improvement, these dwellings arguably

undenrent substantial rehabilitation.

That is, the work cons.tituted

a. ·c:aae more than 50 percent of the fair-market value of the· original

structure...

In

such cases, the RICRMP Section 130.0-Z requires that

the- structures be elevated an additional 6 feet above the flood elevat:iou established by the National Flood Insurance Program..

By avoid-

ing· the. substantial. rehabilitation criteria, the additional elevatiou: requi.rements were side-stepped ..

the bu:Uding· inspector c:ondnued:.

''The tax revenues on these

properd.es will double in valuep too,. giving Charlestown a more aesthetica11y pleasin.g area, a mere healthy leaching system,. as well
99
as- contribucing to the tax revenue appreciated by the town."
This
may not be first-rate writing, but it certainly conveys the idea

that the town"s interest in. these: properties resides in their conafbud.ou. .ta tha taz base-..
.·

?or a c:auauuity wi.th

few

resources and

.· . ; .

· . a shallow tax base, tha retention of control over these properties
fa a primary concern, regardless of what the state coastal management. progr&Dt says.

'Ihe administration of the management program, .

104

in a manner inconsistent with adopted prohibition and stringent
tests, aids and abets this form of localism.
Th~

problems with a state program that cuts ac1:0ss tradi-

tional. Jurisdictional boundaries was seen in Florida three years
ago-.

Governor Rubin Askew declared in 1978 that the Coastal Pro-

gram ''will give lasting consistency and direction to the landmark
100
laws we have enacted over this decade of environmental reform.

However, a spokesman for one of Florida's largest developers, a
former government administrator of the Florida Land and Water
Management Act·p declared the Coastal Program to be "very inconsistent . (and).

d~licative ••• We

don't need any mere regulation in the

coastal zone. he said. because we have enough regulation

. 101

now."

A. lobbyist for the Florida County Commissioners stated that "The
subject is one that goea so directly to local control of local
lancf development that we simply aren't prepared to talk about what's
in the- long-range intereses of the state at this time.'

Wdt:Ug on

th~

,102

Coastal Zone Program nationally, Daniel R. Man-

delker states that "the record is not altogether encouraging.

An

ambiguous• statute, indecisive administration by the national coastal
and increasing political resistence have produced a mixed

office~

103

record."

To, this, we

might add indecisive administration at the

state level.. Sara Chasis has been especially critical from her pqsitian

m NBDC.. She has accused the

na~onal.

program of not ful104

filling its promise becausa it is not protecting valuable resources,

and feels·. that it will become a "paper pl.a nning process" that states

105

go through "to qualify for federal funds, with minimal changes in
the way human activities affecting the coast are conducted."
b.

105

Conservation/Low Intensity Use Coastal Waters.
Another situation where the CRMC has obviously acted in a
con'Cinua.Ily- inconsistent manner with the adopted policies and
regulations of the RICRMP affects the Conservation/Low Intensity Use tidal waters and coastal ponds.

Section U0.0-20.la

of the. Program permits stormwater runoff, deposition of fi·l l,
dredging,. and structures in navigable waters "only upon demonstrad.cm that a bona fide benefit to the public: welfare will
result and further that no reasonable altemative exists.
One such tidal area9" designated as a conservation/low intenai:ty use area, is the Barrington River.

Since 1979, the

CRMC baa issued assents for at least ll projects in the River
(Tabla ll).

Seven of these can be classified as new structures,

·aaa of which. involved filling below mean high
o~

water~

an area.

approzfmately 570 square feet, rather than require the appli-

cant to utilize another approach to repair a deteriorating manmade structure.

'nlere is no. evidence- on file or in the trans-

cripts explaining why these programmatic deviations have occurred.
.. .; . ....

. .._,

..,'

.

,. , "

.

. .·-:. ..
~: .:: ·::\-- u ~- accepts the argument that the state went through an
.-

~~

est:enaive-plan:ning and public partic:i.pation/education process
ut:ilizing $1..5 million in federal funds and $500 .ooo in state

funds to produce an acceptable management program, then one

106

could logically assume that the policies and regulations set
forth in 110.0-2-D-la of the Management Plan reflected a desired public goal for . conservation/low intensity use waterbodies•

Deviation from· this,.

that is·,. the granting of spe-

cial. exceptions should occur ou.ly when. the evi.dentiary burdens

of proof were met..

The: evidence- does not reflect such mea-

sured decision-making ..
'1'he case of granting .an Assent for an aquaculture project
ill: Quic:kaand. Pond,.. Little Compton. is again illustrative of

th:ls disregard: for the requirements of Section. U0.0-2-D-la.

It also may reflect a cause: of the.. deviation:

the ignorance of

the requirement.. Quicksand Pond is a conseriation/low intens:lty use coastal pond. designated by the RICRMP as an Area for

Preservat1on and Restoration. · It is an Audubon Society Natural
Area.

The State Guide Plan classifies al.l the land surrounding

tha pond in an open-space category,. and the town has the land.

zoned for residential.

law~ensityde.velopment.

106

This projece received an intense objection from the Rhode
Island Audubon Soci.ety as well as from some local property ow-

ners •. The Audubon Society objected on several grotmds which in107
duded the sufficiency of data supplied by the applicant.
the larger. issues c1.ted were much more to. the point of having a

coutal management. program and living with it in a. consistent
manner.. ?he Audubon Society Executive Director obj ect:ed to
~~g.

especially through the questionable de.vice of mulii-

pla ·"experimental,. permits, the beginnings of commercial exploi-
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TABLE 11

PARTIAL LIST OF ASSENTS FOR
STRUCTURES IN BARRINGTON RIVER
SINCE 1979
OVERALL

EXTENSION

·ASSENT

NO

~

ACTIV1Tr

FROM SHORE

SHORE

(Approved

3/24./81)

Hartley

Rebuild pier. dock
floats. ramp. pil-

46'

west

ios•

east

revecm.ent; 16' pier
extension (app~oxf.mately 570 ft.
fill. below MRW)

39'

east

· Pile and timber pier
extension

60'

west

ings

(Approved

2/24/81}

Mainella

8-B1l-8l.

Rearrange dock. conf igurad.on:

3' X 190' pile

Gemma.

·· 89-Bll.,..8Q.

Cambria

165-Bll-80

Shepperton

Ramp • pier. float

80'

east

151-BJt-SQ

!anon

Pier,. float

54'

west

JG-B1l-80·

Barrta·

Pier._ float

69,.

west

5%-Bll-80'

Barrington

i'Ioad.ng dock

149'

east

ua•·

west

42'

west

Y.C ..
19-Jm:-80

Ashworth

Piers.. floats

156-BR-79

Resm:in:L.

Pile & Timber Pier

hn:lm..

3C> ft .. eztenaion to
· Jila and. timber pier

(Approved
4/14/81)
~.

. . ; ...

'

Pre2aratiou Date:·

...... ..
:

-·

4/14/81
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tation in any of the few remaining natural and unspoiled brack-

ish ponds in Rhode Island (which) does not seem to us to be a
wise. interpretation of the Council's. larger mandate."

108

'!ha proposal. appeared to be consistent with the Counc:1.1 's

priorities for usea in conservation/low intensity use water bodies,

J.C

least in the sense aquaculture is not cited as either a.

high o~ low priority use.109

However, as it involves the place-

11m1t of aquaculture rafts (structures) in navigable waters, the
1.aaua:

was never addreaaed ..

c. Cout Guard Barrier Beach:

Geographic Area of Particular Concern.

Coast Guard Barrier Beach i& classified by the IUCRMP, Sec-

ticm 130.0-ZA. as a developed barrier beach.

It is also desig-

aated for couaervation. uses by the priorities far Use Maps in the
progrur..

These goals conflict in that one allows residential. de-

velopment

am

the othu implies,. at least, no davelopmeut..

Since-

tfw·llCBMP .was. adopted,. the CBMC has received ught applications
far development on this. barrier,. five of. which have bean for new

couatructiOll (£our new single-fand.l.y dwellings with ISDS and one
barn) •

. ma first application for an Sl'Dtr/ISDS received by the Coun.. cil. occuzred ill late: 1978, and'. recuved an. assent in November of
thac year. The usent stipulated that ouly the minimum. area for

couatruc.tion be cleared and that all areas disturbed during coullO
atttu:ticm be restored. through. the- reestablishment of beach grass.

109-

These stipulations were in accordance with the staff biologist's
recommendations.

The fila contains no evidence that the RICIUfP

programmatic requirements were considered although the comment
from tha Rhode Isl.and.. Statewide· Planning Program states:

"This

proposal. is for a home on a barrier beach,. therefore, all Council ba~er beach policies and regulatiou.a apply. 11111
'the
Plumb

rep~rts

reaidenc'e

in thi.s !il~ do not specifically state that the

was proposed to be located on a

ner.. analysia of the s:U:a plan and.

comp~on.

sand

dune.

Row-

to information on

auhsequent cases• indicate thar the dwell.ing waa proposed on
and dun. . as def:1Ded. by Seed.cm 120. 2B of the llCRMP.

Section

1ll

ll0.0-2D-1C: of the RICRMP states:
Couacructiou or alteration of· sand dunes shall be proli)liited, ezc.!pt where associated with au approved restoration

o~

stabilization project or where demonstrated

uac:asaary to promote or protect the public welfare. and
thml. only when no significant damage to the coastal ennrcnment will result. In. such cases, the Council may
_ al1as temporary a1teratiomt- where- adequate assurance i&
prrn:tded that the altered. area will be returned,. re-

ai:ored: and stabilized to approximate its natural state
as i t a:iated prior to tha alteration.
And Seed.on: 13CJ.0-2Al. specifically states that "Construction.~ re-

storation. arJJi/or substantial improvement of structures on the beach
faca or dunes shall be prolU.bited. nll3

'Iha aaaeut clearly appears

to be 1Dcouiatmt vi.th two HCd.oua of the adopted management pro. . . . . ·. . .

~

...

·, .

.:. ~·

.-

. ·.. .·

...

. . . -....
, A. ,..ar after the assent was. :!asued. the appli.cant Plumb waa
•

•

#

•

••

-

.

contactecl by th.a Cl!C becauaa condi.tioua at the dwelling site wera
fouad. cm R'ovaher 7 • 1979,. co fnd:tcate that restoration had not

110

114
occurred as stipulated.
And, again, another year later, it
was reported that the conditions of the assent "have not been
adhered. to. and: that activity beyond. the extent of the assent
llS
has taken placa.
Leas than one year after

Plumb received an assent:, the

CRHC put out to Public Notice three proposals for single-family
dwellings and ISDS,. bringing to four, the number of dwellings

116
to. be C01lS'ttUCted vi.thin a stretch. of 1500 feet of barrier beach.
thq were approv-.1:. ou August 26,. 1980·,., after a lengthy hearing

proc:aae.
On: August 28'7' 1980,. it: waa repotted that the Director of

the Rhode Island
~~

Depar~ent

of Enviromumta1 Management wrote to.

atattt's Attorney Geuera1 requesting it be determined whether
117

tha. CKMC v:lolated its ovu policy.
plic~n

The. vote· to approve the ap-

waa noted by the press to be marked by

ing chair. stance and voting for che petition:..

two

Council. mem-

One of the changed

votes was· c:aac by the Chairman who later wrote to the presa that
wtha Counci1 cannot ignore the Superior Court: ruling that prtlvides
owners of· developed. barri.er beaches a righc to utili.ze their property. "1:-88· .

(~fa.

important: to obaerv• that ut111zation ia not

· -. da:f:!ucl aa COIL8ttucticm of single-family dwellings vith ISDS.)
-

·.· : ~ . -..· :'. :i:~: <·~- . .:::.:: .··-..
-·. • .-:··=- · .:_ : .
.:,._..:. . '%h9: !ravidan.c:e. Sournal.

Company,. in an editorial, declared

'. . that..tha"ac:tion of. cha Coancil. waa "uot only hard to

. ~·

~~rehensill~l·"l.19

understand~

Tha D!H"a formei: ch:le£ lega1 counsel

111

wrote ·to The Providence Journal that the CRMC's action not only
ignored its own policies, but it ignored recent case law which
rejected the contention that applications must either be approved
120'
or thee property purchased..
The Attorney General was. reported

aa. saying he believed •tthat prior Superior Court decisions do not

so severe1y restr1.ct regulation. of building on barrier

beaches.~21

He concluded that "judicial review of the CRMC approvals will act
to c:larify the regulations concerning deve1opment on barrier beaand: will.· act to clarify Rhode Island law regarding the

chas~

vablic' s
ara

122
incerest iD. preserving our shoreline."

peadin~

'these- cases

court act:ion.

I t should be noted that Coast Guard Barrier Beach bas been
under active eonsideratiou by the tr. S. Department of the Interior,
____ __ _. l'faUonal Park Service for inclusion in the Barrier Islands Na-

123
Cioual Park.

Thia program bas received strong support frCtll

124

tha CDC • .

· S'ul»•equenc. to t a Council's ac tj,ou to approve the three

dwellings. and ISDS' a,. there have been applic:at:ions for a barn,

landacaping. and
barrier beach.

two

l.2S

single-family dwelling additions on this

'the

two dwelling

additions were started with-

out a CIHC uaent, and: one waa halted by a Cease an Desist.
~-

'the

biologiat reported that the project appeared. to be in d:tr-

. ace CODflict· vi.th the llCllMP and that rutoratiou of the area
126
waulcl ba very di.fficult.
'!ha Council approved thia project
cm-April 14,. 1981..

The barn and. landscaping are pending as of

Dr• 1981.. 'the other

addi~

ll2

waa substantially completed by

TABLE 12
PR0JECTS ON BARRIER BEACHS BEFORE

CBMC FOR FULL 30-DAY NOTICE
DECEMBER 1979 TO APRIL 1981
PROJECT

nu·

NAME·

BARRIER BEACH/TOW
;entral Beach/Charlestown

Andrewchow

80-2-6

Vigra

80-2.-7

"·

"

Simo!t

80-Z-&

"'

•••

Howard:

79-9-5

"'

"'

Bowman

80-1-22

n:

Angel.

80-~15

te

Lynchl;

80-9-19"

"'

81.-2-0

n

Callahan

l

Vars/DuCk_:-- worth2
79-6-17
80-ll-6
Wilbur

8~!Z:

Pouliot

80-IZ-23

Fullma3

8()-9-22.

Pel.l.am.

80-7-24-

Cranahaw/

Fiseher

80-3-ll

Vaclavik

80-1-ta

' 3'
lfoneaquil& . 79-1-1·

TYPE

SFDU Rehab.

"

.

..

...
...

••
"

"

"
••

"

"
SFDU/ISDS

...
!aat Beach/Charlestown

SFDU/ISDS

"
Charlestown Beach/Charlestown

"·
"

..

SFDU/ISDS

"

"

..

"

Border Bill

Mobil Homa

79-7-13

Larem:o &

hll.y

79-10-3=

..

"

Galilee

lfuch Co.3

80-7-19

Sand Hill Cove Beach/Narragana.
113

Sign on beach

- ·· -

- - ----·-------- - -

- --

~ --- - -- - --- - ·· · -- .

·- --

TABLE 12 (Con' t)

PROJECT
FILE

BARRIER BEACH/TOWN

80-8-6

Sand Hi.ll Cove Beach/Narragansett

Sign on Bea.

Batea

79-10-15

J'eruaal.em Beach/Narragansett

Raise SFDtr

Carter

79-7-16

Coast Guard Beach/N. Shoreham-

SFDtr/ISDS

Devere\1%

79-9-17

Devereux

79-9-12

·~

Sorenson.

80-10-20

"

Conaut1

81-l-1.

~

Daraliua

3

TYPE

"
SFDU Addit.

Coaat Guard Beach/Na.rragauett

SFDtr/Adclit.

a.r. ear-.

pora~

81.-Z-1

Conant & B.I

...

Corporationisi-3~1
80-10-17

Gasner

Crescent Beach/N. Shoreham

....

Ganer &l.

80-ll-2

Dowling

Landa cape

·- - ·-

-

Garden Shop

-

Green Rouse
&

Boat re-

pair shop

Gamer1

79-9-3

Fa1vey

80-0-17

Urso

80-7-23

J>uboi.s.t

80-T-1.

Crandall.

81.-2-9
.

SFDtr & Sever Connect~
Atlantic Beach/Westerly

S!'Dtr/ISDS

...
"

- ·-·. -·-- ·- -

!IO'.aS:

?bu•· c:aSea.:: i:iapTuent

IODS:

·a>

approzimacely 10 percent of the CBMC caaload. ~ .Unlu• otherwiae noted.• casu received
assent.

(l)
{3):

an

lfa dec:181an aa of date of cable preparation
Vars approved/Ducbn:n:th withdrawn by applicant to construct
clwe111ng in conformance nth. assent received by Vara.
D.Ued

PDPJli.TIOll DilE:- April 7 1 1981.
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July, 1980, withoue an Assent from the state, although a local
127
building permit had been issued.

l-..

Areas for Preservation and Restoration:

Case Study of the Petta-

quamscutt River Programmatic Failure.
The Pettaquamscutt, or Narrow River, has been identified by
·; OCZH aa an area where water quality may be deterioriating and it
'•

----· - ..._

is cm.a of three "ngnificant problema wbi.ch the state must work

ua

to. ruol.va ...

. the. 1:1.ver ia claa•ified. by the RIC!MP aa an area

for huervat:tou. and. Restoration.

aa.ltiple use recreation..

It• water is designated for

The CRMC acknowledged. tha need for problem

reso1ution in the watershed,, when on J'une 26, 1980, the Council
formed a subcommittee on the Narrav River Watershed., that ''by co-

ordiDating the. informatiou available in this area and acting as a

catalyst betvet111. the towns. state agencies and concerned citizens,

can: possibly provide the necessary legislative authority to cor.

race aiating; condition• cm the watershed •."
icaelf

Oil

12.9'

Th• Council prides

its role as a catalyst.

?ha Pettaquamscutt: liver watershed. makes for a particularly in-

taruting case study becausa it demonsm:ates aJD1>lY the effect of

tha. CIMC' a approach to resource management,. and. the lilDited ability

· oL th&. Coancil to·

af~ect.

landaide activity because- of the predomin-

·ate: role. ret:aiDed by local govenma.t. It ia a s:tgn:i.ficant resource .
. :
·wb:lch ia &ffected. by- negative.. attitudes,. three of which have been
130
identified. in & · draft interoffice DlUIO to the Cound.1.
The draft.
prepared· in J'une. 1980 .. has never been discussed by the Council at
ita regular forums.
ll5

The most negative expression seems to be along the line that
nothing can be done about the river and the watershed because the
damage has already been done,.. and the fate of the resources was
aealeci by past development and zoning.

A. second negative attitude

wh:tch. argued against action to govern the watershed. differently

from· current

practice~

is . best expressed by the assumption that

th& ri.ver baa always been the way it is now.

That is to say that

the fears of tha presei:vatiouista and their supporters are substan.dally· aa.fcnmdecl- The third moat commouly held. position appears to

nolve· out of the mheren.t coutracliction ezpresseci in the first two
131
~ttically oppoaecl baliefa. That ia. what can we do1'
'?he. lll:CXMP bas· established iu Section 110.0-2D2 special con-

siderat:ton for multiple- use recreation estuaries, such as the Pettaquamacutt liver.
of fill.

clisc~e

~..,.grading,

!t: permits industrial development, deposition

of domestic, municipal and industrial sewage, ex-

or excavation. storage or transport of hazardous ma-

t£ials,... and: any actirtty disrapd.ve or recreational use ''only upon.

demouatrati.oll that a - bona fide .benefi.t to tha public welfare will
132
reaal.t and,. further,.. that no reasouabla alternative exists-:'"

Seed.on: 310.0-2A of the RICRMP defines sewage broadly and declares
that:

·: -:;;>::.,,.;._;:::··:'- :·. Becaae runoff'
"

may include aubsunces which may be
pub.,
.. _ h-.;.
1 ·th
~
, and/ or
- to
~
~
or to an-una

. ~- · .- --'t . ~
:.,~ ·-.;...; :~

" '>; · \:, .....

· _·.. ·-:-

.. . . . -•• ·- ( ~ µ,-

." ·.,--_..... _~:;;:;~~ plae. life. for the purpoaea of the Coastal Resources
·-~ · ' :'.:~;_:;:;'.« lfD&gemaut Program. 'anagar- aball be further defined
,: · ·
- : ~- : :·._-':': u - including, silt and other particulates introduced.
. '. : :!Dt:o • atJJl/or artificial increases or decreases above
· · · ·or below ambient freshwater inflow into tidal and iny
33
terddal waters. coastal. ponda 9 and coastal wetlands •
. ·...

. . :...

·

116

It is also defined to include "every substance which could injuriously affect the natural and healthy propagation, growth or
devel.opment of any animal arJJi/or plant life in the water of the
state-,.. or the no11rUbment of the same. 11134 Logically, this language card.es with it restrictj.ons on the permitting of stormwater outfa.lis in the Pettal!_uamscutt River, because stormwater
runoff typically contains hydrocarbous, chemical fertilizers,
chem:f.c•l pesticides arJJi herbicides, arJJi coliform bacteria.
?be :faaue.· of outfalls in the rtver was apparent in May,. 1976,.
wbeD: the- town. of South KingstOWll sought approval to install a
atorm:.

drain outfall into the river.

'?he project proposal received

s:fgnificant ccmment regarding its potential impacts from the Statewide- Planning Program, which were evidently ignored.

- ---·were- al.so- comments- and

r~commendaeions

135

There

from the staff Fish and

Wildlife Biologist, which were similarly ignored according to the
136
informatiou. cm fila.This pheuomaou baa been an historical
c:fla:actertatic of the Program (Table 14, Table 15).

Since 1976,.

the CIMC' baa issued approvals for four additional outfalls.

One of

Chea iD. 1979' received similar comments e%pressing similar concerns
137
aa in 1976 •
'?hEe·. have also been two approvals for Che installation of the

.:· ;._Bm:ragansett rown. uwer ayatea aervic:ing the Bonnet Point area in
the co-tal. drainage buin and a pardon of the eastern section of

the Pettaqumcutt Watershed.

?he llCBMP, Section 310.0-2C2, re-

. · qu:Uea. Che dmDOUtratiou. "by reliable and probative evidence that

ll7

coastal resources are capable of supporting the proposed activity
including the potential impacts and/or effects resulting from •••
cumulati.ve impacts ••• changes to conti.guous land use ••• secondary
impacts. resulting from. additi.cua.l development stimulated by new
1~8

pub.IiJ: facilitiea and. the need and demand for the· proposed action.

One of these projects was. a 16't force: main and the record indicates

that the staff recommended the implementation of short-term site impact mitigati.on procedures and noted that the only way the CRMC
could influence the impact pf the anticipated development spinning
o:ff tJi. acnr project would b.. on a
.

139-

Coam:il chose tC) do otherwise..

case-by-case- baaia uulesa the

?ha decision to :tnatall. the sew-

cs waa a local. oue made years ago and the Council indicated

110-

de-

sire to pick up the reins in 1980.

Reliance on 0111.y site impact mitigation procedures has proven
ctumcy· at beat. aa in the c:aae of the pumping station in the Bonnet

FoiDt region.

It was stated on the record

that~

ttA field check of

the· project ai.te on J'uly l7 •· 1980 P revealed. work was proceeding in
vfolatioll of the Ceaaa and Desist Order and that sediment laden watar was: being discharged directly into Weaquage Pond (an Area for

Pruervatiou and Restoration and a. Conservation tow Intensity Use

Coastal. Pond where such. discharges are strictly prohibited) •

This

unauthor1zed work was granted OMC approval on J'uly 22. 1980, with
.,..,, t1ia ·attpal&Ucma 0£ tha

... . _,

bfologist~a· report dated

, ..·· ·~ : ·~-t~r:f { l~· ·: :: .~,-~ :....,:: .·. ·. ,.

i · ·

.July 17 • 1980. ~

40

, .,

Seavey in 1975 reported iD Marine Technical Paper No. 141 that

tha l'arrov liver (Pettaquamac:utt) containa a wide variecy of aquatic..

orpni••.

Re stated. that the liver "may ba one of the most vulner-

ll.8·

of Rhode Island estuaries.

Since it extends in a long, narrow

band for nearly six miles, and is bordered by a steep and largely
nonporous watershed on both sides, the potential is high for contaminated.. runoff,. leachate, and other pollutants to enter. the
rlver system."'

Seavey recommended that no additianal pipes from

any source. be permitted ta discharge into the

~ver

and that there

should be "a program to dispose of sewage and effluent outside of
th& immediate watershed" for future extensive development.

The

fallawing year, the Plan for the Narrow River Watershed supported.
Seavey's c:cnc:luaioua..

''The d:f.acharge of runoff frma stormwater

drainage systems clirectly into tidal wetlands ••• that have been al-

lowed. ill the past will,. 1.t continued over time,. result

environmental loaa of an invaluable estuarine resource."

in the
142"

The

plan noted that "observations. by residents indicate that the qualitT

o~

the water ia decreasing."

14l

.
No· concrete- data: is provided

in. this cliscuaaion. in the plan, but septic systems discharging
through: atona dra:lna and. into· groundwater, urban runoff carrying
'

· aueomod.ve- waateat; nutrients, sediments, organic wastes,. and fecal
bat~.,

.and. sediment clischarge from cleared upland. areas were a11

c::Ltecl as factors that can and may
tuary'a. water quality.

144

b~

adversely impacting the es-

A.dclitional. studies and. reports on the

liver's Water Quality have supported the hypothesis that the watm:. quaU.ty ia being. adversely impacted. by development.

Notably,

··;... _.a .report: prepared by Sieburth. Water Quality of the Narrow River,
···. .

~

1959-1979. which present• data cm "high counts" of coliform and
arpas that

"Narrow liver is aign.ificantly polluted during

. 145

ma:. manths."

the sum-

In 1980. a survey of section.a of the· Narrow liver

Wac.rahed by RIPE, Inc. (Rhode Island Projects of the Enviromnent),

reported finding dwellings within 350 feet of the river that were
discharging greywater onto lawns, older systems suspected of being
couatructed. of metal,. and alledged sewage d.e-ins with. storm
drain&.

146

I'n 1979, the liver was temporarily closed to. shellfish.ing be-

cause of the hi.gh coliform readings reported by :.ieburth.

However,

.,

in S-eptember,

liver

1979, a shoreline survey· and shore s&mpling of the

by DEM',. D~visi.on

of Water Resources, reported coliform data.

that coutradic:tad. Sieburth,.s f:fndiugs,. and concluded that "unless
mDre-

informacioll ia provided to the c:ontrary, these do not appear

enough avidence to warrant continued emergency closure of this area

147

to shellfishing."

_ _ . Slightl.y 1110re than one year later,..- it was reported b,- the DEM

D:f.vinon of Water Resources, in a statement to the Narragansett Times,
iliat: the- paat SUDDer,.s low pollution levels "coincide w:f.th the la.ck
o~

ra:f.nfall ill tM area ••• (and) that the- major problem in this area

:f.s

runoff related."

148-

Since 1979·, there bava been requests from the towo. of South
llngstawn and the l'ederated Rhode Island Sportsmen's Club, Inc., urgiDg the CBMC to not approve my further requests for assents along

the !larrov livu and coaacal. panda because of water quality prob.
. . . 14!1·
1-a.. in
waterbodiu.

tfio••

· :.

#.

Sf•U•r c011cerua have been ezpresaed by the Narragansett Cou-

- ----- -- ·

servation Commiasion and: the Meetatuzet Improvement Association, al.-

120

though the Mettatuxet group apparently has not taken as strong a
position as others·.

1.50

The "Moratorium" concept has been cited by

the Statewide Planning Program.

151

The Federated Rhode Island

Sportsmen's- Club.,. Inc.• bas also argued that "new septic systems

should. have a.
The

minimna

Nd~rov

arguments

for

.setback of 300' from the river."l5Z

liver Watershed Plan presented a number of cogent

breaking from past development trends in the water-

shed.. Sen. of thue are:
tttthout adequate control. of watei:ahed. development., aeathed.c

d:1at1Dcti0n: and diversi.ty and the. scenic., recreational. and.
c011111m1tq benefita deriving from: them rlak being destroyed.

u · clustered housing or

&.

153

similar pattern is not encouraged as

an alteruad.ve type· of development within the watershed, the
.

.

·-

opporttJD.ity .to preserve natural aesthetic resources and to en-

hanca tha aesthetic quality of cCJlllllUJ:Uty life may be lost.

154

Wi.thin the. watershed.., a pattern of severe and. mcderate limitad.ona. for communi.ty development based. on soil and slope: characteri.ad.cs emerges.

Posaibili.ty of residential development in these areas.poses potendai problea ill terma of individual: development coats. publSS
lie 8C'V1ca proviaiou.. coats,. and other en"riromuntal coats.

nooe

Hazards along the Narrow liver

may

be sufficient to cause

considerable damage ••• The exlsting on-site septic. system along
the river will. washout: •••The continued development: of the flood

121

plain will ultimately result in public as well as private
costs.

156

The land ownership pattern: has. the potential. for conservad.cm through individual. owner initiative and large-scale
development ..

157

Extension of public sewer service to the middle river communit:tesvill ameliorate the reported problems of septic system
pollud.on (bui:) the availability of service will. make higher
dma1.t1•- poaaibla (and) may reault 111 adclit:iona1 urban run158
all or 9edimmtation: problems.

!xisting land use controls to both concentrate community devel-

opment in appropriate areas-in terms of physical suitability
:_. - --- ·and servic• levels-and to-

areaa are weak.

minimize

development in inappropriate

159

'?!le lfarros liver Preservation Association (NRPA) baa argued in

favor of tha CKMC being more actively involved in the management of
the liver and its watershed..

requesting the-

cmc~ "'change·

The Association wrote in l'ebruary • 1980 •
(its) policy for the future· in such a

way aa to allov (the CRMC) to consider a development as a whole,"

rather than procesa application.a. individually.

(Tabla 13)..

160

Since then, no

the iasue is much larger than simple reviewing develop-

· ment as a whole; and while this- issue has. been addressed to the
~

VJ:ior to. the BPli' s: requut in 1980. notably in: .ranuary of

. . ... . .

122

that year during the discussion of a proposal for a single-family
161
dwe.l.ling with ISDS in the Upper River Watershed, and elsewhere in

162

the state's coastal. region,.. it is ancillary to the main issues of
has much auchori.ty the CRMC bas. to regulate land use.

secondary

to. ~vi::1l:!iig

the Council ia to exercise its authorities

in a. manner other than on a case-by-case basis.

- ..........·

.~

'•"

; .~

J ._

• -

-~- - -- ·

:

•'1: - . ·

·.

:·

It is also

-

•

...,.
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TABLE 13
PE'l"l'AQUAMSCU'l'T RIVER DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS SINCE 1977

-

TOWN

~

APPLICATION
APPLICANT
!Q..

DESCRIP•

!!Q!.

Storm Drain
Narragansett
Outfall

STATUS
Assent

Z/27./77

Narragansect

n-Z-4

Town o:f

2/22/77

Narragansett:

77-2-5

Town of
Narragansett

Storm Drain
Outfall

Assent

2/2.2/77

?larraganaett

11-'l-6

Town of

Storm Drain
Oudall

Assent

n.l1./ISDS
Rat. Wall

Assent

Narragansett
ll/09/n

N~ganaett

11-11-s

1/03/78

BaJ:ragansett

78-6-11 S •.r. Lindberg D.tJ'. /ISDS

1/17/78

Narragansett

78-7-4

.I.. Forte&

Estate of
L•.r. Tartoria D.tJ'./ISDS

ll/02/78

Narragansett

78-ll-2 E. Rex Coman

ll/14/78

Narragauett

78-9-6

s ..r. Lindberg

Assent
~ending

D. tJ'. /ISDS

Discharged

D.U~/ISDS

Withdrawn

Discharged

(reauh111:U:ted aa

19-11-18)

ll/14/7a·

Narragansett

7&.-10-ll. A. Diana.

Remove silt
f il1; replace w/
gravel

Z/08/79-

So. Kingstown

79-Z-8

D.U./ISDS

Assent

Narragausett

79-2-2
80-11-5 G. Vare/
Botvin

D. tJ'. /ISDS

Assent

2/08/79 .

lfarraganaet:t

79-2-l

D.U./ISDS

Demed

uu.nt .

So.

79-2-ll C. Tanguay

D.tJ'. add

Assent

Z/08/79

1/13/81

4/%6/79

Eingat~

· :so. nnpcown 79-4-ll

J. Hefler

G. Vue

c.

Sharpe

Garage: Apt.
& ISDS

Assent

TABLE 13 (Con' t)

5/02/79

Narragansett:

79-5-1

E.. Blinkhoru

D.U./ISDS

Assent

& Float
7/10/7'},

So.. K:ingstovn.

79-7-2l.

Terre Mar

D.tr~ /ISDS

Assent

D.U./ISDS

Assent

Keal.ey>

8/2!/79

So·..

Kingstcwn.

79-8-14

Jay Readyhough

8/28/79

Narragansett:

79-8-15

Town of

Narr.<·.Storm
Drain
Outfall.
.

9/04/79

So. Xingstcnm

Assent

.. . <'

D.tr.. /ISDS
D.tr./ISDS-

Assent

79-ll-18 S'. J .. Lindberg

D.11./ISDS

Withdrawn

79-09-33 W• .I.. Shea

D.tr./ISDS:

Assent

79-08-18 Harry Readybough.
".

12/06/79 ·
9/2.8/79-

Narragansett
. - - - -- - . .
._.. . - · ..
- -:_. ·..
-·
Narragansett

8/2.7/79'

Bo ..

K:1.ngatown.

79-9-1

E.. Grove

D.tr./ISDS

Assent

1/04/80

No ..

K:ingatown

80-1-4

W. Brock

D.tT./ISDS
Sever

Assent

2/04/80

Narragansett:

80-01-19 Town

Pumping
Stad.ou

Assene

3/ll/8Q

lfarraganaett

80-3-T

A.~

SJ'Dtr/ISDS

Assent

3/2.6/80

l'farragauett

80-3-18'

llIDO'r

Bridge

Assent:

4/07/80.

So-.. Cngatovn:

80-3-26

L.D. !Cord.ck

Floats

Assent:

4/18/80.

Ba:raganaett:

8<>-4-8

Sullivan &

SJ'DU/ISDS

Assent

.

-...

Qa:cier:l.

12/31/80

Narragansett:

80-lZ-24. Xenyon:

Sl1Dt1/ISDS(5)

Assent

12/01/80

llattaganaett

80-1%-3

5. Lindberg

SPiro/ISDS

Withdr&11D.

80-9-ll

Ta.m.

16" Force

Aasat

l0/28/8Q . : · lfarrag&1U1ett .

·-

... .,.., ..;.
. t;· ..··,..;, . -;-..'. ·.

I/2B/8r .

-

:

Ifa;raaansett

,_

!fa1D:-

· ·.

81-1-lQ; . Ell91Da

E~

!ntr/ISDS

P-ending

Sl'DU/ISDS

Pending

tataa

3/09/81

lfarragansett

Preparation Date:

81-3-%

JIZ., Inc.

4/29/81
125

TABLE 14

0

lord~~

0

~to•••

1977 Cases with . KaJor

.

~

'

' ·JI!'' -

'

Htll HoblJ• Bo•e

, •'

.I

,'l . . '

~'Alltonio,

MC

Q~uiifP, V1Qee~t

Jen4ia .
,f

SFDU/ISDS Pll

JU~

cti,.fhatown

76...8-0~

Si'DU/JSDS

PB

Charl.~etown

16..,~i

~FDU Additio~ p~

17-'--l' .

Si'DU/JSDS

:

Oil

:. , ·

)fC

•

•

·

Q\

,,

5Quth Jingstown

Balop•~t

I

~

Fr~gr&Ja

76-l2-t

;

Md'f• (~illdrawn)

,·,

CPP!Pl,nt/ObJection froa. Statewide
Plann!!t_g
,,
(

Ctittf leec:own

Bltv•~•P...

KC

J~Jtef, Jo~•

11-i.1-~

Sfl>U/JSl>S rJ.ood

MC

Jrtai..a~, ~-.a.tll•

17-6..4

BFDU/ISl>S

0

lroha, Johu

76-9-l~

SFDU/lSl>S

Oil

BB

Charlestown

·o

JJ"<.>ha, John

1li-~-ii

SFDU/ISDS

Oil

BB

Chnleetown

11-s...u

SfDU/lSDS op BB

Charle~town

77-6.-lQ

S¥DU/l6DS on BB

Char lee town

~ H•sa~, VP,cp~

77-lO-l

Kaiµtaiµ illegal f tlt

Ori-c'h, W•lter

77-5-l.~

S.FDU/ISDS ~elocate oµ ' '

Charlestown

.f.Q~

76-8-6

SFI>U/ISDS on BB

Chaflestown

An~re"

17-8-1

S¥DU/ISDS

Charlestown

7fi-3-l.5

Outfall on Narrow Jtvei

f;~u~b

0

tturr ay,

Jp~

0

tfurray •

.lo~

··
I

Q

lfC
0

J-lec:ity,
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TABLE 15
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KEY AND NOTES TO TABLES 14 AND 15

KEY"::

0 - Objection arJAi/ar recommendation far denial..
Major substantive comment.
• - Cas.e a with major substantive comment or objection and/ or
recommendation for denial by Staff Biologists/Engineers,
but with no Statewide Planning Comment on file.
BB - Barrier Beach

MC -

The Statewide Planning Prograa offered major or .substantive recommendad.cma for denial or requested the applicants to be requi.red ta meet
their burdeaa of proof au 13.3 percent a.f all cases in the 19n sam-

gla... ma.. types of comments. 16 in all. were particularly directed
to c:oaatracti011 on barrier beachu. They comprised a quarter of all
commenta recd.ved by the· cm«: from Statewide Planning. and the erldence
m the. file indicates the conaents were ignored. This occurred even in
those c:aaes where tha 17lamiing agency suggested that enrlromumtal case
law- in other states may be of benefit to the CliMC if it desired to deny
the. application. but feared the taking issue. In 18 cases, there were
major substantive comments or recommendations for denial from the Department of Enviromnental Management Biologists and/or Engineers based
cm patend.al and actual adverse impacts. the need for better plans,
the need for impact evaluation. damage to sand dunes or saltmarsh or
because of f i l l below mean high water. or because the proposal waa outright ineffective. There were some overlaps in these 18 cases with the
16· Statewi.cie Planning cases. Again. the evidence on file does not favor the argument that the CBMC seriously considered technical. adrlce
(see Section II)-. 't'he large majority of th• Assents issued for projects
did not have stipulations (development standards) attached to mitigate
aita illlpacta. Although there ara a cout>le of e:n:eptions where· the CB.MC
requ:1red. that tha biologists stake the limits of a marsh (Cappuccio,
79-3~1) or the engineers. relocate a structure to mi.nimi ze adverse impacts (Pleci.ty. 76-8-6). Many cases have files with no staff reports
or only a scant amount of information from any staff. indicating that
the decisioua were made much more on the basis of Council member's perceptions or desires.
The · file• c011tain ample erldence that the practice of "1egali%ing" projects that were •tarted. UJJ:l/or completed without an assent. waa well.
ut.abliahed in 1977 (Haa•a. n-l<rl., SaUDderstown Yacht Club 77-7-7,
P'acd.,. 76-S-16. to men~ a fev). One approval. occurred with a Water
QaalitY-Card.f~cat.1011 . den.:!al attached. to it. This- ia. a rlolat:l.on of
Cha CDC statute. ?he area apparently wa• reclaasif ied from Class SA

(highest) to SB (second !Ughest} at a later date to allow the CBMC permitted actirlty (Salt Pond Marine Railway 76-6-5) •
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The New England Telephone o·v erseas underwater cable case (77-3-12)
which was frequently ref erred to OC~ as an example of how the permitting process created beneficial modifications, has no reports on
file to explain what was done or why. Of the 120 cases that reached
a. decision,. only Mello and Mello (77-10-7" and 77-10-8) for a singlefam:l.ly dwelling and indi.vidua.l sewage disposal system in a marsh
area. cousttucted without a CRMC permit, were effectively denied.
This occurred in. 1980. when tha cases. were discharged with prejudice
by the Council, and. the legal staff was instructed to proceed with.
civil and. crlmina.l action.a.. These cases required 31 months to reach
that point, and the structures bad not been removed as of the end of
1980.
At least one case (Yortes, 77-11-5) typifies the local disregard for
flood plain management and building code regulations where the applicanc cODStructed a single.-fam:Uy dwelling with its lowest habitable
floor well belav the 14-foot mean sea. level. base flood elevation.
It vaa cases such aa. this·,. discovered through field spot checks by
Cha. Statewide Planning Program, the state's !lood Insurance Coordinating Agency, that led. to the CllMC stipulating flood elevation requirements on all aasezu:s. Soma CDC mmbers and some of the "old hand"
staff three years· later· continua to ruent being backed into enforctng someoue else's program and regulation.a. ('!t was also suggested
by local residents to the author, during one field visit, that local
building inspectors who disregard the flood plain elevation should be
investigated. for real estate conflicts of interest.)
One case (llighfill,. 77-2.-l). was.. reported. by staff,. based on a. site
visit. to be beyond the CRMC' s jurisdiction, yet the person was still
required to get Council approval. There- is no evidence in the file
suggesting tha reason why th:l.s apparent illegal exercise of authority occ:=red..

. ·r-
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H.

Reflections on the NRDC Report on the Rhode Island Coastal Program,
1976.·

The Rhode Island Program was first submitted to OCZM in June,
1976., for approval..

Aa- a; necessary part of the approval process, a

public: hearing was held

011

J'uly 26,. at the Sate House.

A. cousor-

tium of environmental groups led by the Natural Resources Defense
Coundl, Inc., a nonprofit national organization,, concluded that the
···-... .

.:

CRMC did not have the proper authorities, powers, nor administrative

operation to warrant approval. by OCZM.

the
~

progr~

Moreover• it concluded that

itael.f did. not fulfill OCZM's maudata for definitions

penaiaa'ib1e. uaea., deaignad.on. of areaa of particular concern and

ar... for preser.Yad.cm and restoration, and had not set guidelines
163
for the priorlty of usea in the Rhode Island Coastal Zone.

The evaluation stated that "The Counci.l cannot effectively con164
trcll.. all activities having a signi.ficant impact on the coastal zone."
The Council'a:regulatious in 1976 were described as "too vague to re-

.

.

so.tve c:onfl1cta among conflicting uses."

165

The Adm1n1 strat:l.ou of the
166

program did "not comply vi.th the (Federal CZMA) . requirements.''

The boundaries were not clearly defined and there was "too 1llUCh dis-

167
cretiou. (placed in)- the Coundl."

There was a f ai1ure to facili-

tata "the uaeaament of cumulative impacts," and the program's im-

pact approach was.

des~ed

as "unfair to developers."

168

.. -,,:··:. '°:-~~:,{;"-- .·:.:.~.~:(:::; .'
. . < /" tc wa tha · c~ua"s-

ccmcluaion. that the DDC's Model Coastal

Zeme StatuU •hould b• utili.zed by Rhode Isl.and, and the central fea.

.

U9

ture of that made! 9&8· a. zoning plan,.
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wlllch included "a land

·capability and land use element for the integrated arrangement
and general location and extent of and the criteria and standards

for., the use: of laud., water, air, space._ and open natural. resourcea...

.,l.70-

Thia type of an approach for land. and water us ea has

been cansistenty rejected. by· the CXMC' and Coastal. Resources. Center
personnel based on the argument for fle%ibility in decision-making
The NRDC emph&a:U:ed the need. _for "independent staff reports on
,.. , 171
the rac01:d nth deed.led findings.,.. Their analysis also supported

th• c:onc:ape of making the ful1 staff repott;available to interested
p~-

proposed

far _review before the ful.1. Council acted on the case .. and
that. ~tten

findings by state agencies be placed on the

record at the time of the staff report.
caaes·, this procedure. ia now in place.

Except for contested

All documents pertaining to

a. particular case are. published in an agenda format the Thursday

prior to the Counc11's meeting on every aedand and fourth Tuesday
of the- lllOD.Ch.. ilthough deviations fr01ll th.ia practice are not uncom1101t:

as cases

ar~

placed on the agenda at the last minuteio..

Thei:e: was a. suggestion that local plans and ordinances be reviewed· for s Iac:k of consistency nth the- state program and that the

C1lMC "adopt a specific''" program far bringing local. plans and controls
172
1a compliance:"" nth. the state Plan.

..
.. . Tfldm1'cal u•:latane.e be provided-

ea

It waa alao recommended that

ll3
local cmmmdtiea.

of the local pl-.. has occurred. although

ta ach:tava c:ompl:iance.

110

The review

attempt baa been made

Teclmical assistance has been limited to is-

olated probl.ema:.-
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Reflecting back on the concept of a zoning plan, the critique
flatly stated that the CXMC "must be authorized to deal with all
activities .... all. areas ••• and all k.ind.s of impacts of activities in
174.
the ccaatal. zone.~

NBDC pointed. out that the Rhode Island Pro-

gram had been found" defic:ient by NOAA. sponsored stuclies. in its

abil.ity to coutrol. these activities, areas and impacts.

Bradly and

Armstrong stated. that the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management
statute "by rea~ting its coverage to specific activid.ea ••• does

not prOYide any mecb•zrlama to conttol the proliferations of subdivi-

petroleum and chemical faci.litiea.. the act will have ta be amended
t0: mCluda such acdvi.d.ea before i t can b• conaidered to provide a

.
175
c:omplete program for coastal zone· management."
Their analysis
waa essentially cOTrect.

~.

CDfC

the act was not amended.

mmc.approach was real1y a laDd. management scheme that the

simply did not and does. not have· the authority ta implement.

t.aDd management

legialat~

in Bhode Island ia naceaaary if. concepts

sUch as. those.· ~eased. by mmc· are to become reality.

pressure

01t;

There was:

Rhode Islan4' a Coastal personnel. to ga to the legisla.-

cure to obtain the: necessary authorities, but the CRMC resisted, because the ten.or of the time in the state had shifted from environ-

. fi'.ciency, waa viewecl: u

a · h.1ndranca
because "Such a power ia necessary
'

.

to implement the recowndatiana emerging· out its atud:les."
. . .. -

;~
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Cited

here by NRDC was the Council's barrier beach studies which noted that
this lack of authority "will seriously undermine any report to man-

176
age: land areas under the Council's jurisdiction."

This view was.

mora- strenuoualy emphaa:i.zed. "due to. the unsettled. nature of the "takl7T
ing'" quesd.on. in Rhode Island:. rr

NBDC

at~buted

the Council.' s

'"soft'" position, aa evidenced through a lack of denials, on the "taking" issue and argued that the CRMC 's fear

of

the taking issue stems

178

from the CoUDCil. rs. lack of eminent domain paver .. rr

respoua tc> chis

obs~

The Chairman's

ia. that one does nae. measure tha success

~a~ by .Cha number of· stlJdenta that flunk out ..
·ma. power .o f' eminent domain was included in the original. leg1.slat:!ou drafted by the first Teelmic:ai Committee, but was .struck on
the inaUten.ce of local governments.

The lack

of

this power oaten-

ubly· baa been the. cause of the assents issued on Coast Guard Barrier
Beach far single-family dwellings wi.th. ISDS.

asaes1111e11e proced.ura &&·described in the 1976 management program.
n&t approach• described' in Appendix' A of the. 1976 management program,.
involved the staff preparing an evaluation of each proposal. before the
Council baaed on an ecosystem. evaluation.

The site specific charac-

teri.atic:a would be compared to the proposed uaes and. ·activities and
·:

-.

th.t
~

pot•~. impacts waald be .......cf.
.. ._... :· ..

...

.~ ~.

.

.

The ataf f report would reccm-

· ..•

ma4 den1&l., apprOTal: or moclificaeiolt..

Th1a 1a not clifferent from

''

!

the pruent procedure. acept that the Council. objects to the staff
118

k1ng reca;nendat:!ona to approve or deny.
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NBDC objected strenuously

to this approach.

They wrote:

It: is our contention that the use of this impact
approach, without (emphasis added) a set of comrephensive and specific regulations to guide the
assessment of the impact, violates the letter and
tha intent of the Coastal. Zone Management Act.
'l:b.1...9. impact approach seeks to turn this Act into
a completely different law similar to the National
Enviromllental. Policy Act.. The impact approach
vests too much uncout:roll..ed. discretion in the
Coastal. Resources Management Council. The approach
makea the assessment of cumulative impacts dif ficult. i f not. impossible. The impact approach is
uiifa:l.r. to prospective devel.opers, because it gives
them. no gu:ldauce through present regulations. The
impact approach. results 1D. decision-making with
las public vi.sibility,. making citizen participa.· tioa d:tfficult~ if' not impossible.179
•

:

a

-

•

I:. 1a important to real.i.ze that mmc did not say that the evaluation

matta waa

not good and should not be used.

What was said was that

it could. not be used alone .. wi.thout more specificity in the program.

mme referred

to the federal regulations, Section 923.12, to butress

its. argument for the preparation. of a "mapping of areas wi.th a system
of pcr:mi saibla. uses•"

180

to provide this. needed specificity.

?ha 1aaua of. "'too mac:h mu:outtolled discretion•• residing wi.th
the C!MC was not at . all unfounded.

The Rhode Island Superior Court

in the Spring.. 1981,. remad.ecl a case back to the Cm«: to take more evi-

deuce cm the centra1 issue of the case.

The court concluded that ''The

Council. abused ita di.aeration by denying approva1 vi.thout fully addi:udng the (catral) quasticm.,. thac aipificant damage to a wetland

I&l. . .
: WIDd.4 . occur.
Tha Caurt alao found that there waa a lack of evidence
eo support the c.oucluaiou that the proposal conflicted with Section
llC):..0-2(])) (4) .of

tha: llICBMP, because- "a reading of this section fails

to d:tsc.Iosa what tha Council's "pl.an"' for coastal wetlands is, aa
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basically all this section does is shift the burden onto the applicant to show that a proposal will not significantly damage the coas182
tai environment.

The Court also ruled that "Speculation concern-

ing possible. future. uae• of the land., such a. for a dwelling unit is
imp~oper..... (and

that) the Council''s: attention: to these matters is

183
precisely why' the- legislature bas created i t and empowered. ie to Act."

This 1a teclmicall.y correct. but without a plan. one can only resort
to speculation.. And., rea.liatical1y, once a project "gets a foot-inthe-door .... the predse lack. of a plan makes further attempts to regulaee davelopmeuc eztraordinariIT d:1ff1cult;.time-consuming and costly ..

Lawyers-and developers who muae deaL with the present management

procaaa have ~ea~ed their· persoual e%&Sparatiou with the total lack
of. a solid: program to guide them.

What the program presently says, in

an: ~en fuhiou, 1a- you can. apply for whatever, wherever you. like,
regardieaa of wbat the RICBMP says,. and we will judge your case on its

mri.ta... 'l:hia

a

precisely what OCZH and NBDC sought to put an end. to

been ea 11: creates an at:mosphere of havoc:• leaves the CRl£ wi.th tao.

much cliac:ret1011 and reallr is not resource management..

It 1a precisely

tha aed' for mora spec:i.ficity· that i• the focua· of internal debate·
hop~ully.,

amt · the target,..

of a major revi.siou of the RICRMP.

BIDC: looked. dimly on the
'.

.....

::-aa-nr.,

.

c:ue-b~ase

approach to resource man-

.

hee&a.9•· "when an applicatio1l :ta mde, the focus of inveati: - .... " ~ :' "·· .. :- ::.:..:._,_.._ " ." ; ......,. ":,.-. : ~,:- - -::.-" ·-.,
184
'.:,; pt:!olt nacuarily ~ecome• aita. spedfic:."
It waa. the enviromnen_,.: ·.· . - . ~~ ·. :
ta1. ·&rOUP'• c:ontenti01l thac: the !hod.. Ialancl and federa1 coastal laws
- . ..
,
185
required an aaaea...ut of Clmlll.at:ive impacts.
(See Chapter 3,
,

-

____ -_..s.--aucm

G'..l~

Diacuaaion of the Pettaquamsc:utt liver-.)
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Writing four years later in the Journal of the American Planning
Associat1ou, Sara Chasis lamented the lack of coastal states that

provide for tha assessment of cumulative impacts.

She cites OCZM's

reS'Pous• toNIDCrs 1976 comments, that development of explicit cumu!ative impact criteria waa not a requirement of the CZMA.
opinion was also offered

This

186
OC.ZM on the Massachusetts Program •.

by

The llCRMP does requ:!.re the eval.uation of cumulative effects in some
si.tuad.oua (1.e. Section.. 3l0.0-2C2).

Brooks.. and his researchers. saw that the 19-76 1111111&gemen.t program
offered. "uo prospective: developer .... & c:lear idea of whecher he can

or cmmot proceecl with his development.

minor, must
~

rtm

Every development, major or
187
the gauntlet of the impact assessment approach."

••viewed aa being administrativel.y infeasible. and not a viable

.
18~
They foretold that the approach
method. of resolving use. conflict.
189
encourages couflict and litigation.

Further. ''The public heari.ng

as a apec:ific: applicad.an. de'rlce doea not appear to effective.ly pro1mta

dtfz~ paxd.d.~~tion·. ,.igo-.

And,,

t~

aubatantive language of the

1976 program was uot left un.acathed... For instance, the language govern:lng tha construction or alteration of sand. dunes was described. aa

191

"vague.""

·-

.., a

a

that RBDC chose thia aect1011 of th& .1976 program
. . . ..:-;,.
..
nnrple:~ .·. '?h9:.la1lguage iJl. S"ecd.cm llO. 0-2-DlC 1a DOV less vague.

It
";.

~oua
.·.. -· ,·-:

~--

., · -

,,r ..

·.:-!

-

:~·~·~: ...

·- -

•

•

..

. .. , '

..

.....

ID- fact:.. it 1a very restrictive._ but it did uot. prevent the Council

Guard Barri.er Beach. on the dune; an uare:lae- of discretion ...
- --···- -·- -·
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The Administration of the Coastal Resources Management Program
came under close scrutiny as well.

Report:s by the University of

Rhoda Island Coastal Resources Center describing staff problems and
& backlog· of applications were cited as sources describing. "a

ous bottleneck. in: the bandl.i.ng process.'

,19Z

seri.-

These reports. were di.a-

m:l.saed: by the Division of Coastal. Resources Chief who reportedly
c:l.•.imed that the backlog was no longer true and that the fulltime

.
193
inveiat:igatora were more than able to handle the workload., although
there was adm:ittedl.y· a backlog in tha site 'IDD11itorlng process.
?Ila picture painted of reality itself in the realm of permit

procuaing .. baclcloga. staffing... and the like, have cODStantly placed
the atat:a's program administrators in a defensive position. a poai-

t:i011 where. they 1DWlt always

to make data that someone. else pre-

try

pared.- Iook good. to themselves and the public..
cliscuaaed. ill- Chapter 3.

This phenomenon is

A more. recent example of the "administrative

reaponae~ refem- specifically to. Grant&1980 program procedural. revfall~
poi:t

"'It fa. harr1

to · give sp~ic:. percentage on how much of

has been incorporated into· the handling process..

that the

applica~on

the re-

It is apparent:

and perm:tt. process. presently is. much faster,. ac-

curate-.. and. ef:f:l.cient than before the ret>ort."

194

BIDC reported. that the. record keeping system of the Division of
·. Coat.al. baourcea . . . incompleee and cliaorganized. a characterutic
-_; =.• ·' :-:. ·· ,: .. ~ -:'.·.:-; · ., _-··
·_-c;:. '..' ~- :<· ..~ - . , . . ·- .
195-

<· '··:

,· : · · ·. wbfc:A
"makes
public acCOUDtability impoanble.~
.. .. .
.

~ · .~ .

·

the record keep-

.. ·- ·...:.~. ~7:f..~· - -· . • .

·' :·ma ayatea ha• bea- th• target ot repeaced evaluat:ton.
..

• •-

~

- • ..

-.•- .. .1 ~~: - _;.: :' .. ~

.!. .·

. •

: .......

~""'- .....

effort. to computerise- the pe:mt record keeping system.
·

f~ed- by

Thare vu an

a.

The. report

-

OCZK"s Management Syatea COnaultan.t on- the R.bode Island per-

mit. in.formatiou system atatea- that:

'''Ih.e
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most strtldng ilnpresaion r~

ceived by the author in studying· the Rhode Island pe'rmit information
system is that the automated system does not appear to be very useful •• .'

,196

An internally generated

report at the Div1sion of Coastal

Resources analyzed the entire record keeping system and presented a

set af recommendations.

Prepared during the summer of 1980, the. re-

port has- never been: released.

NRDC reported that only a

few applications go out to public

bearing. and as such, a channel of communication between the publie: and the CBMC was underused.

Rawever, it was noted that the "lack

of publ:tc hearmgs may be due to the larger number of applications
l~-7

having. small; impact 111 themselves."'

The· conclusion of this research is that there are far too many
public hearing&,. a conclusion based on the :information gathered and

· ther validi.ey- of- the objec:tions- that trigger the·· hearing.

These-

findings are not incompatible with the NRDC contention that public

hearings- are a valuable maana of communication with the Council.,. and
in

S01la

instances,.. they have proved to be so, but only when a case

ia for a proposal. that i& not in soma· way routine such as the des-ignat:1.on of a., sancutary for SCUBA. d:tvers off Yott Wetherill,. Jamestown,.

or for a direct discharge of a chemical solution into the Seekonk
ti.var by a chemical. company ..
..· '·.

~

...

....

:

·.. •
.~

- ..
~

.•.

..

· ·_-_ ~ --~~~:-:t x~··.... notedby tu -~ ·~earchers. that only a small ·number

-·

~

- - '_:".- -- .. --

- . .. --- -"' !98

· of applications we~ denied • .·
-

- .'l'he e2Plan•tion. offered by CBMC at

--

that Ci.me was that the permitting process is a bargaining process in
199
which applications are· impTOVed. to a point of acceptability.

l .4 0

NRDC contended that the alternate hypothesis would be that the Council

has a strong development bias and therefore approves applications without proper consideration. of the environmental effect..

However, to prove

thi.s(or disprove it),. a large sample of assents was suggested as neces-

200
sary ta determine if any of them had. damaged the coastal zone..

If

such a conclusion could be verified, it would lend support to the- finding by NRDC thc..t "Despite the management program applications appeal to
. .....
all sorts of scientific information,. the reality of decision-making on

-

~ ·· :-

the . Council''s part in. the past often does not reflect a. serious concern.

zoi

far facts and sciend.fi.c: conclusions."

It is one of the conclusions

of Chi& research; that the second hypothesis offered by NRDC is true.

nus

is not to say that some bargaining does not occur or that projects

are not altered by such bargaining.
i:..

Assessment of the Effect of OCZM as. a Policy Source. on Program. Development and Imolementation •.
'ftur-um91Dg federal target affected tha: development of the Rhoda
".
Island' programp although it is not. certaiil to Program Personnel that

tfd.s hacf a negative affect apar1:. from the problems caused by vague20%

neas.

'Illa. state program was initially· submitted to OCZM for ap-

prova.l in June, 1976..

In August,. the state program personnel met with

top OCZM personnel. in Washington,. D.C ... ,. to· learn that the management
: pm~a:llt' as- subm:ltteci

was

~acceptable.

The initial. written response

· · -.. to OCZM. frc:Ja th• atata wu. that.. "nev personnel vi.th new concepts.'9'
c:reated vacillation at the federal. level. and that

th~

state was'expect203

ing· reliable. direction,. advice and- cooperation from Washington."
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The shifting target syndrome can be reasonably viewed as a
product of the initial difficulties OCZM had encountered with the
state. of Washington's Coastal Maoa.gement Program.

Washington State

bad: a programmatic. approach,. de.scrlbed by Grant in 1972 • as similar
to Bhocie Ial.andrs,.

204

and ii: had: been reported at the 1976 Airlie,

Virginia,. Stata C'oasta.1 Program Managers Conference that the Washington State Progran, approved a year earlier, had killed all hopes
for land management in that stat&.· because of the turmoil the Coastal

Program bacl cauaed:.
~-·
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of any implicationa of these tenuous compariacma be-

t:weell· Wuhingeon.

State and Rhoda Island,, OCZH'a respcmae to Rhode .

Ialandrs chagrin waa an assurance of additional mouies to continue
the work. necessary to refine the state' a program.

OCZM assured

the

state that .a. positive and detai:led federal response to program. de-

velopment would occur, especially ''Vi.th the changes and maturing in
206
bota the uaticmal.. and state programs." that were occurring.

me drafters of the llhode r.land.: Progrma had placed heavy re207
l:hmce along the way cm the OCZK '!breshol.d Papers.
They also reliecl

~Ton.

1971. as

th~

the state's Coastal. Resources Management Act of

source of state authority.

It is not unreasonable to

uauma- that i f prob1mu bad not occurred in Washington State and if
tha DDC bad

DOC

pnpared its bllatuing crl.tique of the Rhode Ia-

'- la:ad·
Prograa 1D 1976._ ·the
atace would hzve encountered little clif.
.

zos

fic:ulty..
September
guarded

. -

Bawcvu. the

14~

am

"maturit~

referred to by rnecht iD. h:la

1976, lettu to the state resulted in a much more

careful. ezmniu•t:ion of the 1976 Program.

14Z

Their reac:-

tion to the program "amply demonstrated that they were extremelv
uncomfortable with the amount of discretion the Council (CR..~C) has
209
retained. for itslef .'r
Moreover.- the 1976 program relied on only
those policies and. regulad.oua which were in place.- a fact viewed by
OCZ?f" aa a weaJme•& because they feared. a challenge from NRDC on a

program ''Whose substance ia so· openly and admittedly incomplete. •r

210

The solution. was to "introduce more additional structure and predic.
211
tabili.ty into the Counc:il's internal deliberat:ions."

the. Office of Cout:al. Zone Management did believe that it would

becleairabla £or objecd:vea. and policies· to· refiect themael.ves in
. . . .urable st:amarda,. which the- 1976 B.hode !"a.land Program did not do.

'?he state' a poait:tou vaa that such measurable· standards, were "not
achievable- cm the basis of the preliminary resource assessment ••• (but
that it) may prove desirable for ua to expand further on our resource

asausment with the objective of developing more specific and detailed
.
~cementa:

21Z

or objcctivea ..n-

OCZH alao was concerned haw a person

woulcl Tmos how or if: the program applied: to their specific:- situation.

rt was

the state:P S· poa:U:i.on- that an applicant knCW11 whether his pro-

-

.

poa1 ia subjeet to- controls- an4./or is permiasible and that the RICIUn'
ZI3
provides a m:f.niJPIJP of ambiguity.

Bear.en: raiect:!on. in. 1976 and acceptance in 1978. the state was
.- . · · ~

.

able to· adopt a •1p1ficant number (15 out of a total of ll) of new. ':· : -.:~~. :.
~ •.- . .- ·. -~·. ~ ~-: ~: .....:.t~ ..;I ._~'. ~ . ·;..
214
. ·_ :: . : . poUrl•• a.t regnl.ati.oua c~ uny acti.v1.ti.es. b~ the pred:!cta.-

·_..: .''. ...

p-

.

·.

-- ttility. of. the Coancil 's· internal deliberat:!ona vu not necessarily
enhanced..

The need. for standard•· has- been foremost in the mind• of

atate perscnmal who are respouaibla for the. da,-to-day 1mplementati011
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:

of the program, and it is clear from daily interactions with the publie that applicants all too frequently learn of the Coastal Program
at either the last minute or after they have started their project.
Thia can.. be accepted as a measure of ambigu:l.ty,. and it is documented
in the Cease and Desist Orders.

Obviously a. major concern of OCZM and a

t~ason:

for the 1976 Pro-

gramls failure to gain approval was the lack of 's pecificity of the
Program.

OCZM wanted the CRMC to limit its discretion and a demoustra-

~that

1

•additioaal predictability in State OCZM decision-making

(would) result from 306 approval...

This included. the Geographic Area

of !'articular· Concern (GAPC's) and the Areaa for Preservation and
Restoration (APR.'s).

How,. specifically,. were APR.'s going to be man-

In the 1976 program,. Rhode Island included

aged aud./or. protected?

ports., harbors., and urban waterfronts as Geographic Areas of Partic:ul.ar· Coucern,. but they are not so designated in the current program.

oc:m ha4 bel;l.aved.

that in. 1976 too

many

areas of the state were cap-

tared. by theae designations,. and the state waa. a.dv:f.sed CO' "cut back"
on:. theaa.

216

Tb.is. ha.a been to the · staca' s· detriment because ic has

lfll:ttecl th& Program.."s. ability ta effect deve.lopmene in ports and barbora and bas restricted these areas from the limited OCZM funding

for GAPC's.

b-. a. policy

pidaJ>c• mechanism during Section 306 implementation,.

-

· · OCZX'a track record 18 not better thml it waa during program develop--

: t ., .: ·.

•J'

••

•.

:

- .

•

._

-

•

•..:

..

•

•

limit. ·Ie 11ay even be worse becaue OCZX made little effort to assure
. . that tha state program correcmd; ·itend.fiecf deficieneies~ whereas it
- ac leut made· the. effort. albeit largely at NimC's behest, during pro-
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gram development.

Several examples are illustrative of this lack of

influence on the Program by OCZM.
the J'une 6. 1978 •- OCZH Evaluation: of the Rhode Island. Program-

for the period. .Tanuary 1. 1979·., tc. December 31. 1979,. recommended the
state- program- to improve its internal co111111mlica.tiona nto ensure that
each permie appticatiou receives professional review to detetmine the
probable impacts ·(of). _the proposed. activity."

217

A year later it: was

reported at the J'anuary,. 1981., OCZM evaluation si.te visi.t a caae ez- hib~dng precisely the evils that the- recommendation: sought t0- re-

218
aol.v...
An- applicant bad received a Letter of No Objection to construct

a single-family dwelling with ISDS.

During the process - of revising

the ISDS plan. the· applicant's proposal waa evaluated through a joint

coaatal./ISDS rerlev by coastal staff·- The staff recommended that
th• project be put out to a: 3o-day Notice..

The case came before the

CDIC ott <Jaob.r- 28 • 1980 .. with an incomplete file.
. a daviad:on- froa procedure.

Thia represented

'!he CRHC accepted. testimony ou the re-

cord frmr Council members. who- are not expert biologists or engineers•

that couttadicted the professional staff findings.

·..

!fr. Hicks:

''llow far 1• it from the water?"

!fr-. ~o:.

"roar or five. hundred. feet.

·. -.

·~

· ~

....

. .·' .'.

-~

Altmarsh l l

,... m
!fr. Bicb:

ywS: ago

&D4
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That uaefi· co be a

hull'

t been a sal.tmarsh

the l u t •even or eight years that

r

know of ....-

"Ia there anything. in the file that shows that

I45

there may be a negative impact on the tidal
waters?"
Hr. tyona: ''?Jot. to my knowledge."

The project recuved an assent.

'!he case is mere interesting because

the Chairman baa written of observed and reported violations of the

site impact m:itigatiou stipulations including dwelling construction
not in confomnce nth the. flood hazard-..:. regulation of the State Building_Code,. and adverse impacts tQ the "large phragm:i.tes wetland." des~-

by the staff biologiat to be a salt and brackiah marsh sun:ound-

mg three side• of th• property.

220

The OCZM review also recommended that the CRMC "develop procedures
for the timely and equitable disposition of violations of i.ts regula.
221
ttcma, permits and Cease and Desist Orders."
The problem of how
to deal.. with violations. haa been an internal issue with the Council

fen:· some time.

It. 1a noe resolved• anc1· a review of the Counc:il.

~pta fiO.. J'uly;. 1979. through December. 1980. reveal a constant

pUter'' of amc:loua momenta for Council members.
•Mt&:uay, Pila 79-6-5 for- an ISDS to replace a washed-out system

on. the beach along Block Island Sound.
Hr. Brown:·
,..:-

"!raw- ue yoa goiDg to enforce regulation i f you are
· ••

. . .' -_. ,. : / ...
·~_:._-··:;,;~... · aoina
- ·:

:~ - ~--· ---~~~

to: coadona what people. bav• been doing with-

aaunea?".%2%

--Sacca, rile- 79-2-7 atruct:ure on
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&-

beach, adjacent: to a barrier

Mr. Turco:

"I think. Senator Canulla objected to this origin-

ally because the applicant had taken action without an. assent."

Mrs-... Colt:

rr •••.this-.

223

particular applicant was told to stop his

work Ulltil he had a proper application and went ahead
a.mi did the work anyway." 224
-G"mlaral. diacuaaion of Caaae. and. Desist Orders cm. April

s.

1980.

not be placed in an advantage ....We· are coddling the

. lawbreaker and. making the person that does it right

225

toe-the-line.,..

-carr,.

File 80-6-S for an- illegally 1.nau.lleci rip rap. wall on Point

Jud:l~

Poucl.

"Wbacrs the canaensua of th:l.s Council aa far aa

HiJ.• Braaail.:

C!eue and Desist: Orders are Concerned?"

.
,225
""l:hey are 1111eleea.'

Hrs. Colt:

A'pin•t thue ezpruaions of ez.aape.rad.on and hopleseneaa, OCZM
has wri.ttea ·tha State: . '?ha Cl!C and the D:1v181on of Coutal. Reaour..- ..
...-. .- ..-- .-···.. ·. - '·. . ..·. ·.. . .: .
c:ae abo1il.4: reduce the tiaa to· proc:ua ud isna nocicu of rtola-

.

.

·,

. tioa

·. .

am

·-

Cauei ad Deaiat Orders in order to

.. - .
.
. . ' .;
.
22.7
at Cha earliut poaaible· 1111D111e11t.
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•~P

illega1 actirttiu

And, in an instance where OCZM described the effectiveness of the
CRMC as a protector of natural resources, the 1980 evaluation reported
that "t:he CRMC has required buffer areas between proposed construction
and wetland habitats as: stipulations for CRMC assents..

The buff er area

is· normally at: least 50 feet wide7' but: may be as large aa 100

pending on the specific loctl conditions."

228

feet~

de-

The review of cases re-

ported in Appendix I revealed mostly 50-foot buffer zones, with a range
from 10 to 60 feet.

There were no 100-foot buffers during the sample

of reporting by OCZM creates. a false impression of
.
.
th• implementation-· of the program~ but precisely the type of impression

period.

This type

that lends itself nicely to the

Council~s

Public r.elations efforts.

It

completel.y ignores the observed fact that once a project has . started prior
to receipt of an assent, any hope of preventing damage through the use of
buffer zones is greatly reduced.

The emplacement of a buff er after site

work is started or completed negates its primary value of minimizing envi.:romnental damage during construction.

sara Chaais

of NRDC ha& concluded. that because· "no regulations have-

ever· been. issued under (Section 312 CZMA) nor have clear objective standards been. set for judging a 's.c ate's performance, determining whether or

not a state is justified 19 deviating from its program. "The 312 evalua229
tions seem largely to- whitewash problems .. "
It is her be.lief that OCZM' s

laz:U:y will result ill millions of dollars wasted and the· coast will remain

unprotected.

234·
.
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Internal Percentions of the CRMC's Mission 197 2 V. 1981.
On January 29-p. 1981~ the CRMC held a "group dynamics session"

that involved personnel from the Department: of Environmental Management Divisions of Coastal. Resourcesc,, Fish and

Wildlife~

Enforcement,

and. Administration; the Statewide Planning: Program; the Universit:r of
Rhode Island, C-oast:ar Resources Center; and members of the Coastal
Resources Management Council ..
ses~ou

This professionally conducted all-day

was. designed around a questionnaire aimed at eliciting per-

scnmaI. perceptions on. programmatic:

goals~

problems and solutions.

231

~..

. .

Six. cmrttal. issues were identified:: . (1) There is a programmatic: need . to develop resources and area specific plans and implement

site specific: policies and. regulations for critical. coastal areas;
(2) There must be better interagency coordination; (3) The. permit pro-

cessing. system must be streamlined; (4) There needs to be greater at:tent:iatt to enforcement of the program; (5) There· needs to be a concen-

sua among· OMC members regarding. the. program they have adopted;. and
(6} The public: educ:ati.ou (information) effort needs to be refocused

and emphasized:. ta- support· program: goals and enforcement.

These issues

are subst:antial.Iy- the same as those identified at a similar workshop
held by the CRMC on: November 29, 19 72, at the University <:£ Rhode Is-

laDcl Facul.e,t' Cea.tel:' (Ta&le· 16).

:., ·_· i~;~~:· ;jj;,5~~--~..; ·<·::l :~,:;·::, ·fr<,t ;_:;: :.c. ~ . ~· · ·
WhC,I one· atudi.. .

the summary of problems facing the CRMC. in. 1972

md places them. wf:th:fD a - use and activity framework. one can. discern
littie reai difference between the two sets. of issues; the set developed

-·

:bl: 19-72 and the one produced approximately 9- years later.
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It appears

TABLE 16
SUMMARY OF ISSUES RAISED AT BEGINNING OF CRMC'S WORKSHOP
Faculty Center - URI
November 29, 1972
A..

USES AND ACTIVITIES 017 COASTAL ZONE

residential and. p-rivate
recreation and public: access
boating and. boating facilities
sport fishing
commercial fisheries
industry,. commerce
B..

power plants
waste- disposal
dredge spoils disposal
off shore resource exploitation
oil transfer
governmental: local, state and
federal

PROBLEMS PACING COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT

coa.flictswithin uses and actinties ti.seed above
dghts of ownership;,. use, condemnation,. compensation and protection
nml.t:t-use shorel.ine

resource evaluation:
shore and harborline definitions
capital. improvements funding
public understanding and. involvement
federal. prerogatives

C... PROBLEMS FAC:nlG RHODE ISLAND CRMC
need. staff.- central coordination
flmda . for staff. research and management
set mnagement prl.orlties

decision-making procedures

admfn1 sttaei.~

lll8Tfm1 ze communication within CRMC

maximize communication with other agencies and public
public: education,. brochures
interagency coordination/competition: federal, state,. local
!av clarification
legislation
enforcement
define jurisdictions and responsibilities
tachD:ical information for planning
ZODing. ' .
. ..

. . ;··

·. ··:·:·"··"-, .. ' .

.. .-;~;:-: . .:_- -.

·".: - ~ -. -~/

~ ·_

"' ~~

..

;
•

'";:-'"'-;:.

':

"9 __

..

:

. .

..·
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that time stood still.

An explanation for this lies in a report pre-

pared for the Coastal. Resources Center in November, 1972.

Entitled

"A Brief and Critical. Look at Coastal. Management on the State Level,"
the report summarized the. effort of the various coastal. states to de232
velav coastal. zone management programa..
Five states were identified
as having no significant activity; Twelve states were described as
utilizing a "matrix" management approach which emphasized detailed and
systematic resource identification prior to the preparation of a management program;. Four states were: idend.fied with. the ''matrix-moratorium

hybim.'• wh:tclt sought to- control: short-term development while the. mas-

tar p-1.an- was created; Three states were credited with attempting a
· stai:e-county regulatory approach in which the counties would be responsible for zoning permissible- uses in accordance with state guidelines;
and· only two- states,. Rhode Island and Washington,. were identified with
the "'organizationa1"' approach which emphasized direct and immediate ad-

233

m:1D:1.strative- action •.

?be main characteristic: of tha organizationa1 approach is the
development of a flDlctiona1 management mechanism (i.e.,. ~C) equipped

cc deal. nth pressing developmental problems,. with its actions "'g uided
by a. general. statement. of management philosophy."
t~
~'~.

this approach. were· described as:

234-

The advantages

(l) creation of the ability to

cfea1. directly with crid.cal problems demanding an immed1ate management
•

·; m~_e;_

.~ . z .

• •O

.:.NNO::. ::·· : ' 7:. . :-'· ....

(Z} gradua1. accuaulation. of financial and personnel resour..

ca; (3) creation. of the appearance and reality of a responsive organizad.on--.. thereby stimulating public support and discouraging ''bureau235·
c:ratic: footdra~. 1 •
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Tiie report was quick to point out, however, that the very things
perceived as strengths could at once be the greatest weakness.

Tilat

is, by creating an aura of urgency and crisis arot.md many decisions,
the approach encourages. rash,. ill-considered and ill-conceived respon-

ses.; a tem:fenc:y to overreact to whatever was perceived as an obvious.
threat while ignoring less drama.tic but equal.l.y important responsibil-

ities-; and the system "may find itseL: bound into a 'brush fire' men236
tality. ,,_
The organizational approach w&11. seen as especially dangerous: because it issued a: management approach that would postpone forceful. dec:is:icms on: major policy issues,. the-reby effectively removing control. of major developments_ from the management process.- while bogging

the systea down in routine- decisions handled on an ad hoc basis.

237

The history of Rhode Islandts Coastal Management process and the case

load analysis certainly affects a reality that mirrors the most feared
pl:'edicted outcome discussed by Grant in 1972.
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We don't live in Plato's Commonwealth 9 and when
we can't have perfectio11 9 we ought to comply
rith the measure that is least remote from it.
- 'themas Hutchinson

CHAPTER FOUR:

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. J'urisdicti.on and Control.
l..

Findings:
&.

The Stra.ttOD.: Commission at the National. level and the Rhode
Island. Governor's First Committee on the Coaata.l Zone emphaa1.zed the need for a strong state role in coaata.l resour-

'?he lhode Island

PT:ogr~

evolved vi.th a strong local repre-

sentatiou in the management process, resulting in a program_

dominated by local decision-making and an attitude toward
resource management that is akin to campanilism, that is,
short sighted and narrowly focused.

b .. Tha-RICBMP leaves to local zoning and exist:ing land use pattaua. the

determ:1Dat1011 of tha prl.orl.ty for use· of the land,

:b1cl.ud:!Dg the land w:lthin 200 feet of the water..

This in no

•P11 measure clictates the use of the immediate near-shore
waters and. potend.al. effects of deve-lopme:nt on phyaiographi-

cal: features.
:.:11

.

....

..

..

.. · ... :

long~erm

impacts

cm- the areas under state control, but the state has little or
• • .: :;_..

: · .... ~1_, ·

These uses have short- and

~-

..;:.!• ..

J

no· CODttcil over their determination.
-·

... ... ..

·. ,: ~~- · · ·;.- .....:;· ...
. . . .

.

c.. At the prueut rate of development in coastal comnm.ities

m. m::eas with c:lose proximity to coast&i waters and physiographie

features~

lack. of ata.te control or strong influence

aver land use wi.l.l. foreclose the prospects of future state
167 .

management of the land and makes it difficult to impossible to control the effects of land development on coastal waters and physiographical features.
d:.

'!he Bhode: Island Coastal Region is a jurisdiction. patchwork as a.

result of ccaatai resources· management.

The 200-foot inland zone,

which is designed to protect coastal physiographical features, does

nothing to determine use.

It is, rather, a zone for site impact

m1.d:gatiou purposes and confusion occurs- over the aut}u)ritiea axerdael within. it.

Even ou barrier beaches where the state's authority

ts parmaouDt .. the CBMC typically accedes to local. authorities ..

e.

The· Council. has failed

t~

adequately fulf 111 its legislative mandate

of 46-23-6A of the: General Laws of Bhode Island which require that
-- - -- ---- -·

cha resource& management process shall include the fellowing basic

phases:
(a}

eval.uata- these resources in. terms of their qwmt:Lty, quality,
capability- for- use ... and. other kay characteristics;

(b). detei:mine the current. and. potential.. uses of each resource;

-

.

{c)

determine . tha
current.
.
- and potential. probl81US of each resource;.

(d)

tarmuI.ate plans- aud: programs for the management of each resource, idend.fying permitted uses, location, protection mea-

-

.

sures, and so .forth;
(•} · c:cry._out thue re•ources management progrma through implemen. · ti:ag authority and coordination of

atate~

federal •. local.. and

pri.vate activities;. and
{f).

formulate atandard& where these do not exist. and reevaluate
eziat1ng standards.
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It has instead adopted a management program that is very processoriented through its reliance (legitimately so) on the state's Administrative Procedures Act, but which contains little substance of its own.
What it. does have- for subst:ance: is broad1y applied designations and regulatious- that do not accurately reflect reality and achieve desired ends

in the. areas of their specific application.

z.

Recommendations:

a. For more effective and effic::lent coastal resources management,
there- needs t:o be a atrengthc1ng of the state' a authority

:tD.

kaePing

with the Governor'"• first Comm:ittee on the Coastal

Zema and the Strattou Comm:isaion's recommendations.
there needs to be: the development

of special area plans and

more clearly stat:ed permissible use.
a& ad.op~

cal.

Minimally,

There also needs to be

of state standards governing· setbacks from coas-

phyaiographic:~features,

construction elevations and de-

a:lgna., buff er zones in accordance nth site specific condic::lcma,.. eroa1.cm and. sed:immltation. controls- for prcj ect types

u4. for areas- prone tc erosion. development density requiremmita,. runoff control.a-,. and locad.cmal (or siting) criteria.
Preliminary

Development Standards are offered in Appendix I.

These· can be adopted and implemented at the local level, imple..cted on a caae-by-caae buia by state e!IVironmental manage' : :;>~ ··

. . - Mat:. ataff aa presently done.
.~

.

or by a combination of the two

-thoda.-.. lued cm the pruent record of the inability ()f local lmflding inspectors to rand.er deciaiOll8 in accordance

with the llCRMP, the evidence strongly suggests retention of
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maximum amount of state-directed professional implementa-

tion of these standards.
h..

In tema of rducing permit processing and other costs to
illdivi:duals·~

implementation. of landside standards and. per-

missi.ble- uses. by the local. units of government: is an attrac-

tive opti01... provided strict implementation in accordance
with tha adopted standards occurred.
abllng legilllati.on..

This will requi.re en-

The state-local land. management legis-

lacioa.. could b• a. veh1.cle for thu.

It._ or so11Hlthing- sim:Uar

foi: the coastal reg:iou would be required. because there

a

a

lack of local authorlty to even enforce CRMC permit restricCi.o'D.8.

Federal. CZMA monies could be passed through the state

program manager's office to local govermnents 11 once state
st•nd·a rds. .are much more clearly enunciated. (and adopted)
upgrade local
d~te

ordinances.

11

to

This pass-through money would un-

the cost of hiring professional expertise for the

tulc;. and 1f each. coastal cOllllllUDi.t:y recei.ved $15 11 000 per year
not. to exceed two years. the total cost.would be approximately

$630.000 over the two years.

The state would continue to im-

plement this aspect of the program. until such time as indi:vici-

ual. c01lllDUJlities had ita local ordinances brought
atata standard·..

up to the

Compliauce vi.th the standards would be en-

f'=cecl through a combin.ation of local teclmi.ques and. continuadon. of the ensting "Cease and. Desist Order/Orders- to Re-

. · move. and lleatore"

tecbnique utilized by the CRMC.

Thia op-

ticm. would be restricted. to the landside of the coastal: re-

gion where local jurisdiction is clearly established, thereby

alleviating the jurisdiction hodge podge that presently
exists as a result of the 200-f oot zone created by the

RICBMP.

The State Program would retain paramount author-

ity aver physiographical features and tidal waters.

If

federal funding is cut to the bone,. then this recommenda-

tion wi.ll lose its- financial incentive.

lllCIMP aa geographical

areas

of particular concern,. not: just

· · tile. baJ:rl.er beachea aa. presently established,. and to extend
to- the& the special development control.a. now exerci.sed and

tho- contemplated for barrier beaches.
cl..

?he CBMC should advance its position that it has statutory
authori.ty aver· all phyaiographical features and can,. there-

fare,.

establish whatever special area plans, permissible uses

and. developmmie standards that are required to manage- these·

· ~ features ill accordance with the goala and the policies

of thellICKMP .. This
OVU' the atataPa

includ~s

preempting local zoning control

barrier beaches.

If,. however,. total . state

contra!. is exercised· over the barriers,. the state must: be pre-

pared to fulfi1l the role performed by the local building in•P•c:to1:'• . This can be accompllahed. through the use of the

_profudnn•t eng:lneer:f.Dg ataff nos employed by the Coastal
.. .

' < •

.

·~· :..

· ·. "· Kmagemnt Progra.
•.·
. ._: ·

-.

B.

Overall Management Procedures.
l.

Findings •
a.

The Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Progrm:ll bas failed to produce a resources management plan

and. process that is predictable and efficient.

It has

negiected to develop su£ficient operational procedures
and decision-making criteria, and frequently ignores the
fev such procedures and criteria which are in place.

'?he CBMC is presently bogged down. in. the minutiae of triv1& 9 fratracida.
t:r1men.C

1

and. politicization of cases to the de-

o£ overall. resources plai:ming and management and

attent:1011 to major issues-.

As a result, there is an un-

necessary coat to the state and applicants; and it has
left implementation of the ''burden of proof" requirementa

to-

air-

ad- hoc:: process- which places moat of th& burden on

s1:ate professional staff, the reverse of the legislative
mandate..

The lack of a plan or set of special. area plans

with perm:iss:l.ble uses and standards causes the cm!C to

make the same fundamental decisions meeting after meeting
on.routine cases,. while creating havoc for some controversial. cases-.

b.

The uumber of public hearings on projects 4aeds to be re-

cluced.

In calad&r year 1980,. more than 80 applications

ncei.ved hearings.,. This annual total has dramatically increased each yea:- since 1978, the year of Section 306 appraval.... In l!Jl8, 30 hearings were held, will.le in 1979,
the nmnber increased. to 4Z-an increase of 40 percent.

in

The actual

cent.

increase of 1980 over 1979 is 102 per-

At an estimated $600.00 per hearing, approxi-

mately $50,.000 was spent on public hearings in 1980.
Public: hearings. aa presently held ou aveey little case

c:.

produce little informatiou in addition. to that collected
through the normal 30-day notice period.

This is pre-

c:lominately because by the time an appl.icant reaches the
stage where a.
als.

cmr.:

1n.c:lnd1ng-

aasent ia req\dred. all other approv-

local zoning and. suhdi.vi.sicm approval.

an4 etate ISDS and Wetlands approvals,. have been secured.
Chang- in the prograa in accordance wi.th A.2a. and B2a.

wfI1 reduce the hearing cost by at least a factor of 10.
Kearingsshould be held for major cases as defined in

cl.. ?he present process results in. unnecessary dealys.

The

· 3G-day nod.ca period is umiecusaJ:Y for most projec:ta inTOl.viDc conatruction of aingle-famil.y dwelling units, nev

:fndi.vidual sewage disposal systems,. accessory struc1:Ures,

repairs to bui.ldings, porches, garage&, patios, greenhouses, decks,. septic system repai.rs, vegecable gardens,
;'

because. an applicant 1a usured of CBMC approval if
-. __etc.;.
. . . . ..
....,

...-- ~

...

. ... . :. ' ..

~·

~·,

~ .,

.'. : -.:pla& ,ar•· subm.tted,. al1 other approval.a have been ae,. . .

:...·:

· 6G clay8 or more is wai.ted out.
LB.I ... and ll.B.1 .. and. %. will.

Changes in. accordance rlth
111n1m1ze the

wa1.ting per-

iocl. by &llowiDg state approval to occur without the bene-
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out involvement of the Council.

The staff is the source

of these stipulations and rather than put routine permitted. projects out to notice,. they can be handled al110at cm the spot by the. staff.

This is especially per-

te.inent since tha RICRMP . has. become heavily invol.veci in

attempting to
~ - high

regulat~

activities within 200 feet of the

water u.d/or physiographic features.

But since

the nature of thia regulatory effort i.s rarely a "use"
, . ...ngula~OD 48 opposed; to site impact mitigation• there

ian:Bauy
.

g..

ued for a 3o-day nod.c:a period •

-- ..
~

·

Proa 1969 to September,.. 1979,. the application rate for

a:lngle-family dwellings. and ISDS was 16 percent of the
toeai. c:aae load.

Th.is percentage increases i f the per-

--- - - :tocr:-·e:zam1ned is changed: to 1975· to September, 1979",.
1lfum i t them be48Jlle. 20 percent; and, i f measured. from
!lay'~- 1~78~

the time of 306 approva1, to

Sep~ember,

die- race -Ued to. 38 percent of al1 applicad.ona.

1979,..
Yrom

Decelllber,.. 1979,.. until. the end of September, 1980,. the race
....- 55 · percent: 0£ the case load.

Ami during the period

fr01ll .ruly, 1979, through. August, 1980, 53 percent of the
letters of No Object:i.011. involved single-family dwellings

_:·.. . .. · alJlll/o-c ISDS.- or accu80ry acructuru •
.·: ., . l ... Durin1 the 14-mcmth peri.od.., .1uly, 1979, to Auguac, 1980.
tfla lncud.ve Director of the CB!C issued 102. letters of

lro Objection.. !zam1n•tio!l of these cases reveal.a:
(I) there is no paucity of
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examples: where projects fall-

ing under nearly all .categories of activity have been

sent out to the 30-day notice period; (2) some, but
nowhere near

all~

hava stipulations attached govern-

ing one or more aspects of the pro1ect. such as its
dllle· frame or site. impact mitigation procedures; (3)

too many are

s~

loosely written as to convey to the

.reader absolutely no idea of what project is receivthe: latter. and while this information is supposed-

in~

ly

available in the file at the Di.vis:l.011 of Coastal

-... ..

.- -

~cee.,

i t i& buically a blank check to the reci.-

· pe:f.nc au.cl baa ruultecl in program. deviations; (4) not
all. letters during the aample bad a tum-around time

that would- indicat:e an advant:age of the "letter" vs.
wthe 11ad:ce'~ i f measured by time alone, because ca.sea

can. be documented involving more than 30 days to get

t.ha letters out.

The same pi:oblema have been observed

for C-•8* and. Desist Orders..

me. Letter of Na Object:ion haa evolved as an administ:i:ac:fve dertca to- deal. wi.th projects. that clearly do not
require CllMC review" under current procedures.

But cri-

teria-'. for i.9auanc:e of such letters and procedures govern.~: : '-};.~

:l:Dg

. · · ~· -...
.. ··..

their use are weak or nana:iatat ..
'· .

.

.-:_·_>5.,"- 'i~~?~"~
.

~

couutently

~por~.. the advice of the pro-

.:

_,. ": eztanai.va stall ravie.va of projects.
·,;···· ·
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j .

The CRMC, by pursuing the minutae of regulation. has
lost the initiative or the opportunity to capture
initiative in the very issues one would assume it
had. reapouaibility for: · Upper Bay Quality problems

caued by the Providence sewer tteat:ment facil.ity
failure; use fees for state waters and bottom lands
beyoud MRW. particularly where filling occurs or is
proposed.; examination of alternative courses of action
f"ar controlling development on barrier beaches, such
..- mare aui.Dgent setbacks• combi.D.ing lots• acquis:l-

tfGD techniques, etc.... rather than pursuing nouproducc:t~. verbd

Pro~.

k.

assaults on the l'ederal Flood Insurance

2

Since- September, 1977,. the CBMC has met twi.ce per mouth

m

~olicy

cm~

and Plamiing Meetings,''

tha Program. Development phase.

a practice carried

However, in the

diree years since th• RICIMP was adopted, the more than

1% pol.:1cy and planning c01lllll;l.ttee meetings provided not
OD&

addi.c:tonal finding. policy., or regulatory amendment

tG the RICRMP until

.ranuary, 1981. During those three

years. the cost of those: meetings, not counting clerical
-.,···-at.ff.. 'legal. fees, ad mileage, i• ••timated at $50.00 .

..

~ per- Cl!C llmlb.r per all average

· iJI&.

of

aaven attendees per meet-

or approzimately $2S,.COO in salaries to members alone.

!fonehly mileage costs. accrued from attendance of all CBMC

-tinga per 11011th 1a considerable i f one con.aiders all
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the opportunities encouraged by the Council:

attendance

at public hearings, policy and planning meetings, monthly
meetingslt rights-of-way subcommittee meetings and hearings.,. stancling committee meetings and site visits.

3

trader tha present operating procedures, the Program. cap-

I.

tures aspects of subdivision constTuction, such as installation. of roads and drains and after the normal 30-day

rniaw- process, an assent is issued for the work or a lettm: of !lo- Obj ecti01t is issued in less than 30 days •

Thia

appro•al coutaiDs a:tte impact mitigation procedures.

Un-

der these- procedures• all house lots within the CRMC' s

perview muat then be reviewed individually, on a case-bycase baaia,. whether it involves one lot or many lots.

This

clri.vea- up the administrative costs and the costs to the pub-

It

Uc:.

illustrates. a lack of predictability of the Pro-

gram.. while. it fails to provide assessment of the full impact of the end.re development because it is focused nari:owly in the case-by-case decision-making process.

Z. Rec0111111endationa.
The state needs to develop standards and/or procedures

a.

. . .._ to KrHll out what should. go ~afore the Coastal Resources
.~···,
:

.

,~ . __KanagemantJ, Co1111c1l

• ·• • , . _ _
1

.-~

: ·.

.~

• .:

:.:

.,.~ • ~• • ·--

..

~!-

:t • .

lnel.- aa

:. -

~

am

what can be handled at th• ataff

•

nc~ed

by the Prospectus in 1971.

· · tha proper placement in the llICBMP, permissible

With
us~

and

atadarda. guidinc- davelopment in accordanca with A.2.a .. ,
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cases not involving use changes should not go before the

CIWC.

This includes cases involving allowed uses on

barrier beaches. affecting other physiographic features,
and ba.Iov mean high water, al1 of which should be handled

at the staff level, thereby freeing the OMC from the
case-b~case

material to direct its attention to larger

issues· of resources al1ocatiou; terminate or reduce poli-

tie1zad.ou of cases; cut applicant delays; and pare state
aperationa c:oata.
'!ha- CIMC could become. under B • .?.a.,.

b.

b&aring body.

a planning and

It would be responsible for the maintenance

C: the RICBMP, and whatever modifications or new findings,

pol.:fci.es, and regulations are required to that document.
!t would hear cases out to public hearing.
an. administrative appeals procedure.

It would adopt

Denial of applica-

t1ana at the staff level and at the administrative appeals

IavwI. 'WOUl.cl be, appealed to Superior Court, aa now dona.

In those. c:aaea

c:..

where the applicant must fulfill burdens

of proof obligations, the CRMC should seek professional

usistance, either at the staff level or from an independent and. q_ualilied source or both, to evaluate the evi# .

...

.

#

: ~... ·:::~:-/:!.
-

•

~

• •

#

--

-

- «Iem:a preAD.ted- by the

~licant;.

?hi8 ia presently not

--

cfoaa mx my roudzle buia beyoud a cross-enm1n•tiou
_wb:tch. !ail.a to ensure that the CBMC uka

t1ons,. or receive• valid information.

the~ p~per

ques-

To do th:1a with

tha present hearing case load would be too costly.
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method

Under

a realistic case load of "major cases," this would make
sense and work to preserve the integrity of the process.
Ilr those- cases that must go out to public hearing, the

d.

heuing should be presided over by a

hearing offie er, ra-

ther than: tbree CRMC members· and. legal. counsel.

a.

There are two methods available to reduce the number of
public hearl.nga.

First, change the unwritten CRMC pol-

icy that g:Lves all. Council members the power to call for

Thi• should be done

bT adopd.Dg._

~tteu

procedures. governing the use of this

opdon and providing the sta.f f greater opportunity to work

v:tth. the public: on projects that need modification to meet

the requ:f.rementa of the RIOMP'.

Second,. strengthen the

llCKMP"'s approach to uses, recogn:f.zing the preminence- of
local. zon:l.ng. but clearly stating areas of state control.

this ac:Jmawledgea the fact that onca an inclivi.dual. has
rece:l.vect all: necessary local approvals,. and is not. in con-

fl.:tct wi.th an assigned.. use and standards established by
the scats,. the only grounds for objection is bona fide

evidence of enviromnental degradation of things that the
•Uta dou control,. or couflict ri.th the plan.

The per-

,. . -...:· ..."··-,,. . lliaaibla- • • • and standards of tha Pl.an would serve as
. _... - - : -._ ..
·th• ac:e•fng criteria to enable the staff to accept or

·

~·

.....

-.:·..;.:·<·

·. ,, ..: ·-·

rejact: _objectiana.

Objectors who feel they have been ag-

grieved. can petition the AcbniniatratiVB appeals process

or Superior Court.
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f.

The Council's regulations governing development on
barrier beaches need to be refined with regards to
treatment of buiJ.ding elevations. and the Council

should. taka cognizance of its rule-making.
I30~a-2AZ

Section

of the RICRMP requires an additional 6-

foot: eiavatioir of the lowest structural members of

the lowest floor (above

th~

elevation established by

the Plood Insurance Rate Maps).

. plies to all barrier beaches.

Thia regulation ap'Ihe FIRM maps do not

ua:f.femaly treat the ba%rler beaches.

.m

tr~agauett,.

The barriers

South XingstDW'll,. and Westerly are di-

Tided into· "V"' (velocity) high hazard zones ou ocean~

side and "A!' zouea (not subject to wind driven waves)
01t

the pond side.

In MiddletDW'll,. the barrier beaches

are c:ampletely designated as "A" zones; in CharleatDW'll.
the beaches are completely in ''V" zones,. while Little
Collptm1'. a:a.d New Shoreham have midesignated barrier bea-·
. c:hea because the towns are not in the. regular flood in-

sm:mce program aa established by the Fl.Ood Insurance
AdJrini•tratiou..

The Council baa taken to issuing assents

for dwellings on barrier beaches. contrary to adopted regal.ac:1aa.s governing the elnatioll. of such

a~cturea,.

be-

. -.· caue oE ..czcmmating" circ:U11Staucu,. which appear to be:-

·,

~. ·?r.>~:_: · ~·~.i~~~.> . --

..

.>·.'.>. ·~.> ' .
·. ,.,::-:.

(?) allowiDg d...111.ng elavaticma to camera to surrounding
·... .
cfwe1liDg elevaticma,. rather than adopted rules; (2) argu-

ment9 that the RICllMP barrier beach regulations dou' t apply CO' wit.."' zou.. on barrier beaches (even though thq
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clearly do); and (3) because "all those dwellings will
take a sleigh ride no matter how high they are elevated.
g..

"

C"aase and Desist Orders sheuld. be issued only when tlll!ze

1a clear: adverse impacts on physiographical. f eacures, wa-

ter qual:it:y. environmental degradation,
or conflict with
\
CBMC plans or standards.

Whenever appropriate, Cease and .

Desist Orders should be accompani.ed by restoration orders
which &fix a. reasonable time period for compliance.

In·

tho•• caaes whsre there exists potential. adverse environ- r • t. degradad.ou. the staff. acting on behalf of the
CIHC~

should have. tha. capability to order immediate sita

impac1: m:f.tigation procedures.

Al.l Caaae and Desist Or-

ders should be· clearly worded with the specific nature
of· the. violation ..

ft- '?he
f~

cmc needa

to: adopt a greater public: advocacy rule

th•- man&gl!lllClt plan.. In doing so,. th• Clll!I! should·

become an advocat• for its Program vis-a-vis the resources managemmu: iaaues.

Thi.a type of effort' would

balance the largely public relatious effort that l'resently creates a '"media image" that does· not enst in
.. .

-.~

- . : ;--:

. . rulity • .

. the appliCClt:

~

ensure a better understanding on the

par: af the recipients of the condition of approval..

Wh:Ua this would require applicants. to pick. up the ap-
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provals in

pers~n,

it may serve to reduce the number of

assent violations that occur each year.

The use of the

term. "'Letter of No Objection" should be abandoned in favor

of constant: use of the term "Asaent..'r

1'·

'!he- Co1mc1 l should adopt "one-stop"' perm:!.tting pYocedures
for subdivision revi.ews.

-

Utilizing. the recommended de-

velopment standards, all phyaiographical features can be

:~--::--- · . -:-·

prouc:tecl· am water quality pratectiou

~tipulations

· _ be.. iaauacl on: the entire piece of property.

can

The atipul.a-

t1oaa.·could be- either recorded with the subdi.vi.9ion at
tha locd level or ataached to tha property deeds. for each

lot.

Enforcement would. occur as it normally does, through

the field monitoring process of the staff wi.th perhaps an
added boost of assistance from local authorities i f given

the. necessary incentives

and legislation.

k. · ma, pruene computer system. should be abandoned.

Ideally,,.

a u . . •chine based record keeping system is. needed, and
all: cue load infOrma.tiou should be coded in by location

i:dentities- and. by aamea of inclividuals,. rather than by
n.amea and file mmhera.

Straightforward U.S. Census Bur-

uu location idend.fiera can then be used to ref er to sites

...
'·

........

. , - ~ aiad.Dg f acilitiea, and vil1 be abao1utely

IL. a. laue fee system ia i.Di.tiated.

· :·fier. vtum keyed to. project
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types",

necessary

The locatiou identi-

can facilitate data

aggregation by geographic areas and by coastal waterbodies.
~

None of these features are presently available.

In those landside areas where the CRMC shares jurisdic-

t:f:cm- w±th local: government, the Council should abandon
:ita policy of being the last stop in the'.-permitting pro-

cess.

By going before the local building inspector, the

local government would have the benefit of the state's
techldcal evaluation of the site and the development stand-

5

£ds that apply to· it..

!ha should be: a legislated re-

qa:framu:,. and. it· should apply to site work as well aa

a .. There baa been a constant public concern about the quality
~application.a""

particularly regarding the. information

they contain anci· the work they propose to accomplish.

'J:h:la· situation can be handled correctly only with a clear

emmcf•c:iaD of the requi.rements and by exercising greater
attenc:f.ou to detail at the

n..

~

at>i>rop~iate

staff level.

Council baa been found by the Courts to exercise too

much discretion in its decision-making process.

Aleo,

the burdens of proof requirements of the management pro.. .

~
I -

i
l

are- out. of context.

The legialative context requires

. .. ·_ ·- . . ; ___,-:· .::._.:dac· tfMt Cnu:. establish th•· Ji:fgheat and best uae of the
: . . . .: -- -~ ·:: .~ ·,~ .~ .· .. . . _:~- _... :.,,
.
~- . ~~~ ... -..-l:mMl ad water· ruourcu under its juri.sdiction, through
·....
.. ._
.
~

a> ™'1UrCU capability and planning process that creates

. . aa. &11.

~

prodw:t' a. management plan with standards and
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criteria.

In this context, the burdens of proof pro-

vision of the program. makes considerable sense.

Areas

of the coastal reg;icm: clearly sensitive to development

presaurea· of particular types and. those areaa especially
att:ract:l.ve to development and capable of supporting it
through the natural and. man-made environment would be
en~ciated

c:lea:cly

making the burdens of proof more than

aza. obscur• facet of the program•

'Ihe process now serves

to ~er burdens of proof that have few firm

available

119•auraa. Thia rec01DBndatiov. 1a made in accordance with
LZa•. and· B.2&..
C-.,. Organization.

l- lfi:Dcthgs •
._... . ~ ·. ! i

l- -

a. ··The CRMC•s compos±tiou appears to be in violation of the
ap:[rj;t and probably the letter of its statutori.ly man-

4ate4 n.1a of. two:· Not
! ....

8llJ! one COllllUDi.i:y.
Dmlbera
1YR

JmJ:C~

than

cwo members will be from

·"': ~

-:.:

011

'Ihe

the Counc:i.l.:.

rowa. of

Narraganaet1:. haa three

a local resident~ a tcvn. council-

and a state representad.ve.

&- '!he-Cha:l.rmanshi.p and position of Executive Director of

~or

to · be_coae personaily iuvolved in nearly every case ..

11iia- pufarming of staff lAve.l function results. in 400
to SOO:

nt• visits

annually~
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often in the company of the

Division of Coastal Resources Chief and produces no
substance on the record which will assist either the
s1:aff or the CBMC in tha decision-making process.

It

also. detracta very seriously fl:om. the time and effort:
spent:

011'

tradi.tional executive director-type functions:

which involve policy work, problem. solving.- advocacy

of the: organization's positions vis-a-vis issues, intergavermReDtai contact and coordination at the problem

pneraITy strong leadership: at the frontiers of coastal

raourcmr: management. rat.her than being mi%ed. into the
ciar-ta-day operations.
c:..

%.

Seven of. the seventeen CBMC members have served ou the

:lecommendat:ions.

- a..

~

acatutorilT mandaced rule. of two needs to be stn.ctly

eaforc:eci tc ensure proper consutency representation; the

appointing powers. should remedy th:is imbalance as soon
as possible.

b. the Chairmanahip

am

Executive Director positions need

. ·:: ·. to. be· separated • . th& CoaDcil. should. have a role in
. ~ ...·.- """ ~-· ; . - . . " .
. . . _,.. . .....

::· ~--- -, ·:' .'(/~ctiDs ~ cndidate
· ms thac. the.

for both positions.

Consider-

p-ruent Executive Director. perform.a "staff

Iavel.. work,.~ i t ta. questionable i f such a position is

ueceaaary-.

If it :ls- necessary,. there needs ta be criteria
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for the Execuitve Director's position which should
include professional certification; experience in

source management; clear writing and speaking ability
aa demoutrated through ed.ucat:i.on and experience. and

eo- borrav an informai criteria from the Rhode Island
State Department of Economic

Development~

should be

a nou-Bhode Ialanci resident ..

c.. The tm:ma for Counc:ll membership- should be legislatively

· Ianci·. c:oamm:l.ty and, state agency representation should be

Tlddated but without increasing the uuaiber of member&.
cl• . The state ahoUld. co118ider organizing its coastal managemene staff along more functional. lines. that is assign:1Dg persomiel to cover specifi.c eypes of projects. such.

a-. riv rap propoaal5,.. aquaculture projects,.. port develop.

.

.

· ..::

_<: ,·..m:. mar1D& dll"l8lopmene ... en: gen: aped.fie phyai.ographica1
~

.

f-tur.- such aa barrier beaches,. coaatal marshes, coascat ponds,. and eatuar:t.es..

'!hese- persomiel would be recog-

n:t:ed. as experts. in their field of specialty and would
pard.cipate a.a Dmlti-d:tsciplinary teama whenever necessary.

.

'

.
.

·,-_·.- ~ · . cl:laparaged acaf":f because of a lack of a particular accre-

.

.

-.

~

....,

clitatioa.
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FOOTNOTES:

CHAPTER FOUR

l.

Coastal Resources Management Council, TRANSCRIPT, November 13,.
1979',.. p .. 11.. ,.. pp. 101-102; January 8·, 1980, p. 71, pp. 83.85,. p-.. 91,. p. 101; March. 11, 1980,. p .. 19,. p. 23; April 8,.
19eo .. p .. 34;. May n. 1980• PP·· 77-SZ; May 21, 1980, PP· 2627; August 26 .. 1981, p. 68; September 9, 1980, p. 31;. September U,.. 1980,.. p. 20; Octo~er 14, 1980,. pp. 32-34; October 28,
1980, p. 39.

2.

Interesting.ly,. it was reported in the October 26, 1980, Providence
Sunday Journal that the CRMC itself spurred development on the
B.hode Island. Ban:iera.

3...

lhode Island. Department of Acfm1n1 stration, Divisi.on of Accounts and
Ccmt%ola,,.. Statement A and.. Statement C: for period July 1,. 1979,.
to .rune 30.._ 1980,. and 111011th.ly statementa from July 1,.. 1980,
to. March,. 1981 ..

4.

The KICBMP·,. Appe'Ddi% B:: 4.1(5) provides that "said formal wrtt:ten
objection and/or request for hearing is substantiated by genuine
aud materi.al. reason therefore." There is,. however!> no administrative procedw:et;'to determine i f an. objection is "genuine. and
'diiteertaL..~ -··

S.

Edward. A .. Thomas, Division Director, Federal Insurance Administra-

tion,.. Boston, Letter to John A.. Lyons, Chairman, Coastal Resources Management Council, undated. Reference to Donald R.
KiU,.. Yile 79-4-15. Lee ll .. Whi.taker ,, Division of Coastal Resaarcea,.. Letter to Victor Parmentier,.. Supervising Planner,
lhode Islaad: Stacnide. Plant1ing Program. November 25. 1980.
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"When. a man knows he ia going to be hanged in
a fort:Dight. it concentrates his mind wonderfully."
- truknavn.

..,- ·.!'"...

. -.·1'· . .

. . ,_.: ,
. ··.
· ··~: \. •.•r"•,

. :.· .

. -~~~

••°'-'". :,..

•·•

..,,,.

EPll.OGUE
?he RICB'.MP whil.e often described aa one of the best in the naC:lou. and whose legislative mandate 1a: sometimes (quest::louably) refer-

red to aa· a

'"mode1'~

for the federai statute. is not working well.

It

certainly is not performing as the early f:amers of the state's legislad.ve. base had. wanted it ta vork. It is clear that the program's fai.l1np are a result of an unraalisd.c management approach aud the propen-

dq of. the CDE: to ipcn:e

spe~c:

c:cmva:tene or politic:all.y ezpedient..

progrumad.c requirements whenever
?he llC!MP _suffers the fate of

Pl•nn1ng documents-it ia ignored.

many· traclitioual

It. ta. clear that while program success can be enumerated through
1111eceaaful. court caaea and deciaiona, denying aom• of the worst of the
profOaed development projects that would. affect the Rhode Isl.and Coastal
Region,.. fe ia. alao clear

thatmajorinc:ouaist~es

and. straightforward

1Dabil:1tie9. a:iat; t:hae the overall operating· coat to eazpayers and ap-

elic:mu:a are. umiceaaarily h:lgh; and that the program baa failed to fo-

c:ua an. and. acta&ll.y solve problems.

One corrective action suggested by the

~aseload

the wcn:bhop held .Tanuary 29'• 1981.. ia. to switch
. :. ~ . • "; ·"

' ·:;·

··~·I·

aalf wg.;.

: "'; . •-:;• ~.:::.. ·- .. ,·,..

nt'.

•

~

r' -.

. . . .~ prob:ilnt:ioDa~
~

.,

.

a special plamU.ng

' ·, ·. ·

approach. that would •veci.fically determi.'Ke permissible

' • .:.• ' ', r • •

... ..

~o

and analysis and

-

•

.' -..,

.. •

a?.d- d~ atandarda.

Tb:l6 would seem to be

. -... .:· . ·. .. .

more realiatic: than. the approach whiCh now broadly appliea the same
sped.fk regulatiou and. burdens· to several d.isaimilar areaa, regardlus .. o.f haw valid or rim1lar the goals sought ar& for these areas.
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The Council's role would be that of the responsible public body

to maintain axxiupdate the plans as necessary.

The CRMC presently has

the statutory authority to achieve. this.
Aggrieved puti.ea ta the plan would. have administrative. recourse
tCl

all

appeals board or hearing body and/ or solely to the Saperlor

Court.

Thia m.echani.sm. is not fUlly provided by the present enabling

legislation and it is not known what the chances are for this change.
'rh• Council. members·,. who are not wi.thout power. collecti.vely and. indi-

ndaally h&ve a vested: interest in: not changing the system so dramad.cally..

Thi.a conclusion is baaed on the fact that: they have resisted.

for

the. resource baae or apecia.l. area plamU.ng and management con-

yeai:s.

cept with the unaupported argument: for "flex:l.bility."

However• the d.m&

for change may be at baud.
'?he 1980. federal CZMA reauthorization bill (H.R .. 6979) had to be

scheduled on the suspension calendar because it failed to reach the floor
of Qmgreaa under the i:ul.a.. Tb.a bill.. passed the lI.S. House of Repruen-

cad.vee: at 9:43. p.m ..

Oil

~

It bare1y made it: under the wire at Cha start of the

October l,. 1980.

federal fbcal.. year·.

u

September 30,. 1980,. and the Senate at I.:08· a.a.

'l'hia was a mark of things to come.

ruearch for this paper was being prepared. the Reagan Adminis-

traeioD fn1t1•tecl. budget cutting that rill have
'

,,· . ·"' ::-

&

profound impact ou en-

.:r.-

,.· :--·~olmmiCar. ~

~t:har .-ma-jor federal. progxm. including cout:al. zone man. ..,. . .
agamit. ·The waaga from. tha Adm1n1 stradou 1a that. ~ CZH baa been nu~-

. . . . -:: .

..

...

. _..

cared: by. the federa.1 govermaant 9 and if the aperimeut has any value. i.t

ahould be ueluaUe:ly supported. by state-

l9<t'

arJJi/ or loca1 govermaents.

-

- ---- - - - ----------- --

-

The budget reductions planned in early 1981 foretold a cessation
within 15 months of all federal financial support for the Rhode Island
This will represent an amiual. loss to the state of

Coastal Program.

one ..tlJ1cm dollars-,. and. "if coastal management in Rhode Isl.and. continues

as it. baa during the past three years,. state tax dollars will be required.
to p1.ck. up the slack.

But because the Reagan Administration is cu-cting

other federal programa as well 11 the loss of -federal revenues to the state

will be many millions. of dollars,. thereby creating intense competition

at the state level. for whatever tax revenues can: be raised.
' '

.
.·_,...

t!lia paper ba8' revealed. that the Coaatal Managemmit Program in Rhode
Island haa.

number~

operationa1 and. basic: progrmatic:

naww.

Indeed.,

one .i a hard presaect to discover whac- difference the program bas made in
Bhocle Ial.and., that ha.a: been. worth· the expenditure of more than $4.5 mil-

lian.. federaL dolla:s--- ?he.. logical..

that the

eztenai on.

oL the Council's· argument. __ .

CiMC must be practical., pragmatic, reasonable 11 or however else

aaa can euphem:f.ad.call.y- desc:rl.be tha prac:t:ica of clisregarding adopted

polic:fea, and ragulat:lcma 1a: to thros the "management" of cha public. re-

90urce back ca il:ulividuala

ac~

individually with no concern for the-

OYerall value of th& resource or overall outcome of their many separate

acd.ona.

That ia,,why

lia~. a. Councril

at ell if its:. aetioAS" ·a:e prociud.ng an.

end product that differs very little from the end product obtainable
~gb • ·

pura la:1a~faire ayatmat ·

- ·; :.. .;·~~ ·:~ ,f~-~73):f .\~~·~:~_:.::Z.; ~~~~ ;.:; - ~~):
.·- :~ Coam:il. a.i.tha

progra
.........

. '· -.- .. .

p~~ have not been an.aware of th•

pngraaPs. clifficulti. .,. and- wart baa: been. underway since late Autuma. 11
.
- ·._... \.. .i

1980,

co

cn.rcome ~.

be9:ll cliffic:ulc

Identifying th&: Program'• inherent flava baa.

8nd r•dns unaetiled. The effort; baa eaaeutially as-

.

·------- - - - - - -

sumed the scale of a total rewriting of the RICRMP, and as the state's
coastal management persotlllel become more deeply immersed in the complexities of th:f.s task of reexamining the classification of coastal waterbodi.ea.. the de.fin:1.t:iona- of permissible use&,. the preparation of, hope-

the preparatiou of standards to accompany

fully., apecia!. are& plans,.

the. permissible- uses and the redesignation- of· Geographic: Areas of Particu.lar Concern,. progress wtu.:h always." appears to be painful in govern-

mane,

1dll. certainly be slow.

It: ta. the hope here that::thi& research project will. lend. itsel.f to

th.a progrmati:c reevaluation now occ:m:ring- by pointing to those pitfalls
that: bava. trapped. ·Rhod• IslaJJd in an overly expensive and. uot so effec:-

tive paper pushing management program..

Not surprisingly. the spectre of

federai budget cutting baa acted as a powerful stimulus to program reHOwever,. whatever faint hope. there may have been. that federal over-

f01'1ll.

sight would. prevent or correct programmatic deviations,. will becoma no

bope wbataver- ?ha taak w1.ll tall squarely on the stata.. During the

-

...

put

three years the cm!y !ore• nth:LD: the· state for attempting to· en-

sure program: con.aiaceucy baa been tha federall.y funded personnel.. They
were uot: always aucceaaful.,. but wi.th the federal cuts. threatening to el.im-

in.ate nearly all personnel:,. except the

stata

funded~

emu::

and its legal staff which are

the one internal. forca for consistency will be decimated,

throwing. the ruponaibility to citizens. aud. the court 8Ylltem.

l9Z -·
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APPENDIX I

RHODE ISLAND COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

These standards,. presentl.y absent in any form from the RICRMP
(with the exception of several. of the outright prohibitions and a re-

ference to the Rhode !sland "Erosion Control Handbook"), have been prepared for inclusion in the RICRMP from a. review of 218 cases before the

Coastal. Resources Management Council. from. February 12,. 1980, through
March 10,. 1981.

The standards appl.y vi.thin. the 200-foot inland juris-

diction line created by the KICBMP arid areas of primary jurisdiction
(below mean bi.gh water and physiographical features).

The review period contains a representative number and mi.% of projects that can be considered either routine or controversial and that
have received fUll. Council revi.ew.

Because these standards have been

attached. ta project assents in the farm of staff recommended site-specific
ati.pulad.oDa.- they can be considered. "field tested.,,.
through the

ap~ence

They have evolved.

of nearly three years of continuous field evalu-

atiOll of· projects by the- same personnel funded through CZMA Section 306
grant mon:!es ..

All the Counc:j,l 1110Ves to lessen the administrative and paperwork costs

of Coutal.laaourc:ea

Management~

it is recommended that the staff

.~r;q.l_~.;~-t'ii'·..-.~ ~·t~du~~:tu·all: ni~tiDe cases..

·-

K_outine- cases

-:-.·-.are ~OH· wldch are- ~ar- permia&ihle aae•, which do not conflict with the
llCBMP. and' which- do not trigger the burdena of proof requirements.
-

It

1.- a!ao: sugg.-ted that the- Counci1 give serious thought to pursuing the

legislative initiative of enabling all local communities to adopt
these or similar standards and enforce them as a matter of routine
policing of local development.

Such. local adoption would have the

benafi.cial. effec:t of increaaing the public's knowledge of what ia exIt would. also- improve enforcement of the state's policies

pec:ted..

ta preserve- and protect the Coastal resources.

PToperly adopted, these

standards could be enforced by local building inspectors as well as
state coaatal:..management personnel.
the liac appeara to be compraheuive, but its lengthiness should

not be vt...cl as a ) detriment to the program or as a measure of influi-

'?he•• standards do not apply in all cues,

bility.

are tailored. to the site conditions by-

not prohibitive. nor are they inclusive.
·mitiga~

of course,. as they

the staff.. Moreover, they are

The provision for on-site

procediu:ea. by the scaff ia necessary to cover situations not

provided. far here.
?he applicacion: of these standards is wei.ghted towards undeveloped
and DOUUrb&ll. areas. becau.e it is prec:isely those areas where the preser-

vation and. proceed.cm ethic: of the program: ia most visi.ble.

It is also

those areas. where development proposals can be more easily considered
as. routine- as opposed. to major facility development which could occur
anywhere~

but would.

be more likely to occur in an. urban setting.

Re-

prdlesa. of whm:e a major facility woilci occur• ita~.impact on the sur. ·' " ..
... romuHns ~t wauld necuaitata a:ita specific development stand.
..
..
.
arda of· a type which the I.bode Island Coastal. Prograa bu not yet de·-

·- .-r;:.·

;

: .

•

~- ~ -

·-

;

•

"'!" .· ·

•

- . 'r

•

General Protection of Physiographical Features.
1.

The practice of mowing marsh vegetation shall be discontinued/pro-

z~

'there shall. be

l.

Areas- where marsh alteration oc:c:urs, such as through man-induced

1lD

f i l l placed. cm. marshes or beaches.

site alteraeion sedimentation impacts, shall be restored.

4.

?ha c.read.oll of sa.ltmarsh shall occur in another location to com-

pen•t:a for last marsh, in cues whm:a such loaa is unavoidable.
('?h:ta baa occ=red" for the c:anstraed.on of a uev brl.dge abucmene
wb:tch. filled approz:lmataly

1600 square feet of marsh, and else-

where. where: ali-gnments of man-made- structures could not reason-

ably be altered.

!..

lleaed.c:tion to the use of rubber d.re vehicles shall be enfcreed
whera work nth machinery on a marsh. 1a unavoidable.

6·..

~property

OD:

signa and. cb•fn link fenc:ea. shall. be proh:ibited

beaches and barn.er beachea • .

7... 'ftla: ue of Ul'hale paving au: beaches and barrier beaches and on
marshes shall be proh:ibited.

a•.

Th•-· o£ permeable aurfacaa •ball occur for driveways and park.- ~ :. ·.,. . . . .~ : . .r.. ...

.....

. . : .' ~ ·-, _ fD&; loa. Cm beachu. barrier. beaches.
... .
.~... "". ·.. ·•. ...... ~ .. ·: ~· . .

am

in. •aaitive natural

;

"·

•

• r:

f-

~

:. . ··--:.. .· ··: :~

· .. .

·Gradin&.. fillfnc or- diapoal of debris. and material.a on dunes
prahib:tteci ..

L-3

is

10.

A.11 excavated materials in trenching work shall be placed on the

upland side of the trench away from the sensitive natural features.
il1 work sbal.1. be monitored. by the CBMC staff to implement on-site

ll...

enviromnentaT controla aa necessary.
12.

The staff shal1 revi.ew

pro~ect

controls with contractors prior to

commencement of work.

It ia ' ch• obligation of the Contractor/Ap-

plic:a.t ta nod.fy tha CllMC or ita- suff when a project ia to com-

laa1.dend.a1 Construed.on, Genera1 Construction, Accessory Structures.

For rsns· or· cesspool replacement, all lines., pipes or other connec-

-.1.

tioaa to the. ori&iD&l, failing· sewage diaposa1 system shal1 be diacomiacted'., removed.- or oeherwise disconnected.

ma lowest

?.

floor ..

1nclndiDg

the· basement, shall be elevated to or

above.. the basa flood el.vat.1oJr a& defined by the Plood Insurance
Kate Mapa.

A. line- of staked hay bales shall. be placed between the construction

3.

site and the.water or· physiograph:l.c feature to control: seclimentad.on

am

shall. he- ma1Dtained. until proper vegeutive cover is utablished •
. ~ . ~- .: ..~_ . ~.: ·: , .. .- .~. .. _-:. . .
. ·····
. ..
- :. .
'fte-izl with local. syac...- sb&ll occur within. 90 days of the day
.

_ ;,,;.

•

·· 4'~

:

•

;

.-

•

'I.

·

; "

-~

~ .

·- ~•!_;_~~~~--~~~~'~e;~~~a:;~.:- ~ -:::. ~~~~i~'.i.;f;:"
S.

Devegeutiou- of tha· embankment leading to the shore· shall be pro- bild.ted. ..

r-4.

6.

A vegetative buffer zone shall be established landward of the

marsh. fringe marsh, top of bluff, seacliff, or embankment.
This zone sbal1 be staked by the staff engineer or biologist
prior tG caDStruction.

(This. zone: hiatortc:&lly is, tailored

to dte cond:f.tions and has been. as narrow as 10-feet and as.

The SO-foot zone is· moat ccmmou1y used.

wide aa 60-f eet.

Ten to twenty-five feet is common. at the crest .of an embank-

ment; 50 feet° whenever possible along marshes. 50 to 60 feet
aicmc topa of c:liffa and bluffs.

These are often considered

co. be mn1mal . aJMl. arguably should. be greate when. canditi.ona
warra=).

Tir

Gradbg and filling activities shall not encroach on the buf-

a.

AU· ezcea• debris and construction materials shall. be properly
cf1aposed of at a su:Ltabla upland location.- not in the buffer
maa,.. eh.a marsh,,

5'~-

Cit

the beach,. or iJ:t the waters. of the state.

A1.l fi.ll.. and disturbed. areas shall. be vegetated aa soon as poaaihle (or cOVEed. with mul.ch) tel' prevent. erosion.

IO-.

Hay bales. shall be staked at the- toe of the f i l l and. maintained
until the fill is stabilized with vegetative cover.

: l l - ·Eroding emhm!kmenca shall be rutored 1mmed1•tely •

. · '.'.:;>_1,'!~· _..IR e:ccmfac:e_ nth tha state's adopted. 208 Water
•·

·-~··· ~·: . ~/~ ~-~ :~ ·~·~.:-

w

: · ... .. ..... . .. .

_.

•

.,-..

·_

-~

.· :

·.

_.:;...~.

;¥

..

• •

• -

Quality Manage-

•

pra,.,. chemicals Sach aa fertili.zera and pudcidea shall

ba carefully and sparingly applied along. sensitive natural areas

nch. as the Upper Narrow liver and upecially fragile coastal

panda.

-·-

13.

·- - - -----·--·--- - - --

.

·- -- -- - - · - ·- --··---- · ·- ·----

--

·· -- .

-

Low flow water devices and prohibition of washing machines and
dishwashers shall. be implemented where ISDS systems are installed
in delicate areas (shallow depth to water table, coastai ponds,.

perhaps. upper ?farrov liver) ...
14.

The-

stoc~piling

of f i l l and. material.& shall. be set back frODL

the top of embankments, edge of bulkheads, etc., 10 to 50 feet as
ai.t& coud:t.t:toua allow.

15..

Ezcavaticm ancl guding abal.! be rutricted to· those activities and

.reas. nacasaary for the actual.. coustrucd.ou of the dweI nng·,. buildmg. or ISDS.

16. Hand excavation of footllgs sha11 occur in particularly sensitive
areas where: the . use of machinery ia- not only inappropriate but not
.ttally necessary to accomplish the work.

lT..

Permeable surface for dri.vewaya,. parking areas, etc: •., shall- be
11cfltzecl wlumever feas:tbla., especially in senai.tive natural areaa.

where runoff· i& to- be· kept: ta a minimum •.
18.

Point source. types of discharges shall be prohibited ou steep em-

JS•. In. "Al! flood zon. . where aubstmt1•l amounts of fill are required,
·-

,.. · -·.. pm:t1c:uI.arly· m:ound: low-lying porti.oua of coutal pond areaa,, the

- .. .....,.

...
.

~fill.

.

shall be prob:l.bited,. and dwellings sbal1 be. e.levated

'

· on. para1IaI concrete wa.l1a .or on pilings or columns..

· 20.

All single-family building additions shall require an ISDS "change
of use•t permit.

21. All new ISDS systems require ISDS permits.

Applicant's are ad-

vised ta meet on-site wi.th. CRMC staff plJior to the commencement

of ISDS" groundwater teats,. etc ... to discuss. location. setbacks,

etc. (This is offered in lieu of a standard ISDS setback and density requirement which should. be prepared for coastal areas, but
appears to be c:ou.siderahly down. the line.)
2%.. !!zteui.ve filliDg

~the

Coaacal. llood Plain,. when necessary and.

pena:lcted,. •ball be reatr:icted to the 11011peak hurric:m:ie-aeaaou co
111nim1ze

the probabili.ty of washout.

23..

'?he Conversi.011 of dwellings front seasonal use

. -· __

s~_require

KERIDCZ:

to year-round use

an ISDS" upgrading, if necessary.

-ero•iou and se4imeptatiop controls •
. ·.

··..

. ..

. -

:.. ?:

. . ... -

. ..• •

.

KasidentfaJ CoMt:rw;tion op. a. Barrler Beach.

t..

~getati.ou

of the s:tta shall occur in accordance w:lth the staff

recommendations for vegetative types and planting schedules (beach
graaa. pea,. etc.}
%..; " . ~er zones ab.all be utabl.Uhed •• a neceaaai:y step
-.... .

to protect

. aaa:lt.1'98 futuru._ nch. aa dun•• and barrier wetlands.

3;.. 'rtle- dwelling shall. be. anchored to pilings in accordance w:lth the
lhacla Island. State: Bnfl41ng Code for · ccmatructicm in fiood. Hazard

- ------- -- ··--·-·---··- --

-·

---

- - --· -

-- ·---- - - -- --···-- ---· ---- · --·

Areas, elevated 6 feet above the 100-year flood level established
by the Flood Insurance Rate Maps, and with pilings driven deep

euougll ta· witha.tand scour.
4.

& registered profesaiona1 engineer or architect shall certify that

th•

struc~e

is- securely anchored

to adequately anchored pilings

or columns in order to -rithstand velocity and hurricane wave wash •
.,
S.

All. debris and excess· building materials shall be properly disposed

of at:

a au:itabla upland

location., nae

OIL

tha dune,. the marsh. or

:ht the. waters of the stata.

S..

COuatrucd.onactivitieS' or alterad.ons shall be confined. to that
area land.ward of the dune. or dune· remnant.

The· dune shall be

staked out by the staff b:l.ologiac or the staff engineer.
-Residential Construction,. General Conatruc:tion. Accessory

B.El'EllENCES:

Struccire& ..

-koaicm and aedimeutad.on controls ..
· · ~ Protection of Physiographical. l'eatures
·' . :-·'" - . ,t·- :!- . -:. ..

Commerd.al. Building Construction ..
I.

The· structure shall be. elevated. to or above the appropriate base
flood. elevation or flood-proofed. in accordance. with the lhode Ia-

. . ~- Ckticla· 4._ Sectf.oll 300.%3) •
•• !

•

•

- ·- .. .·. ;.·"". ·,

•

•

.· · .

-

.- .

Z..: _ ~ nonauperri.aed. fire
-

pria.te.

al.arm- system shall.. be inatal.led. Where appro-

3.

Monitoring or inspection of the integrity of buried fuel
storage tanks shall be required.

llD!BENCE:. -Residend.a.i Constuction.. General Construction:, Accessory Sttuceures
-!:coaion and sedimentation controls
Dredging.
l.

Teclm:f.ques utilized. shal1 be to

%.

ro. p1:nent
pacts cm

minimize

turbidity and sedi-

the: release of obuoz:ious odor9 and

marm. organ:!_.;.

dredging shall

minimize

preferabl~

:im-

occur

ill cool. months ..
;..

Soil. cover shal.1. be used to cap the dredged material to

prevent the rel.ea.ea of obnoxl.oua odors,, i f necessary.
4-. . Dewatering of dredged. material. shall occur behind a berm of
. . afficienc heigllt to c:outaill the materia1; bay bales shall.

be. ataked. around tha. outside perillleter of the berm to capture

sediment !aclen water., 1£ necessary.
S..

Shellfish dredged front waters. cla.aaified Slt or lower shall

not be made available for consumption or for bait.
5-: All dredged araas shall have a. bottom slope of 50 percent

. ·: '. ·.:. ·-~:- ~

..

., . .
·..
--··. .~ ... ~ .~

: ; -. ..

~

. . ..,. . .

~- to aU 1a ~
.. :. •.

..
~.

and fliahing •

."':""' -

T; Dredged material disposed· of on aita ahal.l be- covered with
• l. to S-foot clean. earth cover ..

Piers, Docks, Floats

1.

All pilings shall be securely driven into the substrate.

2.

1'?le- minimum spacing between decking shall be no less than one-

half inch. to allow light penetration to fringe marsh. and the
mini.m1m dock. height shall. be one to t:wo feet above marsh vege-

tation ..

J. All materials. removed pilings. and excess debris shall be properly disposed of at a sUi.table upland location,. not. in the wacers of the: st·a ce. (or on the- beach. or on the marsh) ..

4.

Dfadlarge of· was.tea from boats using this facility into the wa-tars of· th& state,. shall. -be- prohibited ..

5.. No grading or

filling activities along the shoreline shall occur

wi.thoue the review or approval. of the CBMC.
6..

P1.lings shall. not be placed in the- fringe marsh.

1... Pt.er deck. shall. maintain. clearance over mean: high water to allow

Iacarat access.

(Itt

1110st. cases,.. this

~earance

has. been:

stipula.~ed

at:: S or & feet) •

a..

?he pier shall be abutted to the embankment without alteration of
the embankment,. or the embankment shall be properly cutback and
stabilized,.. i f necessary.

_,,_ 90::..-,. · Standarci dock wi:dth shall. be no greater than 4 feet:.

<: '.: ~~r:>·<
.

~·

I.a-

-

. ;.- .-...-\:..
.

~

-,·:.

noacs- met ramps and other equipment shall. not be stored on the marsh

Boat Launching Ramps .

1.

All work on boat launching ramps shall be confined to the low
t:f..dal. cycle.

z..

Al.1. excavated- materlal shall. be- removed from the· site.

J..

'l'he- ramp shall. be extended upland far enough to prevent wave

I

runup and washout at the inland edge.

4.

Concrete railroad. t:ies or similar concrete flexible base shall

be- used for boat ramps. in low. energy wave areas,. placed on
a gravel base to resist: undercutting and cracking.

Marina Fac::ll.it:ies.
1...

Pumpout facilities shall be installed as the need arises.

z..

Sufficient saJU.tary facilities shall. be provided to service

- · -- - -- -a~

l..

marina aaers;;

?he discharge of waates from boats using this facility into
the vaeers of the state. be

REFERENCE: -Piers,. docks.

prohibite~

flats~

ramps

-Dredging

. -R::tp rap and Other Shore.line Protection Facilities

R:f.p

Rap

le.

the: CO• atone shall. be placed in a toe trench at a depth equi-

-. ·~~

and Other Shoreline Protection Facilities.

- ·~ :-:-- :.

·· ·· ftlent· of mean law water.

L.. V'ert:t·c:al. motared seawalls shall. be generally prohibited as they
incur damage from rtrong wave action.

The use of rip rap t:ype

walls rtepped intoc the embSJJlcment shall be preferred technique
i f nonstructural techniques are not feasible.

-Z-ll'

3.

There shall be a uniform grade and slope pitch controls not to exceed a maximum 40

4..

0

slope.

!he staff biologist shall.srake the marsh or the staff engineer shall.
t~

stake the. toe of the f aciliey p.rior

the commencement of work.

5..

Machine~

6.

Groll& shall. not be· constructed.· of asphalt or soil.; only concrete

shall not operate- in the. marsh.

or rock material. properly placed (not dumped) and angled in with
the longest azis paralle1 ta. the ground shall be utilized.

1.. Gravd or- crushed s -t oue shall. be. placed behind the wall. to stabilize·
th• aCJ:ucture anci to serv~ as a filtering layer for sediments.

8.

Al1 rip· rap shal.1 be placed, not dumped.

9'..

The: enda of the rip rap· sha.11. be tied in. with the remainder of the
emban.kwme or existing walls ..

10.

Wall. shall. have drainage allowances ..

ll.

~pecial.

engineering or

const~tion.

cases involving repair of

~ld.

requ:trements shall. occur in

and dilapidated stone piers .. walls,

·~ - :~

_,•,

.. .

Erosion and Sedimentation Controls.
(NOTE~

These are complimentary to or duplication of techniques described
in. the State of Rhode Island Erosion Control Handbook).

1 ... Downspouts shall discharge undergrounct.·; or onto splash pads to difuae
··"''=

.

-. . -~~~~ :.-: -::;' :i: ~-~-<._::- ~- >-~ ·:·:~_:: :._' -·~·::·
L. ·. ?he-- aae of f:Uter cloth. jut• mec:1ng.,. fiber mesh fencs or filter fab. .: .. ":".· . ....... de. fence., crushed stone revetments-,. sedimentation barriers,,_ check dams,
sod,,. seed berms,.. fitches,. and. swaies shall be utilized where appropri. ate to contro:l erosion ..

3.

Low berms or curbs shall be appropriately placed to prevent
erosion from runoff, especially on steep embankments.

4.

Stairways to piers,. from embankments, shall be elevated on small

piles to· prevent vegetative disturbance.

5..

Dewatering_ discharges shall. pass through hay bale and/or
crushed stone sediment traps.

6-.

Dewatering wells used to lower water table during deep excava~ona.

7'.

shall. be driven points or drilled casing.

Dewaterlng diac:h:arge9 shall not be directed into storm drains..-

Drainage. Facilities ..

!.

Draina shall have three-foot sumps with permeable bottoms.

2.

Grease· craps and oil separators shall be· installed as necessary.

3..

Ahsorbant materials shall be used to capture runoff bituminous

lictui.d& during paving operations.
4..

Outfalls shall. have splasi:l pads of proper design size to pre-

vent scour•.
5..

,_

Screens or grates shall be placed over the. outfalls to· trap
debris·..

&.

A

maintenanc~

schedule shall be required for street cleaning

and cleaning sumps and outfalls.
7.

Ro tie-:!D.a with buildings or sewage systems shal.l be allowed.
·- ~. . - : ··:. : . -

8'-. · ~ streaa· bedS t111dfor swales shall be utilized whenever
poaaible ..
>,-

tml'ERENCE~

-Rip rap and Other Shoreline Protection Facilities.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- ·- - --- --- -- ·- ··

Aquaculture.
1.

Assent shall be issued on an experimental basis for three years.

2..

Applicant shall. file semiannual. reports with the CRMC, providing

al1.
3 ..

dat~

and information as required by the DEM Aquaculturist.

Adequate- markers delineating the site shall be instal.led and
maintained ..

4 •. Projects shall be for the cultivation of quahaugs, oysters, and

mussels excl.usively.

s.

Apvlic:ant:/

owner shali be-

liable for clean up and restoration in

the. ~ of abandonment.
&.

Owner shall.. no.tify the CRMC 30 days. prior to abandonment.

1.

A.

8'.

No attempts ta implement predator control shall occur without

$20·,ooo-

performance bond shall be- posted ..

C!MC' consent.

9'..

Project shall be. monitored by the DEM Fish and Wildlife Biologist (Aquaculturise) ..

NOTZ:: Aquaculture presently is not a routine use of coastaI waters.

Designation: of aquaculture zones. appears. to be desirable and
tec:hn:f.cally· feasible.
MiscellaneoU&.

All.. fill.. when utilized,. shall be properly compacted. and veget-

l.

.

-·'

~. - ~ ~ ·-~-: · ~

'!."'-/ ..

-

.

..

.

. .' -~- :~.::-, :;::·-~~~-.~.<-~?:>:.~~:;'.'.::::~: ~~< ':-. '.:"-·. -~ ·.. .
.
'
All ."sewage . pumping stati.ona. shall. ba flood-proofed below: the
- - .'

2~·· '

... -

.

bUe· floocf Iavel. (cerd.fieci by a registered professional engineer or. architect).

S..

All subdrains sha11 be constructed of 6" pipe and the pipe traversing the horizontal. downslope leg shall be solid:. not perforated,.

and all joints shall be tight.
~.

Access to the shoreline across sensitive features down steep
embankments. shal1 be managed by a stairway, not a path.

S--

All. fill .material. shal.1 be clean and free of matter that could
cause po!1ution of the waters- of the state ..

6.

The right-of-way to the shore shall be kept free and clear of
all. materials and equipment: used for construction of said pro-

ject..
..i ~

Subd:tvisions.

?.

Subd:lvisicm lot sizes ixr sensitive. natural areas (Narrow River
Water

Shed~

Coastal Ponds, particular coves) shall be of suffi-

c:ient size to allow low density development. (In accordance with
the- 208". Water Quality Management Plan, the minimum lot size. in

areas to be served by indivi.dual subsurface disposal systems
and public waters should. be at. least 15,000 square feet; 60,000

square feet: in areas served by ISDS and private wells) ..

z.

Cluster type development shall be the preferred development techn:l.que in all: coastal areas. (Local conmnmities should zone water

front areas for large-lot or cluster-type developments to reduce
runoff and related impacts on coastal waters.)
3"~ ···· COnaaucd:on of stonL water runoff impcnm.dment areas shall be
·· ~met..

as- a mean• to reduce or prevent storm water nm.off into

coaata1 waters.

(The 208 Plan recommends natural buffer strips-

or 30(); feet from the rainy season. flow line of a stream or the

- t:-15

high water mark of a natural body of standing water in rural
areas~ wher~ver

4.

possible.)

Conservation easements. (or minimally buffer zones) shall be
established ut'land' from· sensitive physiographical features.

5- Lots sha.l.I. be combined,. wherever possible, in sensitive natural.
areas to reduce densities. t>nd allow setbacks and buffer zones
in accordance with the standards contained herein.

6-.

Where a conflict arises between protection of coastal physiographi.c:al features- and waters in accordance with the standards
COllta1Dacl. herein~ and local. requ:l.rements, applicant's. shall first

seek relief· from local. author.ities.

REFERENCE:

-General. Protection of Pbysiographical Features
-Residential Constructions, General Construction,
Accessory Structure
-~ Controls.. -- . - -·-Drainage Facilities

Ie t... recommaud.ed that i f these:· standards: are amended to the

RICRMP',,. they should similarl.y be amended to· the applicant's handbook. with illustrations.

This is, similar to the ''Developer's

book" approach. utilized: by other coastal states •

.·
,·

. . ,,.

·. .·.

·. ·· ·.
. -. ..
•.

~

.,,

. . ..

.
·. : ··.:

..

•

..

r.-1&

Hand~

RY COMMUNITY, WATERBODY
AND PROJECT TYPE

,
.)
"'

.~

.'

.

-.

... . .~ """

-:

..:: .

-·

u-t

TABLE II-1
PROJECTS BEFORE ClU1C BY COASTAL WATERBODY
I/Ol/75
WA:CmBODYI COMMUNITY:

thru

'1/30/79

5/16/78

(1)

thru (

9/30/79 l)

ll/19/7fJ
thru.

12/31/80

NABRAGANSETr' BAY REGION/DR.A.IN.AGE

I ..

BASIN:

Academy Cove,. R.. Kingstown

3

i\rTien• lfarbor~ N. Xingstowu

.lpponaug Cove,. Wanfck

*Bm:ringtcm liver,.

~ton..

z

l.

l

-

z.

1:

l.

16

1S

z

B:faa•l•. Cove,. N•. llngatown:

I

l.

Blue~

2

i

B'ren:on- Cove,. Newport

2

1

l

Bri.atol. Harbor,. Bri:atoI

z..

I.

4

Braslmeck Cove,_ Warwick

4

z

z

Bill Cove,. Portsmouth

Bnlloc:ka· ea.c,. East Prcvi.clace/Bar:iDg~on

Cold: Spring Cove., R.X..

~

5

l '

4

Duck Cave,. LX:tngstown.
Dutch Cave,. N. K:tngstawn

I

Dw:ch Harbor•· .rameatowu

Euc!u•ge
.

14

14

9

z

l:.

3"

Greenw:t.ch Bay._ Warrick..

4

~

4

Grecnrich Cove.,. Kast Greemrich..

7

Z'

z

· .-. :n.IWIS Cove.,
B•
_.

-

l

X:1Dg•~

-

-'Greac creek,.

.Tame&tOW'll

l

n-2

(2)

- - --

~-- ------- - ·-- · - · ··- - · - ·- - - - -- --- - - - -- ~- -

TABLE II-1

l/OI/75
thru (l)
9/30/79'

WATDBODY/COMMDNITY

!.

(Con't)

5/16/78
thru (l)

9/30/79

ll/19/79
thru

12/31/80

NARRAGANSETr BAY REGION/
DRAINAGE BASIN:
*Hundred Acre Cove,_
Barrington

3

1C:fck'""'l1 t liver,_ Bristol.

4-.

l.

Axackeral Cove,_ Jamutcnm

I.

l

I.

l

lUll. Creek,_ N. KingstOWlt.

l.

l

z

Mt. Hope Bay, Bristol/
Portsmouth

3

Narragansett Bay (General)

52

25

Newport Harbor,_ Newport:

u

9
l

5
l

4

6

Pawtaxat Co.ve~ Crantlt:anl

Warwick

4

Pawtu:zet liver.- Cranston

l

**PettaqU&11U1CUtt liver, Rarrapaaett/SX/K
-.

·:i"~ ) - ...

'

!

.

.

.

· ·~:- }' ~ :. ~• . ; . :·

6

14

l3

•

·-

P'r'av1.delu:a liver,_ ProvI
Wu ./CrCJ1jf!OD./F2 /'
Bardngtan

3

Sakomlet liver

•

ll

2 _

Seekonk. liver

-

··.:~

-

--- -

-- -

-···-

-- -

-

n-~

·-· .. .

(2)

- -

T.~LE

WATER

II-1 (can't)
5/16/78

1/01/75
tbru

WATERBODY/ COMMUNITY

9/30/79

(1)

thru (1)

9/30/79

3

S'mith.'"s Cave,, Barril:tgtou

z
l

Thatch Cove. Warwick

Tibbetts Creek. N. Kingstown

l
•

~

Cove. Wai:wick

weat Passage ·

.' ~ 11 ....

Si

3

9

ll

le

6

9

16

... l(l.

Watchemokat Cove

l

Wickford Cove,. ?f. Kingstawn:

J'

W:f.ckforcl Harbor. Nit.

7

Woona.squatucket liver
SUB'?OTAL::

R1lC!B'r OF ?CUL:·

- .:-.:. .

~

i

--

268

88

.59-29

.5866

.

. -....

II-4

6
l

~

-

. . ... .

thru

12/31/80

2

Sheffield Cove-,, N.. Kingatowu

. Warren- liver• Warren

11/19/79

190

.5621

(2)

TABLE II-1 (Con't)

1/01/75
thru (1)

WATERBODY /COMMUNITY
IL

9/30/79

5/16/78
thru (1)

9/30/79

11/19/79
thru

COASTAL PONDS:.

z

*Almy Pond• Newport

**Cormorant Cove. New Shoreham

2

*Easton Pond, Newport
' ; ;.,"- · •

6.

•

1

-· At&lilee Bird Sanctuary
Pt • .Iwlith Pond. Narragansett

z

l

**Great Salt Pond. Nev Share.baa

l.

l

**Green 1lill. Pond. SJt

1

3

6

*Harbor Pond. New Shoreham

4

*I.aka Canochet,. Narragansett

l

*Little Pond. Narragansett

1

**Kev Harbor. Nev Shoreham
**N:lnigret Pond
*Potter Pond. S1t

**Pe• .rudi.th Pond,. ?Tarr./SJt
*QaickHnd Pond,. Littl.a Compton

l

l

2Z

4

21

0

:z:

10

sz

13

32

l

l

1

l ·

**Qa.onochoa.taug Breachway
**Quonochoutang Pond.
Saugatucket liver. SIC

1'TJ:i1la Pond• Hew Shoreham
..

2:

5

l

l

s

**Veekapaug_ Bruc:hway

**Winiaapq

*'luquage Pond. Narragansett

*Weat:
"'t" -

--

Pcm~

-- ~ •• •

·:·

· -

:--

·

.... _

_ __

__

-

1
4

Charlestown·.-

l

i

l

Pond

3

l

- · ·

!I-S.

(2)

12/31/80

·-------·--··- -- ·- -

-- - - ··------ - -

TABLE II-1 (Cont)

1/01/75
thru (1)
9/30/79

WATERBODY/COMMUNITY
Unnamed

Pond~

--·

Newport

lOI.

SU:B'!O'UI.:

PD.CENT OY TOTAL:

~:- · ··

5/16/78
thru (1)
9 / 30/79

..:

ll-6

.2234

11/19/79
thru (2)

12/31/80
1

27

.1800

107
.3165

TABLE

(Can't)

1/05/75
thru (1)
9/30/79

WATERBODY/COMMUNITY
I l l..

II~l

5/16/78
thru (1)
9/30/79

ll/19/79
tbru (2)
12/31/80

3

2Z

COASTAL DRilNAGlt BASmS/SOUNDS:

3·5

Block Island. Sound

l

Col .. Willie Cove. Westerly

l

Little Narragansett Bay
--.,._.,

....

2

Harbor of Refuge:
Mat't:mil1.ck, South Kingstown:

2

01.ct Harbor•· Nev Shorebaa

?

Pawicatuck liver• Westerly

ll

7

10

Bhode Island Sound.

1!

24

5

83

35

.1836

. ~l333

smm>TA.L~

P!llCD'r OY TOTAL:
'l'OTAL~

NOTES:

.1213

452

(l) WM.taker and Amato. pp. 144-145. Original Source was
the Di.vision of Coastal Resources "assent file" which
h,aG. a 40 percent lag behind the total numbered applica~ona for the period.
Minor counting difference of
approximately l percent exist between totals presented

here- and those reported by Whitaker and Amato.
(2)- Division of Coastal. Resources "CBMC Assent Log" maint•1ned by tba Division's Planner. Data :includes all
· , · applicatiOD.S put: out to notice for period studied •
.. f

'.

'

'-~- -~ · , - ·

..:_,· ~"2 llCIMP Area for Pruervatioa.

and l.estorad.011. Low In'':r ·.-.: : taaity/Couaervatiou tree, Type I. !acuary.
;~--.- :~_._, --... 2ICJIMF Area for Preservation and 1.estoratiou, ma.ltiple
ue recreat:tou. Type 2 Estuary ..
A-Area for Preservation and Restoration other than Estuary
type. such aa sea cliffs and large aal.t marshes.

II-7

TABLE II-2
TABULATED FINDINGS FOR PROJECT LOCATIONS

(1)

(l)
I/01/75
thru.

5/l.5/78
Rate

No.

Narragansett Bay
Drainage Basin

(2)

5/16/73

ll/19/79
thru.

thru

9/3()/7'J
No ..

Rate

12/31/80
No.

Rate

181

.59

88

.sa·

199

.59

73

.24

21·

.18

96.

.28

&udna/Sound9

_g

.16.

- ~

.24

41

.13

tor.AI.~

306

C-oaacal.: Ponds
Coastal. Drainage

All. Areas for
Preservation &
Restoration

152-

338

=

103

~34

35-

.23.

141

.42

26

.08

8

.as

sz

.15

n

.24

27

.18

89-

.26c

(!)
24

~

Low Intensity Use/
Conservation Eatuarles-

MaltiplaUae Ea~es

Geographic. Areas
of Particular

Concern:
Barrier Beaches

.

- -· . . . .. ;_

~

.44

38

.25

-..
.... : .: . ... . ..-,
..

. ..

-

-1

136

TOTAL:·

(3)-

(3}
33.
~

~

.} ;

;

'

-·

:~ -~·· .· ·:'" .

n-s

165

.49

TABLE II-2
NOTES
(l.)

Aa: measured by assents contained. in the Rhode Island Department of

!Dviromnenta1 Management, Division of Coastal Resources, "Assent
:PUa,... i:eported by Amato and Whitaker in Coastal. Society Proceedings·, November 6-8,. 1979·,. pp. 145-156. It is· ncteworthy that they
found 40 to 50 percent fewer assents recorded than actuai applications processed and concluded that this was primarily due to clerical errors and the general lag in the decision-making process. 'nle
Division's January, 1981, Staff Report to the ~ reveals an average backlog for 1980 of 130 cases.
(2)

Tabulated from. Cha Di.vim.cm of Coastal Jleaources Log of ClMC Permits

the Stall Pl.amler.

u1nf:•1ned by

(3} Hora ac:curatelT.

~ figure represents project assents reported for
Bl.ode Island. Sound which ia predominately in a Burl.er Beach status
and· is entirely in a ''V" high-hazard flood zone. This figure does
not reflect the 32 project permits along Rhode Island Sound which is
also entirely a "V''. high-hazard flood zone,. but is less dominated. by
barn.er beach features.
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TO T.t\BLE II-3

"CRMC Application.. by Project Type and Community, November 1979 December 1980."
1.

SFDU'"s reflected- in this- category can be for new dJellings tied
into- local community sewer systems, as well as for dwelling repairs, and adclitions, etc.

z..

Categories shown are- as follows:

(a} Area of primary juris-

cliction aa reflectecf by 19n. statute. resulted in 47 percent of

th• Applicad.ou. case load; (b) Area where primary governmental.
jurisdiction is clearly local, not state, resulted in 53 percent

of the c:ase load; sewers are in this category because CRMC reviews are. at the project level and exmrrfne o.nly site impacts;

(c) reflects all. single-family dwellings relatei activities and
these coustitute- 48 percent of all. the case
--

. __.~ . - 11-·- -. .,. ,,_ : ---.

-

load~

the. l.arge major-

-

:leT
of' :·~~ ~?: · ·fall
.. ---·--- ·- .- . .-.. - .
~_.....

into loc:a:t jurisdiction (BC); and

(AC) reflects sing.le-family dwelling activities on barrier beaches,..

mi

area of primary CRMC jurisdiction, representing approxi-

mat:ely 16 percent of al1 activities occurring within the primary
jurisdiction category.

l- ?hue

are~

l cbemfcal discharge· into Seekonk liver, East Provi.-

dcu:e.;,· 2 pri.vate property signs on. a barrier beach in Narragansett;. l m•JT wind-powered electrical generator; 1 power line mainte:nanc:e, 1 locaI right-Of-way rehabilitation; 1 cooling pond for

the Block: Island Power· Company;, 2 mosquito ditching projects in
North Kingstown;. 1 request to. legalize asphal.t paving on a dune;
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